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Purpose: Prosthetic vision is young, and many aspects of its use remain unexplored. Hand-

camera coordination, the prosthetic correlate of hand-eye coordination, relies heavily on how 

the camera is aligned with the eye. It is unknown whether users of prostheses can adapt to 

using misaligned cameras, or whether requirements for proper alignment remain constant over 

time. 

Methods: Four blind subjects implanted with Argus II retinal prostheses participated in this 

study. Each subject attempted to touch a single 4°–7° white target that was randomly located on 

an otherwise black touchscreen in a target localization task. Touch response accuracy was used 

to determine the necessary adjustment to eye-camera alignment, the optimal camera alignment 

position (OCAP). Subjects attended over 100 sessions across up to 5.3 years.  

S1–S3 were given misaligned cameras for over 1 year. Adaptation was measured through 

changes in localization errors. Outside that period of intentional misalignment, cameras were 

aligned to maximize localization accuracy. During the final year, localization tasks were 

performed in alternation with eye tracking. S2–S4 also participated in 1-day experiments with 

simultaneous eye tracking and target localization. 

Results: Subjects were not able to significantly reduce localization error when cameras were 

misaligned. When trying to maximize localization accuracy, necessary OCAPs changed 

significantly over time. OCAP trend directions within days and trial runs matched changes 

between the beginnings of days and runs. Changes between the end of a day or run and the 

beginning of the next tended to point in the opposite direction of the previous trend, indicating 

a reset of OCAP changes. 
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Changes in eye orientations correlated significantly with changes in OCAPs. Eye-orientation 

trends displayed the same reset behavior between days and runs as OCAPs. Simultaneous eye 

tracking and localization showed agreement between eye-orientation and localization-error 

trend directions. Adjusting camera alignment with eye-tracking data slowed changes in 

localization errors. 

Conclusions: Users of current visual prostheses cannot passively adapt to camera 

misalignments. OCAPs are not constant with time. Prosthesis users who desire maximum 

pointing accuracy will require regular camera realignments. Camera alignments based on eye 

tracking can reduce both transient and long-term changes in localization that are related to eye 

movements. 

Readers: Gislin Dagnelie, Robert W. Massof, Xiaoqin Wang 
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1 Introduction 

Blindness isolates and hampers the activities of millions around the world. Some individuals, 

while being legally blind and suffering severe visual deficits, can still perceive light and discern 

general shapes. Their vision is simply not capable of capturing and processing information with 

the quality assumed for many societal functions, such as reading signs or navigating traffic. 

More profound visual deficits can leave one with only bare light perception. Those with such 

extensive vision loss may be able to detect light or distinguish patterns of motion, but lack form 

vision. Rather than having difficulty reading a sign, such people would be challenged to visually 

tell the difference between a city street and a beach. Complete vision loss constitutes no light 

perception, and those afflicted cannot detect bright flashes of light even under the best 

conditions. Many with bare and no light perception have few options for treatment or recovery, 

even in developed communities. Visual prostheses, electronics that attempt to bypass damaged 

parts of the visual system, offer at least some hope of improvement for the profoundly blind. 

Prosthetic stimulation of the visual system is still very young, however, and many challenges for 

the technology have not yet been explored. 

Evolution has crafted an intricate system of molecular interactions to translate photonic energy 

into neural activity. Fine and complex connections among neurons in the visual system then 

build response profiles from simple light detection to highlighting points of contrast and 

eventually to indicating the presence of a face or an object approaching the viewer. Neurons in 

the retina, before any signals leave the eye, already display assortments of preferences for 

spatial contrasts in colors or brightness, or sensitivities biased toward moving or static stimuli. 

Chapter 2 introduces the anatomy of the eye and the subtleties of natural visual processing. 

Juxtaposed to the fine-tuned, delicate architecture of the normal visual system, Chapter 3 
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discusses the comparatively neolithic designs of visual prostheses. Despite our knowledge of 

circuitry in the retina and the rest of visual system, therapeutic stimulation technology does not 

allow for much more than sending electrical currents indiscriminately throughout large areas 

that contain many different neurons. Each electrical pulse reaches neurons of numerous types 

that occupy multiple layers of tissue. Each layer would normally have a distinct role in 

information processing, and activity in one neuron could indicate conditions exactly opposite 

those signaled by its neighbor’s activity. Current visual prostheses have to ignore these details, 

and function simply on the principle that electricity can force neurons to become active. 

Fortunately, the elicited neural activity usually creates an impression of light. Unfortunately, 

that unnatural blast of neural activity does not carry precise information, and only allows 

recipients to point to sources of light, detect movement, or, in the best cases, recognize high-

contrast shapes. 

Even the fairly simple task of pointing to a light, however, is more complex than it appears. One 

might assume that, given a prosthesis recipient can perceive a light, he or she should be able to 

point to where it is. Indeed, a prosthesis user can perceive a light coming from a particular 

direction and point to it. Nevertheless, the alignment of that perceived direction with the actual 

direction to the light source is far from guaranteed. The apparent location of the light can be 

very different from its true location, particularly when a prosthesis uses a camera that is 

separated from the eye. The camera may be pointing in one direction, while the eye is pointed 

elsewhere. Although the prosthesis will provide stimulation only based on the camera’s view, 

the user will perceive the light to be wherever the eye is aimed. To avoid misalignment between 

the camera and the eye, the part of the camera’s view used to create stimulation can be chosen 

to coincide with where the eye is looking. The prosthesis setting that controls this alignment is 

called the camera alignment position (CAP), and is detailed in Chapter 4. 
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When a CAP is not properly configured, the camera is considered to be misaligned with the eye. 

Misalignment can be observed through localization errors, such as when a user points too far to 

the right or too high when trying to indicate the location of a light. Suppose that a user points to 

the right of a target light. One could make an adjustment by shifting the CAP to the right by the 

angular difference between the target and the response. Such a modification would require the 

user to move the camera farther to the left to see the target, and would thereby cause the user 

to point more to the left. The modified CAP that would have led the user to point directly at the 

target would be considered the optimal camera alignment position (OCAP). For any individual 

localization task trial, the OCAP for the specific conditions of that trial would cause the user to 

point with perfect accuracy. When multiple trials are considered, and when only one CAP can be 

chosen but no single CAP could achieve perfect accuracy, the OCAP is considered the CAP that 

would provide the maximum accuracy possible. OCAPs are conceptual constructs for 

understanding what is necessary to maximize prosthesis-user point accuracy, and are the basis 

for most of the following research. OCAPs can be considered to exist for any given set of 

conditions in a localization task, but because the determining factors for accuracy in prosthetic 

vision are unknown, OCAPs are only estimated and considered post hoc in this text. 

Among the unknowns related to pointing with prosthetic vision, it is unclear whether a user with 

a misaligned camera can improve pointing accuracy over time. A CAP set 10° too far to the left 

might be considered analogous to prism glasses that impose visual shifts 10° to the right. In both 

cases, the viewer would initially be inclined localize lights and objects about 10° to the right of 

their true locations. In the case of prisms, viewers with otherwise normal vision are known to 

adapt to the perceptual offset rather quickly. Here and in later chapters, any consistent 

reduction in the effect of an applied condition is considered adaptation. In this context, 

adaptation to misalignment would be consistent improvement in localization accuracy without 
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altering the original source of misalignment. Given time to practice visuomotor coordination, 

viewers with prism glasses can learn to localize and interact with objects accurately within 

minutes or hours. Such adaptation, however, is dependent on viewers’ ability to view their own 

actions with the shifted vision. Users of visual prostheses have very poor vision, and likely do not 

receive enough information to intuitively perceive their own bodies in action. Prosthesis users 

should therefore, without specific training or dedicated auditory feedback, not be able to adapt 

to misaligned cameras. Pointing with misaligned cameras was tested with and without 

automated verbal feedback, and the results of analyses on user accuracy and OCAPs are given in 

Chapter 5. All observed prosthesis users failed to show adaptation in absence of verbal 

feedback. Because they lack the ability to adapt, users of visual prostheses will require measures 

to ensure cameras are properly aligned, or will need special training in how to compensate for 

misalignments. 

In light of their failure to adapt to misalignment, one might question how well proper camera 

alignments persist over time. If users could adapt to misalignments, that adaptation would serve 

as an anchor for any established alignment. Alignment dictates that CAPs and OCAPs have the 

same values, and a misalignment would develop if the OCAP ever changed to be different from 

the CAP. If users could adapt to misalignment, the process of adaptation would drive the OCAP 

back to the CAP. OCAPs would thus never be expected change from the CAP. Lacking adaptation, 

however, the question whether OCAPs change becomes far more important. Without 

adaptation on the user’s side of camera alignment, the system would need to be consistently 

updated to match the CAP to the OCAP. Prosthesis users performed localization tasks for up to 

5.3 years, and CAPs were set as close as possible to OCAPs at each visit. Results are detailed in 

Chapter 6. OCAPs indeed changed over time, such that only 16% or fewer of possible 

combinations of 30-day OCAP averages had differences that were not statistically significant. 
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OCAPs moved along trends within days and trial runs, and the directions of those trends tended 

to match changes between days or between runs. 

It is known that the direction of the eye’s gaze is important in localizing any visual input. For 

example, if someone perceives a flash while the eyes are pointing to right, the flash will be seen 

as though it came from the right. Eyes pointing to the left would similarly place the flash to the 

viewer’s left. This makes perfect sense in normal vision, as eyes not pointed in the direction of 

the flash would fail to see the light. In prosthetic vision, however, a flash can be perceived any 

time an electrode provides current. The orientation of the eyes is thus very important to how 

light is perceived, but it does not change anything in how a prosthesis stimulates the visual 

system. Details on how the brain factors eye orientation into visual perception, and effects that 

have been observed in prosthetic vision, are discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. 

When OCAPs change, one might consider changing eye orientation as a possible cause. While 

sighted individuals can calibrate their perception of eye orientation, such as when the eyes are 

fixed straight ahead, based on visual input, the blind do not have that kind of feedback. Average 

eye orientations for a blind person could therefore change subtly over time, without the person 

ever feeling or correcting the changes. If average eye orientations were to change, so would the 

average locations of elicited percepts. Percept locations would change in both egocentric space 

and in the camera’s field of view, thus changing a user’s OCAP. Chapter 7 provides details on 

how user eyes were tracked both separately from the normal localization task and with eye-

tracking glasses during target localization. Despite considerable variability, distinct relationships 

were found between eye orientations and OCAPs. Both displayed the same behavior in day or 

trial run trends, and trends of the 2 measurements tended to move in the same directions. 
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When CAPs were automatically adjusted based on eye orientation, changes in localization errors 

were significantly slower than seen with normal, unadjusted CAPs. 

These observations of camera alignment apply not only to most current retinal prostheses, but 

also to any visual prostheses that will interface with the visual system inside the skull. 

Prostheses that use stimulators in the thalamus or visual cortex will have similar problems in 

handling misalignments between the camera and the eyes. Until prosthesis technology leaps 

forward to offer the blind the ability to clearly see their own actions, prosthesis users will not 

have the information to intuitively adapt to camera misalignments. Even when cameras are 

initially aligned, OCAPs do not stay constant. Observed OCAP movements motivated the 

realization that average eye orientations in blind individuals change over time. Just as individual 

eye movements create transient misalignments and OCAP changes, shifts in average eye 

orientation drive much of long-term OCAP changes. In order to maintain maximal localization 

accuracy for users of most visual prostheses, OCAP changes will need to be taken into account 

through regular camera realignments, perhaps with the aid of eye tracking.  
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2 The visual system 

Vision, as experienced by humans, is related to activity in the brain’s visual cortex. Visual 

prostheses attempt to recreate proper visual cortex activity when the natural visual system fails 

to do so. In order to understand the magnitude of challenges in vision restoration, and why 

visual prostheses fail to recreate normal vision, one should appreciate the intricacies of how the 

visual system normally functions. Light enters the eyes, and the light captured by the eye’s 

retina is the brain’s only source of visual information. The retina processes some of the visual 

information and then sends it to brain via the optic nerve. Stimulation from the optic nerve 

elicits intricate patterns of brain activation that correspond to detected stimuli. Neurons in 

visual cortex interact with neurons in other brain areas to stitch visual percepts together with 

those of other modalities to form our general perception of the world.  

Transforming signals from light to action potentials, and ultimately perception, involves many 

complex processes. Failure at any stage of signal transduction or transmission can result in 

reduced visual perception. Visual function, activity that requires visual information, is naturally 

hampered by visual deficits, but the extent and dynamics of disabilities are not always well-

known. The challenge of restoring visual function is even more complex and less understood. 

2.1 Anatomy of the eye 

Each eye is roughly ellipsoid in shape, save the bulge of the cornea and the optic nerve. Most of 

the eye’s volume is occupied by the vitreous body, a gel that helps maintain the structure of eye 

and positions of the lens and retina. Most of the eye is covered by the sclera, connective tissue 

that principally protects and determines the shape of the eye. Below the sclera, the choroid is 
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the vasculature for the outer retina. The anterior portion of the eye is mostly dedicated to 

optics, manipulating the paths and amount of light entering the eye. At the back of eye, 

juxtaposed to the vitreous, the retina is a layer of neural tissue that detects and transduces 

photon signals and extends as far forward as the ora serrata. 

The anterior-most portion of the eye is the cornea. The cornea is composed of several layers of 

transparent tissue, and has generally high collagen composition. It provides most of the eye’s 

refractive power, as well as protecting the eye’s interior from infection. Light enters the eye by 

first passing through the cornea. The difference in air’s and the cornea’s refractive indices, 

combined with the cornea’s curvature, causes light paths to converge. If the curvature of the 

cornea is altered, as in refractive surgery, the degree of convergence can be increased or 

decreased to aid in focusing light paths onto the retina. 

After passing through the cornea, light enters the aqueous humor of anterior chamber. As the 

name implies, the aqueous humor is mostly water with some solutes. Intraocular pressure is 

modulated by the production and drainage of the aqueous humor. In the anterior chamber, 

aqueous humor has already passed through the posterior chamber, around the lens and iris, and 

flows out of the eye through the trabecular meshwork. Increases in resistance through the 

trabecular meshwork reduces aqueous humor outflow and thus increases intraocular pressure. 

Abnormal increases in intraocular pressure can cause damage to the optic nerve known as 

glaucoma. 

The iris prevents a portion of the light passing through the aqueous humor from reaching the 

lens. This barrier is heavily pigmented and serves to limit the amount light that reaches the 

retina. The iris connects to the sclera at its peripheral boundaries, and only permits light to pass 

through the pupil, a circular hole defined by its central boundary. Sphincter and dilator muscles 
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can alter the shape of the iris to respectively reduce or increase the diameter of the pupil. Gross 

light levels falling upon the retina, as captured by intrinsically-photosensitive retinal ganglion 

cells (ipRGCs), trigger constriction of the pupil in the pupillary light reflex. 

Light that passes through the aqueous humor of pupil next strikes the lens. The lens 

supplements the refractive power of the cornea, permitting selective focusing within a range of 

distances. Zonule fibers suspend and connect the lens to the ciliary body. The ciliary muscle in 

the ciliary body controls the curvature of the lens, and thus the lens’s focusing power. As a ring-

shaped muscle concentric with the lens, contraction of the ciliary muscle removes tension from 

the zonule fibers and allows the lens to take on a more spherical shape. This increase in lens 

curvature provides more focal power for viewing closer targets. Relaxation of the ciliary muscle 

increases tension on the zonule fibers, which in turn decreases the curvature of the lens. The 

ability of the lens to become more spherical decreases with age, eventually to the point of 

presbyopia, when corrective lenses may be required for short-distance focusing. 

The ciliary body also includes the ciliary epithelium, which produces the aqueous humor. The 

aqueous humor flows out of the ciliary epithelium into the posterior chamber, which mostly 

takes up volume behind the periphery of the iris. On the opposite side of the ciliary body and 

zonule fibers lies the vitreous body. Like the aqueous humor, the vitreous body is mostly 

composed of water, but is much more viscous. The vitreous body is not replenished over time, 

and exhibits changes with aging. 

After being focused by the cornea and lens, light passes mostly uninterrupted through the 

vitreous body to the posterior end of the eye. Light then meets and interacts with the retina. 

Less than a millimeter thick and lining more than half of the eye’s interior, the retina is 

responsible for detecting light and generating visual signals for the brain. Given how the cornea 
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and lens invert paths of light, the retina corresponds to an inverted visual field. The optical 

center of the retina is colinear with the centers of the cornea and the lens, and this line is 

considered the optical axis of the eye. Spreading out from the optical axis, the superior retina 

captures the inferior visual field, and the temporal retina captures the nasal visual field. One 

degree of visual field corresponds to about 280 µm of retina near the optical axis, but the µm/° 

relationship drops with retinal eccentricity to less than 150 µm/° in the far periphery1. 

Although not lying directly on the eye’s optical axis, the fovea is the part of the retina that 

corresponds to the center of vision. Eyes move to land photons from visual targets on the fovea, 

rather than along the optical axis. The retinal circuitry and corresponding cortical 

representations are best suited for high-acuity viewing with the fovea. The alternative axis 

defined by the fovea and the target of interest is considered the visual axis of the eye.  

The retina consists of several layers of tissue. The innermost layer, that which light would strike 

first, is the nerve fiber layer. The nerve fiber layer is separated from the vitreous by the inner 

limiting membrane and is formed by axons of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). These axons 

converge at the optic disc, nasal to the macula, and pass through fenestrated tissue continuous 

within the sclera called the lamina cribrosa. No photoreceptors are present at the optic disc, and 

this creates the physiologic blind spot in each eye. Beyond the lamina cribrosa, the RGC axons 

join to form the optic nerve. Although the optic nerve is myelinated beyond the retina-optic 

nerve junction, axons within the retina are typically not myelinated2. Myelination of retinal 

axons has been associated with visual deficits, such as visual field defects, and when more 

severe, anisometropic myopia, amblyopia, and strabismus3.  

Beneath the nerve fiber, the somata of the RGCs and displaced amacrine cells form the ganglion 

cell layer. Cells in this layer participate in the final stages of retinal processing of light. Amacrine 
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cells have short neurites and modulate the activity nearby RGCs, bipolar cells, or other amacrine 

cells. All RGCs project axons into the nerve fiber layer to conduct signals to the brain, mostly 

reacting to inputs from other retinal neurons. Amacrine cells are not well studied, but may 

include as many as 40 or more different cell types4. RGCs also exhibit considerable variation, 

with at least 17 different types in the primate retina5. The neurons of the ganglion cell layer 

extend neurites farther along the path of light into the inner plexiform layer, interacting with 

neurites from the inner nuclear layer. 

The inner nuclear layer is the next farthest layer from vitreous body. This layer consists primarily 

of interneurons and Müller cells. Although some amacrine cells are found in the ganglion cell 

layer, most exist in the inner nuclear layer. Bipolar cells receive input from photoreceptors and 

accordingly stimulate RGCs. Horizontal cells, having lateral connections and orientation, 

modulate the output of photoreceptors based on the activity of neighboring photoreceptors. 

Most of these interneurons, like photoreceptors and unlike RGCs, do not produce action 

potentials; only some bipolar and amacrine cells show such spiking activity. Müller cells are 

retinal glia with somata in the inner nuclear layer, but have processes extending to and forming 

both the inner and outer limiting membranes. These membranes, respectively at the border of 

the vitreous body and between the photoreceptor somata and inner segments, are barriers that 

partially insulate the extracellular environment of the retina. Müller cells also envelope the 

neurons of the retina, providing support similar to that of astrocytes elsewhere in the nervous 

system. 

The interneurons of the inner nuclear layer form connections with photoreceptors through the 

outer plexiform layer. All synapses in the outer plexiform layer involve at least one 

photoreceptor synaptic terminal, either a cone pedicle or rod spherule. These terminals attach 
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to the main bodies of the photoreceptors. Photoreceptor cell bodies principally contain the 

photoreceptor nuclei, and collectively form the outer nuclear layer of the retina. Cones, one of 

two general types of photoreceptors, have cell bodies that line the outer edge of the outer 

nuclear layer. Cell bodies of rods, the other type of photoreceptor, can be found scattered 

throughout the remaining inner span of the outer nuclear layer.  

The outermost parts of the neural retina, the photoreceptor inner and outer segments are 

dedicated to photon capture and signal transduction. The outer limiting membrane is formed by 

Müller cells joining with the inner ends of the inner segments, creating an extracellular barrier 

between the levels of the photoreceptor cell bodies and inner segments. This barrier contains 

matter related to phototransduction to the interphotoreceptor space, preventing diffusion 

around the rest of the neural retina. The inner segment itself supports phototransduction with 

mitochondria, ribosomes, and opsin production. 

The outer segment is connected to the inner segment by a cilium and carries out the actual 

process of photon capture and transduction. Photons have traveled mostly uninterrupted from 

the lens surface and through the rest of retina before reacting here with the photoreceptors. 

The outer segment consists of stacked membrane discs that contain light-reactive 

photopigments. These photopigments, opsins, indirectly trigger changes in photoreceptor 

transmembrane potential, and thus create a neural signal. 

Rods and cones derive their names from the shapes of their outer segments. In both, membrane 

discs are generated at the base of the cilium, close to the inner segment, move toward the outer 

tip of the outer segment, and are ultimately shed and phagocytosed. In rods, the discs separate 

from the outer segment membrane and the cilium. The discs float stacked within the outer 

segment membrane, each about the same diameter, giving rods a cylindrical appearance. Unlike 
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the in the rods, discs of the cones remain connected to the outer segment membrane and the 

cilium. As the cone outer segment grows, in proportion with shedding, it grows more in length 

than in width. This pattern of growth gives cone outer segments their conical shape. 

Retina providing central vision tends to be structurally different from peripheral retina. While 

rods may dominate most of the retina, cone density spikes in the area of central vision and rod 

density falls to 0 near the center. Photoreceptors in this specialized region are typically 

elongated and packed more tightly together. These features provide greater ability to capture 

incident photons and achieve more spatial specificity, particularly in bright conditions. Inner 

retinal vasculature is also less prominent in this region, reducing chances of blood vessels 

interfering with photon paths. 

In humans and other primates, no inner retinal vasculature is apparent within a radius of 

approximately 80 µm from the retina’s visual center6, 7. This lack of blood vessels permits greater 

elasticity in the avascular zone compared to the rest of the retina. Circuitry in the central retina 

also lends to greater flexibility, as most bipolar cells connect to only one cone, and most RGCs to 

only one bipolar cell8. This contrasts with broader, converging and lateral connections prevalent 

elsewhere in the retina. Intraocular pressure acts on the developing retina to deform this elastic 

patch and push aside layers of the inner retina9. The resulting pit is known as the fovea centralis. 

At the center of the fovea, the retina only consists of cone cell bodies, inner and outer 

segments, and Müller cell processes. All other structural elements, even the cone pedicles, are 

pushed aside and the cones have their maximal exposure to incoming photons. This region 

lacking cone pedicles is considered the foveola and spans approximately 200 µm in diameter10. 

While inner retinal vasculature is absent in foveola, photoreceptors there and throughout the 

retina are metabolically sustained by the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). The RPE is a single 
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layer of epithelial cells that delivers nutrients to the photoreceptors and removes metabolic 

waste from the subretinal space. High pigment concentrations allow the RPE to absorb photons 

not captured by photoreceptors and prevent photons from scattering within the eye. Light 

absorption by the RPE also helps to prevent damage related to photooxidation in the RPE and 

deeper tissues11. 

Photooxidation takes a significant toll on photoreceptors as they detect and transduce light 

signals. Photoreceptor discs at the tip of the outer segment, near the RPE, are the 

photoreceptor’s oldest discs and most likely to contain damaged proteins and lipids and toxic 

products of photooxidation. Photoreceptors shed their outer discs daily, and the RPE removes 

them through phagocytosis. Molecules critical to phototransduction that are not synthesized by 

the photoreceptors get recycled for continued use by the photoreceptor. 

The RPE specifically supports phototransduction by isomerizing the chromophore retinal and 

maintaining extracellular ion concentrations. Retinaldehyde, often shorted to retinal, is the key 

molecule that allows photoreceptors to react to photons. When a proper retinal isomer, 11-cis-

retinal, bound to an opsin absorbs a photon, conformational changes trigger signal cascades 

that change photoreceptor membrane permeability to sodium ions. The change in flow of ions 

alters the photoreceptor’s transmembrane potential, and thereby changes the photoreceptor’s 

neurotransmitter output and creates a neural signal. Before a retinal molecule can be reused to 

for photon capture, the RPE must restore it to its 11-cis configuration. In order for 

photoreceptors to continue signaling photon captures reliably, the RPE counteracts changes in 

subretinal ion concentrations by altering the transport of ions across its membrane. 

The blood supply of the RPE, and thereby the photoreceptors, is provided by the choroid. The 

choroid lines the eye outside the RPE, containing several layers of tissue that span 100–200 µm 
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in thickness12. Bruch’s membrane constitutes the choroid’s inner surface, itself several layers of 

tissue that separate the choroid capillaries from the RPE. Progressively larger blood vessels 

permeate the choroid as distance from the RPE increases. Great oxygen tension gradients are 

maintained to effectively drive oxygen through Bruch’s membrane and the RPE to the 

photoreceptors. Beyond the choroid vasculature, large melanocytes provide further protection 

from photons not initially captured by photoreceptors or the RPE. The human choroid contains 

more melanin than the RPE13, but its function may lean more toward control of reactive oxygen 

species than capturing stray photons14. Closer to the sclera, nonvascular smooth muscles may 

reduce the thickness of the choroid as they contract, thereby adjusting the position of the retina 

in response to poor focusing. 

The lamina fusca marks the divide between the choroid and the sclera. It contains melanocytes 

and fibroblasts, along with myelinated axons. There is some disagreement as to whether the 

lamina fusca is outermost layer of the choroid or the innermost layer of the sclera12, 15. Beyond 

the lamina fusca lies the stroma of the sclera, consisting of many collagen fibrils that give the 

sclera its structural strength. Extraocular muscle tendons ultimately attach to the sclera in the 

stroma. Metabolic requirements of the stroma are relatively low, and no capillaries directly 

supply this structural layer under normal conditions. Instead, nutrients for the stroma are 

supplied by the choroid and vasculature in the superficial layers of the sclera. The episclera, a 

well vascularized layer of connective tissue, surrounds the outside of the stroma, most 

prominently in the anterior half of the eye. Tenon’s capsule sits above the episclera as a layer of 

collagen bundles that separates the sclera from orbital fat. 
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2.2 Phototransduction 

The structure and function of the eye and its constituent tissues revolve around detecting light 

information that is useful to the organism. All such detection relies on one retinaldehyde 

isomer: 11-cis-retinal. All mammal photoreceptors package this isomer into transmembrane 

proteins called opsins. When 11-cis-retinal absorbs a photon, the configuration of retinaldehyde 

about its double bond between the 11th and 12th carbon atoms flips to create all-trans-retinal. 

This isomerization induces a conformational change in the bound opsin, which in turn activates 

a signaling pathway in the photoreceptor. 

Figure 1 – Phototransduction cascade 

A photon activates rhodopsin by photoisomerizing 11-cis-retinal. Active rhodopsin subsequently 
activates the α subunit of transducin. Transducin α binds to the γ subunit of phosphodiesterase 
(PDE), relieving the γ-subunit inhibition on the α and β subunits. PDE hydrolyzes cytosolic cyclic 
guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) to 5’-GMP. The reduced concentration of cGMP causes cyclic-
nucleotide gated (CNG) cation channels to close. Guanylate cyclase activating protein (GCAP) 
allows guanylate cyclase to produce more cGMP. G-protein receptor kinase (GRK) rhodopsin 
kinase phosphorylates rhodopsin to permit deactivation by arrestin. Recoverin inhibits the 
activity of rhodopsin kinase, and thereby impedes the deactivation of rhodopsin. Figure created 
by Veleri et al.16, used under the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0. 

 

11-cis-retinal, when part of an unprotonated Schiff base in solution, maximally absorbs photons 

with ultraviolet wavelengths of about 360 nm17.  Protonation of the Schiff base increases 

maximal absorption wavelength into the visible spectrum, to about 440 nm. Retinaldehyde 
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binds to opsins through protonated Schiff base linkage, and other interactions with the opsin 

can further adjust the maximal absorption wavelength, referred to as opsin shift18. In rods 

retinaldehyde is bound to rhodopsin, shifting maximal absorption in humans to 493 nm19. Each 

cone can have any one of three cone opsins, which cause retinaldehyde to absorb maximally at 

426, 530, or 552–557 nm20. Melanopsin in ipRGCs shifts retinaldehyde maximal absorption to 

479 nm21. These absorption peaks are consistent within each photoreceptor type, and no 

photoreceptor uses more than one type of opsin. In the case of cones, signals generated by 

different opsin types in separate photoreceptors are compared to gain wavelength information 

about stimulus photons. 

All opsins are class-A G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs)22. Being GPCRs, opsins consist of 

seven transmembrane helices and attach to a guanine nucleotide-binding protein23. Molecular 

structure details and binding patterns vary amongst opsin types. Rhodopsin is the best studied 

opsin, and it is known to form dimers in the rod disc membranes24. Each dimer can bind to one 

transducin, the heterotrimeric G-protein involved in the next step of phototransduction. Dimers 

may be further organized into parallel tracks with rod discs25. Simulation studies suggest that 

transducin molecules may bind to and rapidly dissociate from inactive rhodopsin dimers within 

tracks, and transducin may be largely trapped within a track until it encounters an active dimer. 

Photon capture by a rhodopsin-bound retinaldehyde induces conformational changes in 

rhodopsin, with multiple labeled phases such as batho-, lumi-, and metarhodopsin26. 

Metarhodopsin is considered the active state of rhodopsin, and is further divided in two 

principal phases. Metarhodopsin I, specifically metarhodopsin Ib, releases guanosine 

diphosphate (GDP) from the alpha subunit (Tα) of a bound transducin27. This involves 

metarhodopsin I deprotonating its Schiff base and movement of transmembrane helices 5 and 6 
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to become metarhodopsin II. Metarhodopsin II facilitates binding of guanosine triphosphate 

(GTP) to Tα, thereby activating transducin.  

Configurations of metarhodopsin I and II can interchange at up to kilohertz frequencies28, but 

the rate of action in rods is typically limited by reactant concentrations29. In rods, rhodopsin can 

rapidly bind, activate, and release hundreds of transducin molecules per second. This rate, 

however, may be limited to the supply of transducin within a rhodopsin track25.  

Deactivation of rhodopsin occurs quickly, with a time constant of approximately 40 ms30. GPCR 

kinase 1 phosphorylates rhodopsin, which reduces its activity with transducin and increases 

affinity for the arrestin-1 protein. Arrestin-1 easily binds after 3 rhodopsin C-terminal sites are 

phosphorylated, and blocks further interaction with transducin. The Schiff base link with all-

trans-retinal is hydrolyzed, separating rhodopsin and retinaldehyde. New 11-cis-retinal can bind 

to rhodopsin, and arrestin detaches31. Phosphatases slowly dephosphorylate rhodopsin to 

restore its full signaling capacity32.   

Rhodopsin is estimated to activate 8–16 transducin molecules on cytoplasmic side of the rod 

disc in response to capturing a photon25, 33. Once activated, the Tα-GTP subunit separates from 

the still-joined beta (Tβ) and gamma (Tγ) subunits, and both pieces of transducin separate from 

rhodopsin. Tα-GTP and Tβγ, through lipid modifications on the Tα and Tγ, briefly remain in close 

contact with the disc membrane34. The activated Tα acts on a membrane-bound enzyme: 

phosphodiesterase 6 (PDE6). Tα specifically binds to a gamma subunit of PDE6 (PDE6γ) and 

relieves PDE6γ’s inhibitory effect on PDE6. Tα and PDE6γ remain linked to the rest of PDE6, and 

the entire complex stays anchored to the disc membrane35.  
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As Tα removes the inhibitory effect of PDE6γ, PDE6γ drastically increases the affinity of Tα-GTP 

for the regulator of G protein signaling 9 (RGS9) protein36. RGS9 promotes the GTPase activity of 

Tα, causing Tα to hydrolyze its bound GTP to GDP and an inorganic phosphate ion37. The 

resulting Tα-GDP dissociates from PDE6 and restores the inhibition of PDE6γ. Tα-GDP then binds 

to a Tβγ complex, reforming inactive transducin. Approximately 3–4 times more Tβγ exists in the 

rod outer segment than Tα, which is thought to facilitate the restoration of inactive 

transducin38. 

PDE6 has 2 gamma subunits, and is maximally activated when both are bound to Tα-GTPs39. 

When active, the catalytic subunits of PDE6 hydrolyze cytosolic cyclic guanosine 

monophosphate (cGMP) to 5’-GMP40. In rods, the catalytic subunits form a heterodimer 

(PDE6αβ), whereas the catalytic subunits in cone PDE6 form a homodimer (PDE6α’2)41. Just as 

rhodopsin activated multiple transducin molecules, PDE6 further amplifies the signal of photon 

capture by rapidly hydrolyzing many cGMP molecules. When PDE6 is maximally activated, it is 

able to hydrolyze up 8000 cGMP molecules per second, close to the limit imposed by the 

diffusion of cGMP42. The rate of transducin deactivation is 2–3 times slower than that of 

rhodopsin43, and PDE6 is not always fully activated, so one can estimate approximately 2000 

cGMP molecules hydrolyzed per photon capture33. 

Cytosolic cGMP interacts with cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) cation channels in the rod and cone 

plasma membranes. In rods, these channels are formed as heterotetramers, with 3 A1 subunits 

(CNGA1) and 1 B1a subunit (CNGB1a)44, 45. Each subunit has its own binding region for cGMP, 

and the CNG channel requires 2–4 bound cGMP molecules to open. Binding more cGMP 

molecules increases the stability of the open state, and thus the probability that a CNG channel 

will be open44. The probability of a CNG channel opening with no bound cGMP is extremely low.  
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cGMP molecules rapidly associate and dissociate with CNG channels, so a reduction in cGMP 

concentration quickly reduces the probability of channels being open, and thereby the expected 

number of open channels. CNG channels, opened by cGMP, admit various cations into the rod 

outer segment, including Ca2+. While the channels are open, Ca2+ binds to guanylate cyclase 

activating proteins (GCAPs) 1 and 2 and inhibit their activity. When the channels close, however, 

this Ca2+-driven inhibition is relieved and the GCAPs activate guanylate cyclase (GC) on the disc 

membranes. GC counteracts the cGMP hydrolysis of PDE6 by synthesizing more cGMP from 

GTP46. 

Photon capture thus results in the closure of CNG channels in the rod plasma membrane. The 

maximal number of open CNG channels is achieved in the dark, but this is only about 104 open 

channels47, or about 1% of the rod CNG channels48. One captured photon can reduce the 

number of open CNG channels by 5%49, 50, or several hundred channels.  

As the CNG channels exist on the plasma membrane surrounding the stack of discs, and the 

discs themselves limit the diffusion of cGMP along the long axis of the rod, the highest 

concentration of closed CNG channels appears at the same axial point as the photon-activated 

rhodopsin. The light-induced drop in cGMP concentration, and thus open channels, appears as a 

point sink when plotted against axial position. Drops in cGMP and open channels spread beyond 

the proximal discs, but are markedly reduced. The ultimate effect on rod intracellular 

composition from activation in a single compartment still spreads sufficiently to create a 

detectable signal in the rod’s activity46. 

While open, CNG channels permit passage of various cations across the rod’s plasma 

membrane. A consequence of this ion flux, as more positive ions flow inward than outward, is a 

net rise in transmembrane potential, with the extracellular potential as the reference. As the 
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resting potential for the photoreceptor lies around −65 mV, positive changes in membrane 

potential are considered depolarization. Negative changes in potential, as when more CNG 

channels close, are hyperpolarizations or repolarizations. Maximal depolarization in darkness 

can bring the transmembrane potential up to −30 mV, and full closure of CNG channels in light 

hyperpolarizes the cell to its resting potential of −65 mV51. 

Across this physiological range in transmembrane potential, CNG channel ion currents do not 

display much variance. Inward current primarily consists of Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ ions, while K+ 

contributes a small outward current. The current is dominated by Na+ influx, while Ca2+ and Mg2+ 

each contribute 14–20% of the total inward current52. Although Na+ dominates the current, flux 

of divalent ions through CNG channels is disproportionately high relative to ion concentrations. 

Heightened CNG channel affinity for divalent cations facilitates Ca2+-mediated feedback, and 

limits CNG channel conductivity by transiently blocking the channel pore53. 

A single-photon response can result in a modest hyperpolarization of about 1 mV in rods. This is, 

however, much greater than the 5 µV hyperpolarization in cones54, reflecting the greater utility 

of rods over cones in low-light conditions. These hyperpolarizations spread from the outer 

segment to the photoreceptor terminal and alter the release of synaptic vesicles from 

photoreceptors. Both rods and cones contain L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in their 

terminals55. These channels open with greater probability at more positive transmembrane 

potentials, such that 10–15% may be open at −35 mV. Ca2+ admitted by CNG is mostly confined 

to the outer segment, so Ca2+ flow into the terminals is almost completely dependent on these 

voltage-gated channels56. Hyperpolarization of 1 mV, as in the rod single-photon response, is 

sufficient to reduce terminal intracellular Ca2+ concentration by about 20%57. 
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Ca2+ entry into photoreceptor terminals causes the release of synaptic vesicles. These vesicles 

contain L-glutamate, and release this neurotransmitter into the synaptic cleft by merging with 

the plasma membrane and exocytosing their contents. In cones, this relies entirely on synaptic 

ribbons, to which numerous vesicles are preloaded when release is not being triggered. At light-

offset depolarization, all ribbon-loaded vesicles are quickly released, and further release is 

limited by Ca2+-dependent loading of new vesicles58. Fewer ribbons are present in rod spherules, 

but rods also contain non-ribbon release sites for slow, continuous glutamate release in 

darkness. As Ca2+ influx falls during protracted depolarization, rods utilize Ca2+-induced Ca2+ 

release from the terminal endoplasmic reticulum to maintain synaptic activity59. Improving the 

consistency of glutamate release this way can help improve the signal-to-noise ratio for a rod’s 

single-photon response. 

Released glutamate elicits responses from post-synaptic neurons, and forms the basis of the 

neural signal derived from photon capture. Specifically, photon capture is signaled by a 

reduction in the release of glutamate, as rods and cones continually release glutamate in the 

dark. Once the photon signal has been transduced into a neural signal, other neurons can work 

to combine that signal with others to form visual percepts.  

2.3 Retinoid cycle 

Rods lack the ability to produce 11-cis-retinal. Cones in some species may be able to indirectly 

recycle limited amounts of all-trans-retinal into 11-cis-retinal, but still rely on external retinoid 

metabolism60. Without support of the RPE and Müller cells, ciliary photoreceptors would not 

have the key photoactive ingredient to for capturing photons. Retinal support cells play the 
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critical role of initially producing 11-cis-retinal and recycling all-trans-retinol into 11-cis-retinal or 

11-cis-retinol61. 

Figure 2 – Retinoid cycle 

All-trans-retinol (atRol) is delivered from the choroidal blood supply by transthyretin (TTR) and 
retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4). A receptor protein (STRA6) moves atRol into the RPE cytoplasm. 
Lecithin retinol acyltransferase (LRAT) esterifies atRol to retinyl esters, which accumulate as 
retinosomes. The RPE65 enzyme hydrolyzes and reisomerizes retinyl esters to 11-cis-retinol 
(11cRol). 11-cis-retinol dehydrogenases (11cRDH) oxidize 11cRol to 11-cis-retinal (11cRal). 
Interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding proteins (IRBP) assist with the movement of 11cRal through 
the interphotoreceptor matrix (IPM) to the photoreceptors. In the rod outer segment (ROS) 
shown, 11cRal binds to chromophore-lacking rhodopsin and is photoisomerized to all-trans-
retinal(atRal). All-trans-retinol dehydrogenases (atRDH) reduce atRal to atRol, which returns 
through the IPM to the RPE. Figure created by Malechka et al.62, used under the Creative 
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivatives License 4.0. 

 

Retinaldehyde and its related compounds, called retinoids, are derived in animals from dietary 

intake. Animals lack the ability to synthesize retinoids, and these substances are highlighted for 

consumption as vitamin A. Dietary all-trans-retinyl esters and carotenoids such as β,β-carotene 

are mostly converted to all-trans-retinol within the intestines. Newly formed and dietary all-

trans-retinol then gets esterified to retinyl esters inside the intestinal mucosa by the enzyme 

lecithin retinol acyltransferase (LRAT). Retinyl esters get packaged into chylomicrons and are 

circulated through lymph to the bloodstream63. 
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Retinyl esters are primarily stored in the liver. Retinyl ester hydrolases in the liver convert retinyl 

esters back to all-trans-retinol based on retinoid demand. All-trans-retinol in the liver binds to 

retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4), and is subsequently released into blood plasma. The plasma 

contains the protein transthyretin, which fluctuates between monomer and homotetramer 

forms. The binding of one RBP4 to a transthyretin tetramer stabilizes the tetramer and forms 

the retinol transport complex64. Formation of this complex prevents the renal excretion of RBP4 

and retinol, increasing the delivery of retinol to the eye65.  

Once the retinol binding complex reaches the choroidal vasculature of the eye, it binds to a 

receptor protein on plasma membrane of the RPE. This receptor corresponded to a gene 

identified as being stimulated by retinoic acid, and both the gene and receptor were therefore 

named stimulated by retinoic acid 6 (STRA6)66, 67. STRA6 removes all-trans-retinol from RBP4 and 

admits the retinol into the RPE cytoplasm68.  

In the cytoplasm, free all-trans-retinol gets transported by cellular retinol-binding protein 1 

(CRBP1) to the RPE endoplasmic reticulum (ER). LRAT is attached to the membrane of the 

smooth ER and converts the all-trans-retinol back to retinyl esters. The retinyl esters 

subsequently combine to form retinosomes69, a process which facilitates net uptake and local 

storage of retinoids by the RPE. 

Retinosomes tend to collect near the plasma membrane of the RPE. For the next step in 

conversion toward 11-cis-retinal, however, the retinosome retinyl esters must return to the RPE 

smooth ER to interact with the RPE-specific 65 kDa protein (RPE65), a retinoid isomerase. 

Retinosome retinyl esters may serve as direct substrates for RPE65 activity, or may require 

hydrolysis, transport to ER, and re-esterification by LRAT before interacting with nearby RPE65. 

The precise path from retinosome storage to conversion by RPE65 is not yet known61, 70. Once 
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delivered to RPE65, the enzyme simultaneously hydrolyzes the retinyl ester and changes the 

retinoid conformation from all-trans to 11-cis, forming 11-cis-retinol65. Without RPE65 activity, 

the retinoid cycle stalls and retinosomes enlarge as the retinyl ester content in RPE cells builds71. 

Before use for phototransduction, 11-cis-retinol must be oxidized to 11-cis-retinal. Retinol 

dehydrogenases (RDHs) are enzymes that perform conversions between retinol and retinal, with 

varying substrate affinities. RDHs are all membrane-bound enzymes, as would be appropriate to 

interact with generally hydrophobic retinoids72. RDH5, RDH10, and RDH11 act on 11-cis-

retinoids, and attach to the membrane of the RPE ER. Each of these RDHs uses nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide (NAD) and/or NAD phosphate (NADP) as a coenzyme, and coenzyme 

affinity can effectively determine each RDH’s tendency for retinol oxidation or retinal reduction. 

NAD predominately exists in its oxidized form (NAD+) in the RPE, whereas the reduced form of 

NADP (NADPH) dominates its oxidized form61. RDH11 preferentially interacts with NADP, but can 

still bind NAD for oxidizing reactions, and act on both all-trans and 11-cis-retinoids. RDH5 and 

RDH10 selectively use NAD, and are thus both dedicated to retinol oxidation. RDH10, however, 

shows more affinity for all-trans-retinol, and RDH5 principally drives oxidation of 11-cis-retinol 

to 11-cis-retinal73. RDH5 has further been hypothesized to form complexes with RPE65, which 

might streamline the conversion of retinyl esters to 11-cis-retinal, but such complexes have not 

yet been purified in vitro61, 74. 

Just as all-trans-retinol was delivered to the ER membrane by a binding protein, cellular 

retinaldehyde binding protein (CRALBP) carries 11-cis-retinal from the ER to the apical RPE 

plasma membrane near the photoreceptors. CRALBP’s binding pocket has a curvature ideally 

suited for 11-cis-retinoids, but will also accommodate 9-cis-retinoids. Acidic substances, such as 
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certain phospholipids in the plasma membrane, may reduce the affinity of CRALBP for retinal 

and trigger the retinal’s release75. 

Rods and cones secrete interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding protein (IRBP) into the 

interphotoreceptor matrix that separates outer segments from the RPE. IRBP’s role in the 

retinoid cycle is not clear, but it has been believed to assist the flow of retinoids among rods, 

cones, RPE, and Müller cells68. IRBP may also serve to protect retinoids from photodegradation 

and promote the release of retinoids from plasma membranes76. With the help of IRBP and/or 

by passive diffusion, 11-cis-retinal crosses from the RPE to photoreceptor outer segments to be 

integrated into the process of phototransduction. 

Inside the photoreceptor outer segment, 11-cis-retinal joins with an inactive, unoccupied opsin, 

granting the opsin sensitivity to visible light. The exact path from the photoreceptor plasma 

membrane to the opsin, however, is not yet clear68. After photoisomerization to all-trans-retinal, 

as discussed in Section 2.2, all-trans-retinal dissociates from the opsin. Most of the dissociated 

all-trans-retinal diffuses toward the photoreceptor cytoplasm, but some instead exits into the 

intradiscal membrane leaflet77.  

All-trans-retinal that enters the intradiscal space can require some assistance to cross the disc 

membrane to the cytoplasm. Retinal, by itself, is a hydrophobic compound and can easily diffuse 

across lipid membranes. About 40% of disc membrane is made of phosphatidylethanolamine 

(PE), however, and PE readily reacts with retinal to form N-retinylidene-PE (NRPE). Unlike 

retinal, NRPE cannot independently cross disc membranes78. Left unchecked, NRPE can 

irreversibly bind to a second retinal, which leads to the buildup of toxic diretinal compounds in 

the disc membrane79. The rim of each photoreceptor disc has transmembrane proteins, ATP-

binding cassette transporter 4 (ABCA4), that can remove NRPE from the disc interior. ABCA4 has 
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binding sites for NRPE, as well as all-trans-retinal80 and PE, and flips its orientation to release 

substrates from the disc interior toward the cytoplasm. Once exposed to the cytoplasm, NRPE 

can hydrolyze back to separate all-trans-retinal and PE. 

Attached to the cytosolic leaflet of the disc membrane, RDH8 reduces all-trans-retinal to all-

trans-retinol. Like other RDHs inclined toward reduction reactions, RDH8 preferentially uses 

NADP as its cofactor. RDH14 is also located in photoreceptor outer segments, displays affinity 

for NADP cofactors, and can act on all-trans-retinal, as well as 9-cis-, 11-cis-, and 13-cis-retinal73. 

Its specific localization and importance to retinoid recycling, however, is not yet known68. RDH12 

and RDH13, along with RDH11 in rods, are RDHs located in the inner segments of 

photoreceptors that can reduce all-trans-retinal that diffuses out of the outer segments. 

All-trans-retinol is moved without substantial structural changes from the photoreceptor disc 

membranes to the RPE ER for recycling to 11-cis-retinal. All-trans-retinol is known to mostly 

move by passive diffusion within the disc and plasma membranes of rods81. Minimal amounts of 

all-trans-retinol is dissolved in the photoreceptor cytoplasm. All-trans-retinol may transfer 

between disc and plasma membranes with the assistance of a lipophilic carrier, which could 

permit rapid equilibration of retinol among these membranes. From the plasma membrane, 

IRBP facilitates release of retinol into the interphotoreceptor matrix82. Once all-trans-retinol 

passes through the RPE plasma membrane, CRBP1 transports it to the ER to reenter earlier 

stages of the classical retinoid cycle, beginning with esterification by LRAT. 

Cones have access to the classical retinoid cycle, but also seem to recycle retinoids by another 

path. After photoisomerization of 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal in cones, the short-chain 

dehydrogenase/reductase retSRD1 reduces all-trans-retinal to all-trans-retinol in conjunction 

with RDH883. Instead of moving to the RPE for reisomerization, all-trans-retinol can also be taken 
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up by Müller cells. Dihydroceramide desaturase-1 in the Müller cell ER isomerizes all-trans-

retinol to 11-cis-retinol84. The mass-action drive for this isomerization may be maintained by the 

esterification of 11-cis-retinol to 11-cis-retinyl esters by multifunctional O-acyltransferase85, 

creating Müller cell retinoid stores. CRALBP transfers 11-cis-retinol out of Müller cells86, and 

cones absorb the retinol for further processing. It is known that the necessary oxidation to 11-

cis-retinal occurs within cone outer segments, and RDH14 may provide this service87. A cone 

RDH also seems capable of oxidizing 11-cis-retinol without NAD or NADP, and can instead 

reduce all-trans-retinal in the process. This cone-specific retinoid cycle can produce 11-cis-

retinal as much as 240 times faster than the classical retinoid cycle, hastening cone dark 

adaptation and improving responses to rapid scene changes in high-light conditions73. 

2.4 Signal transmission to the brain 

Rods and cones signal photon capture through hyperpolarization. This relatively simple and 

intuitive signal in cones gets combined with those of other photoreceptors almost immediately 

by way interphotoreceptor gap junctions and horizontal cell synapses. By the point where one 

considers neurotransmitter release, the cone signal is not as much one reflecting light intensity 

as it is contrast. Photoreceptor signals branch out to influence many targets, and the 

significance of neuron activity becomes increasingly abstract with each subsequent synapse 

traversed. Eventually, the response of a neuron in the brain can be so refined as to signal the 

observation of a face or a potential collision. Such complex specificity relies on grandly 

sophisticated connections amongst series of neurons starting in the retina and stretching 

throughout the brain.  
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2.4.1 Retinal processing 

Most neurons in the retina have gap junctions with other neurons of the same type, as well as 

some heterocellular gap junctions88. This tends to improve signal-to-noise ratios through 

averaging among similar neurons, while also enlarging receptive fields. Homocellular gap 

junctions are even seen with foveal cones89, which bear the greatest demand for spatial 

specificity. At night, rod-cone gap junction conductivity also increases to permit rod signaling 

through cones90. The intracellular responses of rods and cones are thus thoroughly 

interconnected with those of their neighbors, and activity in photoreceptor spherules and 

pedicles reflect more than just the activity of their respective outer segments. 

Aside from each other, rods and cones are also modulated by interplexiform cells and horizontal 

cells. Interplexiform cells receive input in the inner plexiform layer from bipolar cells and 

amacrine cells, and provide output to the outer plexiform layer. Interplexiform cells are not well 

understood, but seem to affect photoreceptor-horizontal cell-bipolar cell synapses through 

dopaminergic and glycinergic synapses. Dopaminergic innervation can decouple horizontal cells 

and alter the reception of glutamate by bipolar cells88. Glycinergic innervation seems to increase 

synaptic gain by photoreceptors and bipolar cells91. 

Horizontal cells receive excitatory input from rods and cones, and in turn impose lateral 

negative feedback on photoreceptor synapses. Humans have at least 2 types of horizontal 

cells92, with some debate over a third type93. H1-type horizontal cells bear axons and associate 

with numerous rods and cones. Rods specifically innervate H1 axons, while cones innervate H1 

dendrites. H1 cells connect to many medium- and long-wavelength cones (M and L cones), but 

relatively few short-wavelength cones (S cones). H2 horizontal cells also have axons, but instead 
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interconnect many S cones, with few M and L cones94, 95. Horizontal cells pool their inputs, with 

contributions from neighboring horizontal cells through gap junctions, and modulate the output 

of all their connecting photoreceptors.  

Horizontal cell feedback is mediated by either ephaptic influence or synapse acidification. The 

ephaptic mechanism is invoked when the horizontal cell is hyperpolarized by a drop in 

photoreceptor input. Horizontal cell hyperpolarization draws cations into the horizontal cell 

dendrites from the extracellular space through hemichannels. Electrical resistance is high within 

the photoreceptor synaptic cleft, so the removal of extracellular cations produces a noticeable 

change in transmembrane potentials. The cone transmembrane potential rises to a less negative 

state as result, although the intracellular ion content is not immediately affected. Voltage-gated 

calcium channels in the cone respond by opening, which somewhat depolarizes the cone 

terminal and promotes more glutamate release from the cone. Hyperpolarization of cones and 

horizontal cells thereby leads to the effective depolarization of cones connected to the 

horizontal cell95, 96. 

Synapse acidification arises as a consequence of horizontal cell depolarization. When 

photoreceptors release glutamate, some protons are co-released from vesicles into the synaptic 

cleft97. Horizontal cells depolarize in response to glutamate release, which induces them to also 

release protons into the synapse. These protons flow out from numerous paths, such as 

horizontal cell hemichannels and outward-pumping vacuolar-type H+-ATPase98. The rush of 

protons into the synapse exceeds the synapse’s pH buffer capacity and increases the 

extracellular acidity. The excess protons bind to the exterior of photoreceptor voltage-gated 

calcium channels, reducing their conductance. The reduced flow of Ca2+ into the photoreceptor 
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terminal limits further release of glutamate. This negative feedback path causes photoreceptor 

and horizontal cell depolarization to lead to reduced photoreceptor glutamate release. 

Horizontal cell negative feedback was once hypothesized to be mediated through GABAergic 

inhibition and disinhibition99. This has appeared progressively less likely, however, as the direct 

effects of horizontal cell GABA on cones are limited, and are not consistent with chloride-

channel inhibition in primates100. Instead, GABA from horizontal cells seems to have a 

modulatory effect on lateral feedback. Horizontal cells do release GABA in response to 

photoreceptor input, but the main receptor for this GABA output appears to be on the 

horizontal cell itself. The horizontal cell GABA receptors open as channels for Cl− and HCO3
− 

ions101. Upon horizontal cell depolarization, the GABAergic channels would serve to shunt cation 

currents related to the ephaptic feedback mechanism102. Flow of HCO3
− through GABA receptors 

may add to or counteract proton-mediated pH changes, depending on HCO3
− concentrations 

and transmembrane potentials. HCO3
− flux into the horizontal cell would further acidify the 

synapse, whereas HCO3
− efflux from the horizontal cell would alkalize the synapse and disinhibit 

calcium channels103. 

Lateral feedback provided by horizontal cells contributes to center-surround antagonistic 

receptive fields104. Initially observed in retinal ganglion cells, center-surround receptive fields are 

present when activity related to a stimulus in the center of a neuron’s receptive field is 

counteracted by responses to stimuli in the surrounding periphery of its receptive field. 

Photoreceptors intrinsically hyperpolarize to light, and depolarize when light is turned off. The 

part of the visual field stimulating a photoreceptor with photons, or doing the same to any other 

connected photoreceptors that share responses through gap junctions, would be considered the 

center of the photoreceptor’s receptive field. The photoreceptor would specifically have an OFF 
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center, because it depolarizes and releases neurotransmitter in response to light being turned 

off. 

The surround of the photoreceptor receptive field is provided by its horizontal cells. 

Photoreceptors not well connected to the central photoreceptor through gap junctions may still 

be connected through a horizontal cell. These more distant photoreceptors would detect stimuli 

in the central photoreceptor’s receptive field surround. Just as in the center, darkness would 

depolarize the surround photoreceptors, and that depolarization would depolarize the common 

horizontal cell. Photoreceptors in the center would stimulate the horizontal cell, but that 

stimulation would not drive the horizontal cell enough to counteract depolarizing effects of the 

dark current. When enough of the surround is active, however, the horizontal cell can inhibit the 

central photoreceptor’s glutamate release by acidifying the synapse. In contrast, light in the 

surround can reduce input to the horizontal cell. The horizontal cell hyperpolarization would 

promote more glutamate release from the central photoreceptor through ephaptic cation 

intake. Lights on in the surround would thus cause the central photoreceptor to release more 

neurotransmitter, giving it an OFF-center, ON-surround receptive field. 

In uniform light conditions, the conflicting excitatory and inhibitory contributions of the center 

and surround would mostly cancel each other out. The photoreceptor would release glutamate 

at some baseline level, neither fully excited nor fully inhibited. Maximal neurotransmitter 

release would be observed when the center is in darkness, but the surround is bathed in light. 

The central photoreceptor would be driven by its own and neighboring dark currents, as well as 

by horizontal cell ephaptic cation intake. Conversely, bathing the receptive field center in light 

while leaving the surround in darkness would maximally inhibit the photoreceptor’s glutamate 

release. Not only would the lack of dark current cause the photoreceptor transmembrane 
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potential to rise, but horizontals would further reduce calcium channel conductance through 

synapse acidification. 

Across the outer plexiform layer, bipolar cells serve as the primary recipients of photoreceptor 

glutamate. Bipolar cells are so named because they have 2 projections: one receiving input from 

the outer plexiform layer, the other providing output to the inner plexiform layer. There are at 

least 10 types of bipolar cells in the primate retina105. One type receives rod input, while the 

others receive cone inputs, with little direct mixing of rod and cone inputs. Cone bipolar cells 

with flat post-synaptic regions can express AMPA or kainate receptors, and are therefore 

depolarized by cone glutamate release. These bipolar cells preserve the photoreceptor receptive 

field organization of OFF-center, ON-surround. Other cone bipolar cells have dendritic 

extensions that reach toward the cone, forming an invaginating post-synaptic region. 

Invaginating bipolar cells express mGluR6, which induces hyperpolarization in response to 

glutamate. These bipolar cells thus invert the signal of the cone, and have ON-center, OFF-

surround receptive fields.   

Midget bipolar cells receive input from only a few M or L cones, which preserves spatial 

specificity important for high-acuity vision. OFF-center midget bipolar cells also appear to have 

significant input from S cones, although that input is still weaker than M- or L-cone input106. In 

the fovea, midget bipolar cells receive input from only one M or L cone, and output to only one 

midget RGC. This creates some color opponency between the nearly pure input from a single 

cone, more importantly a single spectral tuning, for the center, with a mixed M and L cone 

surround107. Reliable color opponency of midget bipolar cells is lost farther in the periphery as 

they receive direct input from more nearby cones, likely with some mix of M and L cones, and 
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some small S-cone contribution. Spatial specificity is also somewhat reduced. Midget bipolar 

cells can be ON- or OFF-center, depending on glutamate receptor expression108. 

Color opponency is also a presumed feature of S-cone-selective bipolar cells. Midget bipolar 

cells achieve color opponency by having direct contact with only one cone, and necessarily only 

one type of cone, but S-cone-selective bipolar cells receive input from multiple cones. The 

dendrites of S-cone bipolar cells, however, travel longer distances than those of midget bipolar 

cells and selectively form synapses with S cones. S-cone bipolar cells express only metabotropic 

glutamate receptors, and therefore inherit short-wavelength ON responses from S cones. H2 

horizontal cells confer an M- and L- cone-driven receptive field surround to S cones, which is 

similarly inverted by the S-cone bipolar cell. S-cone bipolar cells therefore have S-ON-center, 

M+L-OFF-surround receptive fields. These receptive fields are also described as having blue-ON 

centers and yellow-OFF surrounds109. The S-cone bipolar cells are thus an essential component 

for adding short-wavelength information to color discrimination and perception. 

Many bipolar cell types synapse with cones indiscriminately within their dendritic field, 

regardless of cone spectral tuning. Such bipolar cells are categorized as diffuse bipolar cells. 

Dendritic fields of diffuse bipolar cells extend farther than those of midget bipolar cells, and can 

synapse with as few as 4 or as many as 15 cones. Lack of cone-type specificity in synapses 

implies that diffuse bipolar cell signals typically have no chromatic information. The longer reach 

of their dendrites also reduces their spatial specificity, limiting their usefulness for higher-acuity 

perception. Diffuse bipolar cells instead generally convey luminance information for their 

receptive fields, and may be able to respond to light-level changes more quickly than other 

bipolar cells. Because M- and L-cone density is about 20-times that of S cones in primates, the 

sensitivity of diffuse bipolar cells is shifted toward longer wavelengths. Like midget bipolar cells, 
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diffuse bipolar cells can express ionotropic or metabotropic glutamate receptors to have either 

ON or OFF receptive-field centers108. 

Midget, S-cone, and diffuse bipolar cells only receive input from cones. Primate retinas, 

however, are dominated by rods. Rod bipolar cells, the only bipolar cells that contact rods, are 

therefore the most abundant type of bipolar cell in the primate retina. These bipolar cells use 

only metabotropic glutamate receptors, and therefore have ON-center receptive fields. Rod 

bipolar cells do not appear to have distinct receptive-field surrounds. Horizontal cell release of 

GABA onto rod bipolar cells, however, does modulate bipolar cell activity, enhancing the effect 

of the center when there is contrast with surrounding light levels110. While cone bipolar cells 

synapse directly with RGCs, rod bipolar cells pass their signals through AII amacrine cells. AII 

amacrine cells depolarize following rod bipolar cell activation, and react by depolarizing OFF-

center cone bipolar cells and hyperpolarizing ON-center cone bipolar cells. Rod bipolar cells thus 

utilize cone signal pathways to relay rod signals to the brain105, 108. 

Bipolar cells have traditionally been considered to operate based on graded potentials111. Under 

such a paradigm, the bipolar cell can operate over a continuous range of activity and 

neurotransmitter release is directly correlated with stimulation. Passive diffusion of ions 

through the bipolar cell, however, can impose limits on the frequency of signal changes from the 

photoreceptors to the RGCs. Midget RGCs, which receive their input from midget bipolar cells, 

have high spatial specificity, but relative low temporal specificity. Parasol RGCs conversely have 

low spatial resolution, but high temporal resolution. While midget bipolar cells do appear to 

operate using grade potentials, certain diffuse bipolar cells that innervate parasol RGCs have 

voltage-gated cation channels that allow them to form action potentials. Bipolar cells with 
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action potentials can generate signals more rapidly, and may be responsible for the faster timing 

profile of parasol RGCs. 

While only some bipolar cells possess the capacity for generating action potentials, all RGCs use 

action potentials to conduct signals along the optic nerve into the brain. Four types of RGCs 

have been well-studied in primates: midget RGCs belonging to the parvocellular pathway, 

parasol RGCs of the magnocellular pathway, small bistratified RGCs of the koniocellular 

pathway, and ipRGCs that are important for non-image-forming vision. As mentioned above, 

midget RGCs receive input from midget bipolar cells. The midget RGCs inherit the receptive field 

dynamics of their bipolar cells, exhibiting high spatial specificity with M- and L-wavelength 

opponency. The signals of foveal midget RGCs are driven by only one cone and one bipolar cell8, 

but bipolar cell-RGC ratios increase with eccentricity. At any given eccentricity, however, the 

dendritic range of midget RGCs is consistently shorter than that of parasol RGCs. Synaptic 

contacts with bipolar cells in the inner plexiform layer differ based on receptive field type, for 

not only midget but most RGCs. ON-center RGCs synapse with ON-center bipolar cells within the 

inner half of the inner plexiform layer, the half closer to the RGC somata and vitreous, and OFF-

center RGCs and bipolar cells connect in the outer half of the inner plexiform layer. ON and OFF 

midget RGCs each constitute approximately 26% of the primate RGC population, and combined 

make up about 70% of RGCs in the fovea, where they are most densely present5. 

In comparison to the 26% of primate RGCs that belong to each midget RGC type, ON-center and 

OFF-center parasol RGCs each only comprise about 8% of the primate RGC population. As both 

midget and parasol RGCs cover the entire retina, this reflects the lower density of parasol 

somata and the wider reach of individual parasol dendritic fields. Parasol RGCs receive input 

from more bipolar cells than midget RGCs, and therefore their receptive field centers are 
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derived from more M and L cones. The likelihood of significant imbalance between M and L 

cones contributing the center is far less than that for midget RGCs, so parasol RGCs display 

roughly equal sensitivity to M and L spectral tunings in both the center and surround. Thus, 

instead of having receptive fields resembling M-ON center and M+L-OFF surround, parasol RGC 

receptive fields are simply ON-center, OFF-surround or OFF-center, ON-surround. Because they 

lack color opponency, and are therefore not affected difference between M and L cone 

responses, parasol RGCs reactive more robustly to achromatic contrast than midget RGCs. As 

discussed above, parasol RGCs also respond with greater temporal specificity, allowing them to 

appropriately respond to higher rates of flicker without saturating5.   

S-cone bipolar cells project to small bistratified RGCs. Small bistratified RGCs are similar to 

parasol RGCs in number and dendritic field extent. There is only one form of small bistratified 

RGC, and it constitutes about 6% of the primate RGC population5. Small bistratified dendrites 

cover areas about 10% wider than those of parasol RGCs, but their dendritic field sizes are 

considerably more variable. Dendrites receive input from two strata of the inner plexiform layer, 

the morphology for which these RGCs are named. S-cone bipolar cells with ON centers synapse 

with small bistratified RGCs in the inner half of the inner plexiform layer, and OFF-center diffuse 

bipolar cells form contacts in the outer half of the inner plexiform layer. It was originally 

believed that small bistratified RGCs had S-ON, M+L-OFF receptive fields without any center-

surround structure. Under that conception, diffuse bipolar cells were assumed to provide the 

M+L-OFF signal to the small bistratified RGCs. More recently, however, the M+L-OFF component 

of the receptive field has been shown to have a larger radius than that of the S-ON component. 

The timing of the M+L-OFF response is also more consistent with primary contributions of 

horizontal cells acting on S-cones, rather than primary dependence on diffuse bipolar cells. Small 
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bistratified RGCs can thus be considered to inherit S-ON-center, M+L-OFF-surround receptive 

fields from S cones and S-cone bipolar cells112. 

The ipRGCs differ substantially from other RGC classes, most pronouncedly because of their 

ability to independently depolarize in response to light. These RGCs contain the photopigment 

melanopsin, which binds the same chromophore as rod and cone opsins, 11-cis-retinal. Unlike 

photopigments of rods and cones, however, melanopsin triggers the opening of cation channels 

through a phosphoinositide signaling cascade. Melanopsin therefore causes ipRGCs, essentially 

melanopsin photoreceptors, to depolarize in response to light, rather than hyperpolarize like 

rods and cones. After a photon isomerizes 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal, another photon can 

reisomerize retinaldehyde to the 11-cis configuration while it remains bound to melanopsin113. 

The depolarization of ipRGCs caused by melanopsin is slow and consistent, and provides 

information on the overall brightness of the environment. ipRGCs have also been known as giant 

monostratified RGCs, as they possess extremely large dendritic trees. The dendritic fields are so 

broad that the neurons only possess trivial spatial specificity. The dendrites cover most of the 

retina, but ipRGCs only constitute about 0.2% of the RGC population5. In addition to their 

intrinsic photoreception, ipRGCs receive supplemental input from rods and cones. The cone-

derived ipRGC receptive fields are M+L-ON and S-OFF, although the synaptic pathways 

establishing such responses are not known. Melanopsin, however, has a peak absorption 

wavelength of 480 nm, which is very close to that of S cones. Although the M+L-S opponency 

can be measured in laboratory environments, the melanopsin-driven depolarization in response 

to S wavelengths normally dominates and masks the cone-driven S-OFF response114.    
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2.4.2 Retinothalamic pathway 

RGC axons converge upon the optic disc and exit the eye through the lamina cribrosa as the 

optic nerve. This term is a misnomer, as RGCs are embryologically and physiologically part of the 

of the central nervous system, and nerves are axon bundles in the peripheral nervous system. 

The optic nerve is actually a tract, myelinated by oligodendrocytes beyond the lamina cribrosa. 

The optic nerve contains all visual information output for each eye, and thus each eye’s entire 

monocular visual field. Optic nerves from each eye pass through the optic canal and converge on 

the inferomedial surface of the brain to form the optic chiasm.  

Within the chiasm, RGC axons from the nasal, or medial, halves of each eye decussate to join 

axons from the temporal or lateral half of the opposite eye. The right visual field is captured by 

nasal right retina and temporal left retina, while the left visual field falls upon nasal left retina 

and temporal right retina. The decussation of nasal RGC axons in the chiasm places 

representations of each half of the visual field within the contralateral side of the brain. Animals 

with more lateral-facing eyes feature larger proportions of optic nerve axons that decussate 

through the chiasm. Axons projecting posteriorly from each side of the chiasm form the optic 

tracts. Although the optic nerve is technically a tract, these postchiasmatic bundles are the only 

RGC axon sections that are referred to as optic tracts. Rather than representing an entire 

monocular visual field, as each optic nerve does, each optic tract represents the contralateral 

visual field from both eyes. 

Axons of ipRGCs are known to project to the suprachiasmatic nucleus and olivary pretectal 

nucleus, respectively for entrainment of circadian rhythms and driving the pupillary light reflex. 

Many RGCs provide input to the superior colliculus to guide eye movements. Most RGCs, 
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however, terminate in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus. The retinothalamic 

pathway provides stimulation for conscious visual perception. Like the optic tracts that provide 

retinal input to thalamus, each LGN possesses representations of the contralateral visual field. 

More precisely, the 6 main layers of primate LGN each contain a monocular hemifield driven by 

either midget or parasol RGCs from the contralateral or ipsilateral eye. Thalamocortical neurons, 

those responsible for transmitting visual signals to cerebral cortex, receive only about 10% of 

their synaptic inputs from RGCs, but RGC connections are the only ones that can independently 

elicit thalamocortical responses. All other connections, such as those from interneurons, brain 

stem, or cortex, provide modulatory influences115. 

The 2 ventral-most main layers of LGN, layers 1 and 2, are the magnocellular layers. Cells of 

these layers are large and receive input from parasol RGCs. Layer 1, numbered ventral to dorsal, 

is driven by ipsilateral temporal retina, while layer 2 is innervated by contralateral nasal retina. 

Both layers receive mixtures of ON- and OFF-center parasol RGC contacts. Like their connected 

RGCs, neurons of the magnocellular layers display low spatial specificity, high temporal 

specificity, and are highly sensitive to achromatic contrast. Magnocellular neurons are also 

particularly sensitive to modulation by attention, through innervation from cortex and the brain 

stem. Retinotopy is maintained in magnocellular layers, as well as the other main LGN layers, 

such that columns perpendicular to layer borders represent the same region of the visual field in 

each layer115. The fovea is represented at the posterior pole, and the representation of central 

vision is magnified such that the volume dedicated to central 15° occupies approximately 80% of 

total LGN volume116. 

About 10% of LGN thalamocortical neurons occupy the magnocellular layers. In contrast, about 

80% of LGN thalamocortical neurons exist in the parvocellular layers, layers 3–6. Midget RGCs 
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from contralateral nasal retina stimulate parvocellular neurons in layers 3 and 5, while midget 

RGCs of ipsilateral temporal retina project to layers 4 and 6. Unlike the magnocellular layers, 

parvocellular layers grossly segregate RGC axons based on receptive-field polarity. Each pair of 

layers responding to one eye has one layer dominated by ON-center midget RGCs, and most 

OFF-center midget RGCs connect to the other layer. ON-center midget RGCs are primarily 

received by the dorsal layers, layers 5 and 6, and the more ventral layers 3 and 4 synapse mostly 

with OFF-center midget RGCs. Parvocellular neurons are smaller than magnocellular neurons, 

and inherit the color opponency of midget RGCs. Parvocellular neurons exhibit high spatial 

specificity, poor temporal specificity with high frequency stimuli, and longer latencies than 

magnocellular neurons. 

Ventral to each of the main 6 LGN layers lie the koniocellular layers. Koniocellular layers are thin 

and their constituent cells are smaller than those of the parvocellular layers. Koniocellular layers 

make up roughly the last 10% of thalamocortical neurons in LGN. Many koniocellular neurons 

receive input from small bistratified RGCs, particularly in the central and dorsal layers underlying 

the parvocellular layers. Koniocellular neurons thus display S-ON, M+L-OFF color opponency. 

Interestingly, a small number of other koniocellular neurons display S-OFF, M+L-ON responses, 

but the nature of these responses is not yet known. Unlike other LGN neurons, those in the 

ventral koniocellular layers beneath the magnocellular layers receive inputs from superior 

colliculus. While magnocellular and parvocellular neurons are mostly monocularly driven, many 

more koniocellular neurons display binocular sensitivity, which may be derived from collicular 

connections. Some koniocellular neurons also exhibit substantially more pronounced 

orientation selectivity than other LGN neurons. Koniocellular receptive field sizes are much 

larger, and response latencies longer, than those of magnocellular and parvocellular neurons. 
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Contrast sensitivity and operational temporal frequencies lie between those of magnocellular 

and parvocellular neurons. 

2.4.3 Visual cortex 

LGN thalamocortical neurons collectively exit the thalamus as the optic radiation on each side of 

the brain. The optic radiation forms part of the posterior limb of the internal capsule, and 

subsequently fans around the lateral ventricle, blanketing and extending past the lateral wall of 

the ventricle, ultimately to reach primary visual cortex in the occipital pole. The more lateral and 

inferior fibers of the optic radiation carry signals representing the superior half of the 

contralateral visual field. These fibers course anteriorly and laterally along the roof of the 

ventricle’s inferior horn, some fibers proceeding beyond the anterior extent of the horn, before 

turning to travel posteriorly through the temporal lobe and along the ventricle’s lateral wall. 

These lateral radiation fibers are known as Meyer’s loop. Fibers representing the central 

contralateral visual field occupy the central majority of the optic radiation, and inferior visual 

field information is carried by fibers that travel more medially and superiorly. The superior 

radiation fibers follow the most direct course, passing through parietal lobe, laterally around the 

ventricle, and converge with the rest of the radiation upon primary visual cortex117, 118. The 

radiation fibers with paths through the parietal lobe are sometimes known as Baum’s loop. 

Myelin surrounding optic radiation axons creates a visible white line that passes through the 

gray matter along the borders of the calcarine sulcus of occipital cortex. This portion of occipital 

cortex is the target of the optic radiation, primary visual cortex (V1). Because of the line formed 

by the radiation axons, V1 is also known as striate cortex. Inferior radiation axons synapse 

within the lingual gyrus at the inferior edge the calcarine sulcus, while superior radiation axons 
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innervate the superior edge of the sulcus in the cuneus. V1 thus takes on a retinotopic map in 

which the inferior vertical meridian of the visual field is represented along the superior lip of the 

calcarine sulcus, the horizontal meridian occupies the bottom of the sulcus, and the inferior lip 

of the sulcus corresponds to the superior vertical meridian of the visual field. Thalamocortical 

axons with foveal representations synapse at posterior end of the sulcus, and projections for 

greater eccentricities terminate more anteriorly along the sulcus. Lines from lip to lip of the 

sulcus at a single distance from the occipital pole thus roughly correspond to semicircles in the 

visual field. 

Cerebral cortex, including V1, consists of approximately 6 layers of interconnected neural 

networks. Layer 1 is the most superficial layer, and layer 6 is the farthest from the cortical 

surface. Most output from thalamus enters cortex by way of cortical layer 4. Consistently, most 

of the optic radiation axons synapse with neurons in layer 4C of V1. The more superficial half of 

layer 4C, layer 4Cα, is innervated by magnocellular neurons of LGN. The deeper layer 4Cβ 

receives input from LGN parvocellular neurons. Most other layers receive some connections 

from LGN, as well. Both magnocellular and parvocellular neurons send collaterals to layer 6 of 

V1. Parvocellular neurons innervate layer 4A. Koniocellular neurons do not innervate layer 4 or 

any deeper layers of V1, but do send axons to layers 1–3. Koniocellular neurons underlying the 

LGN magnocellular layers connect with V1 layer 1 and superficial layer 3. Koniocellular neurons 

situated under parvocellular layers project to the cytochrome oxidase blob regions of V1 layers 2 

and 3115. Layers 4B and 5 of V1 are not innervated by LGN axons119. 

Columns in V1, extending down from the surface of cortex perpendicularly through the layers, 

contain neurons that all share similar biases for visual stimulation. Two prominent biases 

present in V1 columns are ocular dominance and orientation selectivity. Ocular dominance 
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presents as alternating stripes meandering along V1. Neurons in layer 4C are strictly monocular, 

only being driven by the contralateral or ipsilateral eye. Borders between stripes of ocular 

dominance columns thus have pronounced response differences in layer 4C. In more superficial 

layers, however, transitions between stripes are more gradual and some neurons have binocular 

receptive fields. Superimposed on ocular dominance stripes are strips of orientation selectivity. 

Neurons within orientation columns share biases toward stimuli, such as bars or edges, oriented 

at particular angles. Orientation selectivity changes gradually across V1, such that adjacent 

columns have similar orientation biases. Biases change and progress in circular patterns, such 

that strips of similar orientation columns form pinwheel patterns about points of convergence 

where all orientations are represented within small areas. Pinwheel centers tend to sit along the 

middle of ocular dominance stripes119. 

After initial processing and filtering, V1 neurons pass visual information along to other brain 

areas. Layers 2, 3, and 4B project to higher visual cortex. Layers 5 and 6 send axons to 

subcortical targets. LGN also makes direct connections to many visual cortex regions outside V1, 

primarily via koniocellular neurons115. Visual cortex beyond V1 is labeled roughly by sequential 

visual processing, and neurons of higher visual areas have increasingly abstract representations 

of stimuli as synaptic distance from V1 grows. Each visual area possesses its own map of visual 

space, and retinotopy is preserved in the earlier cortical regions. Secondary visual cortex (V2) is 

also labelled as prestriate cortex, and it maintains much of the tuning present in V1, with 

additional sensitivities such as binocular disparity. Areas farther from V1, such as V3, V4, and the 

middle temporal area (MT or V5), are considered extrastriate cortex. Extrastriate cortex is often 

broadly divided into dorsal and ventral streams, such that each stream processes visual 

information with a distinct contextual emphasis. The dorsal or parietal stream handles visual 

information relative to representations of self or one’s environment, often termed the “where” 
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or “how” stream. Rather than just being sensitive to light in a particular part of the visual field, a 

neuron in a higher area of the dorsal stream might be most sensitive to visual stimuli than 

appear to be approaching the viewer. In contrast, the ventral or temporal stream is considered 

the “what” stream, and is more concerned with the identity or conceptual classification of visual 

stimuli. A neuron far along the ventral stream could particularly sensitive to when a face or a car 

is present within the visual field. As visual information moves through the dorsal and ventral 

streams and into higher association areas, neural responses to light evolve into a more complex 

understanding of the world that is used to guide motor commands, decision making, and 

abstract thinking. 

2.5 Light localization 

Humans rely on various information sources to localize light in space. Consider a single point 

source of light being viewed monocularly. Photons from that source would be absorbed by 

photoreceptors within a small area of the viewer’s retina. That location on the retina would 

determine where in the viewer’s visual field the source lies. To assign the source a location in 

space, the viewer must relate the visual field to the viewer’s environment and/or body position. 

Mapping the visual field to egocentric or allocentric coordinates requires additional information, 

which may be provided by the rest of the visual scene or input to other sensory modalities. 

When perceptual errors generate conflict among information sources, people can learn to adapt 

how the visual field information is used in combination with other senses and motor commands. 

2.5.1 Perception of gaze direction 

Determining the relationship between the visual field and the environment requires contextual 

information. This information can be contained within the visual field itself, if the field contains 
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sufficient detail to deduce the environment’s relative orientation. Such an informative visual 

field is considered structured120, and would not require any supplementary information to 

complete orientation-based tasks. Movies and video games often provide truncated structured 

visual fields, from which the viewer can deduce the orientation of the captured or virtual 

environment, while the image is completely independent of the viewer.  

Some context may also be applied by relating the visual field to one’s own body. Such a 

relationship can provide context from other sensory modalities, and would be critical for visual 

coordination tasks. Abstractly, one needs information about both the head and the viewing eye 

to relate the visual field to one’s body position. The viewer must know the head’s position and 

orientation relative to the body, and the eye’s orientation within the head. The egocentric 

direction of gaze can then be resolved mathematically and thus place the visual field and any 

visual stimuli into the body’s frame of reference. 

More concretely, a viewer determines his or her relative direction of gaze through combinations 

of proprioception, corollary discharge, and vestibular inputs. Proprioception holds information 

on how the body is configured and the positions of body parts relative to each other. 

Proprioceptive information typically comes from muscle spindles, which signal changes in 

muscle lengths. Golgi tendon organs and cutaneous mechanoreceptors also provide 

proprioceptive information at extreme joint positions121. Extraocular muscles of mammals, 

however, do not consistently possess spindles or Golgi tendon organs. Instead, nervous end 

organs called palisade endings, or innervated myotendinous cylinders, found at the 

myotendinous junctions of extraocular muscle fibers, are thought to provide proprioception 

about the eyes.  
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The precise function of palisade endings, while assumed to involve proprioception, is not 

entirely clear. Palisade endings are cholinergic, and have origins within motor nuclei for the 

extraocular muscles. The structure and position of synapses, however, are more compatible 

with sensory than motor neurons. Both proprioceptive and motor functions thus seem possible, 

and a great deal of further investigation is required. In either case, palisade endings appear to 

be particularly helpful with fine eye movements used by mammals with forward-facing eyes. In 

such frontal-eyed mammals, palisade endings are found in greater densities than in lateral-eyed 

mammals, particularly along the medial rectus muscles. Frontal-eyed mammals make 

convergence and smooth pursuit motions more than lateral-eyed mammals, and palisade 

endings may be important for using those eye movements122. 

Corollary discharge, a higher-order variation of the related efference copy concept, modifies 

brain activity, particularly in sensory areas, in accordance with motor commands. Modifications 

can manifest as changes in sensory processing, such as distinguishing self-motion from 

environment motion, or as the basis for sensorimotor learning through the cerebellum123. For 

example, information that the head or eyes are moving rightward can be used to suppress the 

perception that a light in the visual field is moving to the left, as it is actually stationary. 

Similarly, a rightward eye motion combined with a stimulus that does not move in the visual 

field will be seen as the stimulus moving along with the eye. Many brain areas are known to 

alter receptive fields in anticipation of saccades, including V2, V3a, V4, the parietal reach area, 

superior colliculi, and frontal eye fields124. One particular pathway was mapped for oculomotor 

corollary discharge from the superior colliculus, through the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, to 

the frontal eye field. Inactivating mediodorsal thalamus did not interfere with saccade 

production, but did prevent normal remapping of frontal eye field representations in 

anticipation of the saccade125. 
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Vestibular sensation does not directly provide information on eye orientation within the head, 

but can be very important for determining head orientation. Embedded within the otolithic 

membranes of the utricle and saccule, calcium carbonate otoconia apply forces to hair cells 

corresponding to gravity and linear acceleration. The utricle is oriented to mostly respond to 

translations within the horizontal plane, and the saccule is sensitive to forces pushing forward 

and back or up and down. Consider sitting in a plane as it is gently ascending. Looking down the 

aisle would not provide much, if any, visual indication that the plane is sloped upward. 

Proprioceptive input from your neck would similarly lack that information, as looking upward 

with respect to your body would still direct your gaze to the ceiling. Pressure from your seat 

would be close enough to normal to suggest the plane might be level. Vestibular input from 

your otolith organs, mostly your saccules, would nevertheless inform your brain that aligning 

your head to look straight along the aisle, forward with respect to your body, is in fact looking 

upward with respect to gravity. That information allows you to ultimately perceive that the aisle 

is sloped and that the plane is aimed upward.    

While the otolith organs provide information on gravity and linear acceleration, the semicircular 

canals supply the vestibular sense of angular velocity. As the head turns, endolymph fluid within 

the canals exhibits inertial resistance. Pressure from the endolymph pushes the cupula in a 

canal’s ampulla in the opposite direction of the rotation, which in turn deflects hair cells 

attached to the cupula. While not obviously changing the context of visual information, 

stimulation of the semicircular canals is a major component of the vestibulo-ocular reflex. This 

reflex, with combined input from the otolith organs and semicircular canals, causes the eyes to 

rotate in the opposite direction of any head rotation, which typically aids in maintaining fixation 

through head movements. The otolith organs do trigger reflexive eye rotations in response to 

head translations, when the semicircular canals would be mostly quiet, but the gain of the reflex 
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is then heavily dependent on the distance from the focused visual target126. When eye 

orientation reaches an extreme and head movement continues, the eyes saccade back to 

center, which is considered physiological nystagmus.   

The perception of head orientation, and interpreting visual stimuli within the context of head 

orientation, can depend on each of the above sensory inputs. Muscle spindles in the neck 

inform the brain of the orientation of the head with respect to the body. Corollary discharge for 

active head turns combines with proprioception to more accurately compensate for changes in 

orientation. Input from the semicircular canals, together with any oculomotor corollary 

discharge, can further specify the relationship between moving percepts and self-motion. When 

asking subjects to indicate their apparent direction of motion in a visual simulation, Crowell et 

al.127 found that isolated proprioceptive or vestibular feedback was inadequate for accurate 

judgement of the visual stimuli. Subjects seemed to weigh feedback modalities differently, and 

performance improvements for combinations of 2 feedback modalities were inconsistent across 

subjects. Maximal performance was achieved when all 3 sources of feedback were available. 

Along with when making active head turns, Crowell et al. saw that subjects displayed accurate 

performance when they made active eye movements. Because vestibular feedback does not 

provide any information on the eyes beyond the orientation of the head, accounting for eye 

movements relies solely on proprioception from extraocular muscles and oculomotor corollary 

discharge. Bridgeman and Stark128 attempted to separate these feedback sources by having 

subjects gently press on either their uncovered viewing eye or their occluded eye. Pressing on 

the viewing eye triggered compensatory muscle activity, and thus invoked corollary discharge, 

without changing the viewing eye’s orientation. The occluded eye, however, did rotate in 

response to the contralateral eye press, and the combined proprioceptive signal for the 
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cyclopean eye was altered. Pressing on the occluded eye did not trigger muscle activity, but did 

alter the combined proprioceptive signal. While pressing on an eye, subjects were asked to 

describe the location of or point to a visual target in an unstructured visual field. By comparing 

degrees of eye rotation to localization responses, the investigators determined that 

proprioception altered visual perception with a gain of close to ¼. Corollary discharge, after 

removing the contribution of proprioception, modified perception with a gain of about ⅝. The 

authors therefore concluded that corollary discharge dominates proprioception in accounting 

for eye movements.  

Interestingly, Bridgeman and Stark’s calculations imply that extraretinal feedback only modifies 

perception by a total of ⅞ of the actual eye movement. This calculated underestimation of eye 

eccentricity is remarkably consistent with earlier work by Morgan129 and later experiments by 

Lewald and Ehrenstein130. Both of these other studies asked subjects to fixate on LEDs at various 

eccentricities and aim a hidden pointer as accurately as possible at the fixation target. 

Bridgeman and Stark calculated an eccentricity underestimation of 0.13 in Morgan’s data, and 

Lewald and Ehrenstein observed an underestimation factor of 0.12. Additionally, Lewald and 

Ehrenstein found that perception of head-turn eccentricity was influenced by eccentric eye 

orientations, such that head-turn eccentricity, when the head was aimed forward, was 

perceived to be approximately 0.23 of eye eccentricity. While extraretinal feedback on eye and 

head orientations provides enough information to map the visual field into egocentric space 

sufficiently for daily life, that information is incomplete, and mapping accuracy deteriorates with 

eye eccentricity. 
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2.5.2 Adaptation to visual misalignments 

Various studies have examined the effects of inconsistencies between visual input and 

extraretinal localization cues. Normal visual localization assumes that light enters the eye 

without any refraction prior to interacting with the cornea. When the path of light is altered 

before it reaches the eye, the brain incorrectly localizes the light as though no refraction had 

occurred. Mislocalization such as this transpires when one looks at something submerged 

underwater from above the water’s surface. Because of the refraction at the water-air interface, 

the depth and location of objects can be inaccurately perceived. Lenses placed in front a 

viewer’s eyes can introduce similar dissonance between percepts and true object locations for 

all visual input. Depending on how the viewer interacts with the visual scene, one can quite 

rapidly adapt to succeed at visuomotor tasks even with severe alterations to visual input. 

In 1896, George Stratton investigated the importance of having properly oriented visual input by 

wearing inverting lenses over his eyes131. A series of lenses inverted a 45° section of the visual 

scene just before the light reached his eyes, with the rest of the visual field obscured by a mask. 

One eye was always occluded to avoid the need for variably converging lens axes. Initially, 

Stratton reported that the world appeared upside-down, and visuomotor guidance was 

completely unreliable. Visual changes associated with head movements occasionally made 

Stratton nauseous. Coordination, however, improved over time, as did his ability to imagine the 

world about him in terms of the inverted visual field. Stratton originally only wore the lenses for 

21.5 hours spread across 3 days, with a blindfold blocking vision otherwise. He did not report 

any aftereffects following removal of the lenses at the end of the experiment, but subsequently 

wore the lenses for 87 hours over 8 days in a longer experiment132. While the world without the 

lenses did not appear upside down after the second experiment, Stratton found himself making 
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marked visuomotor errors corresponding to what would have been appropriate when viewing 

through the inverting lenses. Normal coordination mostly returned by the second day after 

completion of the experiment. 

Many researchers, including Hermann von Helmholtz133, Margaret Wooster134, and James 

Gibson135 similarly investigated visual perturbations by examining the effects of prism glasses on 

viewers’ behaviors. Prism glasses created less drastic changes to visual input than those studied 

by Stratton, and were limited to shifting vision along the horizontal axis. Subjects were able to 

view scenes binocularly with a wider field of view than afforded by Stratton’s device. Gibson 

used optometrist’s trial prisms with angles of 26°, creating rightward visual shifts of 

approximately 15°. Subjects wearing the prism glasses were initially reaching and pointing too 

far to the right, and walking into obstacles on their right sides. Because visual shifts above and 

below the center of the prisms were more dramatic than that at the center, vertical lines also 

appeared curved to the left. After about an hour with coordination exercises, visuomotor errors 

were absent or greatly diminished. Impressions of curvature were also reduced over the 

experiment’s hour, and vertical lines appeared to curve rightward by the same extent as the 

adaptation after prisms were removed.  

Wooster noted that subjects did not improve visuomotor coordination unless reaching 

movements were made while fixating on an object. Held and Hein136 further investigated this 

dependence in 1958. Subjects were asked to mark intersections of lines, shown on an oblique 

mirror, without being able to view their hands or pens. Subjects then viewed their hands 

through a glass prism for 3 minutes in 1 of 3 conditions: no motion, passive motion, or self-

produced motion. In the first condition, the subject simply scanned the hand through the prism 

without moving it. In the motion conditions, the elbow was stationary and the forearm moved 
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left and right in tune with a metronome set to 1 Hz. Passive motion called for the subject to 

relax as the experimenter moved the hand, while self-produced motion was controlled by the 

subject. After viewing, the subject once again marked line intersections seen on an oblique 

mirror. The authors found that hand-eye coordination only changed when subjects moved their 

arms themselves, seen as a significant horizontal shift in markings. Refining Wooster’s 

observation, they concluded that reafference is required for visuomotor adaptations to shifts 

induced by prisms. Without the conflict between corollary discharge, specifically that of the arm 

in their experiments, and visual input, no changes are made to account for shifts in visual 

perception. 

While viewing through prisms without reafference fails to change visuomotor coordination, 

there is some suggestion that it can still alter eye orientation for straight-ahead fixation137. 

When subjects’ gazes were maintained in lateral positions through prism glass viewing, but no 

pointing error feedback was provided, lateral shifts in straight-ahead fixation were observed 

after the experiment. Such changes in straight-ahead fixation have been observed in adaptation 

to prisms and considered an important part of the adaptation process138. Because fixation shifts 

can be observed without coordination adaption, however, more investigation may be required 

to define the relationship between visuomotor adaptation and changes in straight-ahead eye 

fixation. 

2.6 Blindness 

Failure in any part of the visual system can lead to some visual deficits. Depending on the 

location and severity of damage, deficits might go unnoticed or render an individual completely 

blind. Visual system deficits can be broadly categorized based on whether the damage is optical 
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or neurological in nature. Damage to the optical visual system, any part anterior to the retina, 

dominates globally as the more common cause of blindness. Optical problems with the eye are 

relatively easy to correct with surgical adjustments and replacement optics, but treatment can 

be difficult to obtain in developing parts of the world. Lens cataracts are by far the most 

common cause of blindness, and can be treated by removing the lens and implanting an artificial 

replacement. Corneal opacity, such as that caused by trachoma infections, can addressed by 

removing the causes of corneal irritation, keratectomy, or in more extreme cases, corneal 

transplants. Damage to the neural visual system, from the retina through the brain, is much 

more complicated, and often persists even in developed communities as forms of untreatable 

vision loss. 

2.6.1 Photoreceptor degeneration 

Neural activity in the visual system starts in the photoreceptors, and these neurons can be 

destroyed or incapacitated by various mechanisms. Because the inner and outer segments are 

dependent on the choroidal blood supply, interruption or separation from that blood supply can 

lead to the deterioration of the photoreceptor’s transductive compartments. Photoreceptor 

synaptic terminals and cell bodies, at least partially sustained by inner retinal blood flow139, can 

survive without choroidal vasculature, but lack any phototransduction capabilities. Alternatively, 

inherited diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa, can cause critical failures specifically in 

photoreceptors or the RPE, eventually destroying most photosensitivity in the retina. Removal 

of photoreceptor function deprives the visual system of sensory input, and can lead to 

pathologic reorganization of the surviving retina. 
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The most direct and complete disruption of interaction between photoreceptors and the RPE is 

a retinal detachment. The neural retina is physically separated from the RPE, making RPE 

support of the retina difficult or impossible. Most retinal detachments occur following a tear in 

the retina, through which liquified vitreous humor can flow and push the retina away from the 

RPE. Such tears often occur as the vitreous body loses elasticity and progressively separates 

from the retina. Acute tension on the remaining vitreoretinal attachment, particularly along the 

superior-inferior equator of the eye, pulls the thin connected retina away from adjacent retina. 

The retina can also be pulled away from the RPE by scar tissue on its vitreal surface, or pushed 

off the RPE by the pressure of subretinal bleeding or edema. When treated with scleral buckling 

or vitreous surgery, the retina can be reattached to the RPE with much vision restored140. 

Postoperative visual acuities decline with detachment duration, and best results are achieved 

with treatment within 3 days of initial detachment141, 142. Left untreated, detachments can 

progress throughout the eye, and if detachment occurred in both eyes, can lead to complete 

vision loss143, 144. 

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a common disease in which changes about the RPE 

in the macula cause damage to the nearby photoreceptors145. Age is the major risk factor for 

AMD, as suggested by its name, along with correlations to smoking, exercise, and dietary habits. 

Rod density in the macula declines with age, and the RPE accumulates retinoid-derived 

lipofuscin granules over time. Lipofuscin consists of A2E (N-retinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine), 

which itself is metabolized from A2PE-H2 (dihydro-N-retinylidene-N-retinylphosphatidyl-

ethanolamine), a diretinal compound formed in within rod discs146. Lipofuscin A2E is believed to 

create photooxidative damage to RPE cells. Extracellular aggregates of lipids and proteins called 

drusen, along with thickness changes in Bruch’s membrane, can also interfere with the proper 

diffusion of RPE nutrients and metabolites. These disruptions to the RPE ultimately lead to 
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photoreceptor degeneration in the macula, leaving the afflicted with scotomas in place of their 

high-acuity central vision. AMD is considered dry without any neovascularization, and late 

stages of dry AMD are marked by geographic atrophy in photoreceptors, RPE, and choroidal 

capillaries. When neovascularization occurs, edema and bleeding can cause sudden and severe 

damage to not only the RPE and photoreceptors, but also the inner retina147.  

A far rarer disease that also interferes with RPE maintenance of photoreceptors, Bietti 

crystalline dystrophy, relates to biallelic mutations of the CYP4V2 gene148. CYP4V2 codes for an 

enzyme involved in the hydrolysis of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids. While the specific 

functions of this enzyme are not well understood, its dysfunction may disrupt the proper 

metabolism of photoreceptor discs. The disease is characterized by reflective crystalline 

deposits around the RPE and Bruch’s membrane, which may be products of unhealthy RPE 

activity149. Crystals may also manifest in the paralimbal cornea. Disappearance of subretinal 

crystals coincides with local atrophy of the RPE and photoreceptor inner and outer segments. 

Visual deficits start manifesting in the central and pericentral visual fields, and patients typically 

present with reduced visual acuity and nyctalopia. As the disease progresses, larger sections of 

the visual field can become compromised, leaving those afflicted legally or completely blind in 

the fifth or sixth decade of life.  

Other diseases that present with similar visual deficits as Bietti crystalline dystrophy, but 

without subretinal crystals, are collectively called retinitis pigmentosa (RP). Inflammation of the 

retina is not a prominent factor, despite the implication of the name, but clumps of 

hyperpigmentation from disrupted RPE, called "bone spicules" by analogy, can be seen in fundus 

examinations150. RP diseases all involve degeneration of the photoreceptors and the RPE. Rod-

cone dystrophies are most common, in which rod deterioration progresses first, and cones are 
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not affected until later disease stages. Cones are not primarily affected in rod-cone dystrophies, 

but secondarily succumb to degeneration after most rods have fallen apart151. Cone-rod 

dystrophies, however, affect both photoreceptor types simultaneously, and visual acuity loss 

occurs earlier in the disease progression. Many forms of RP are known to stem from mutations 

of specific genes, with various inheritance patterns152. RP disease onsets and progressions vary, 

but end-stages can leave patients without any light perception. 

Any of these or other diseases that destroy photoreceptors cause surviving neurons and glia to 

undergo many deleterious changes. After a majority of photoreceptors die, inner retinal 

neurons are deprived of their normal synaptic input. As a putative consequence of abnormal 

retinal activity, neurons begin sprouting new connections to form synapses in unusual locations. 

Glycinergic amacrine cells have been shown to atypically project into the outer plexiform layer 

in RP. Although surviving cones in rod-cone dystrophies still provide some input to the retinal 

network, neurons also seem to display changes in gene expression, such that many rod bipolar 

cells switch from having metabotropic ON pharmacology to appearing as OFF bipolar cells. 

Müller cells also show metabolic changes as photoreceptors become silenced, such as initial 

upregulation of glutamine synthetase expression, followed by its pronounced lack of 

expression153.  

Once the oblation of rods and cones is locally complete, changes within the remaining retina 

become more dramatic. The Müller cells increase in size and combine with neighbor Müller cells 

to form large columns between the vitreous and remaining RPE. The columns spread out 

externally to form a partial glial seal that separates the neural retina from the RPE and choroid. 

As time passes, Müller cell columns, as well as pigment clusters in RP, act as conduits for neuron 

migration. Some neurons from the inner nuclear layer move as far as into the subretinal space, 
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and neuritogenesis continues amidst relocation. Gross locations in the retina may not change, 

but stratification and vertical organization of cells disappears. Müller cell metabolic changes 

progress chaotically, with such variation that the glia likely do not retain the ability to sustain 

neural activity. Neurons steadily die over time, leaving the Müller cells as the last cells to survive 

in the retina153. 

2.6.2 Damage downstream of phototransduction 

Failures farther along neural visual pathways can result from other sources of damage, and 

create particular visual field defects. The next step from the photoreceptors that is prominently 

vulnerable is the optic nerve, and glaucoma is most common form of optic neuropathy. 

Glaucoma manifests as progressive damage to the RGCs with accompanying losses in the visual 

field, without symptoms implying non-glaucomatous diseases such as anterior ischemic optic 

neuropathy or demyelinating optic neuritis. Many forms of glaucoma result from high 

intraocular pressure related to insufficient drainage of aqueous humor from the anterior 

chamber. Pressure builds back through the posterior chamber and is communicated to the 

retina and the optic disc. Resulting chronic deformations of the lamina cribrosa apply strain to 

and critically damage RGC axons154. Instabilities in ocular blood flow155 or genes predisposing 

lamina cribrosa deformation and RGC apoptosis156 can also lead to glaucoma development with 

normal intraocular pressure. As the axons are damaged and RGCs die, visual field deficits can 

appear in sectors or arcs projecting from the physiologic blind spot. Field defects need not be 

symmetrical between eyes, so vision loss can go undetected until later stages of the disease. 

Most instances of glaucoma affect both eyes, and can ultimately lead to the complete loss of 

light perception. 
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Injuries to the RGC axons outside the orbit can result from infarcts, trauma, and pressure from 

abnormal growths or edema157, 158. Demyelinating optic neuritis, such as in connection with 

multiple sclerosis, can also interrupt RGC signaling by attacking axon myelin. Acute myelin 

damage can cause vision loss that often begins to improve within a month159, but permanent 

visual deficits and blindness can follow related damage to RGC axons160, 161. Such optic nerve 

damage can have visual field manifestations similar to those of glaucoma. Severe optic nerve 

damage can destroy the entire monocular visual field, although such loss can be masked by sight 

from the fellow eye if damage was not bilateral. Damage to optic chiasm, where signals from 

each eye get divided between cerebral hemispheres, results in bitemporal hemianopia162. 

Because the chiasm contains axons from the nasal half of each retina, the temporal half of each 

monocular visual field would be blind. Binocular viewing would still lack perception in the 

temporal monocular crescents, the lateral extremes of the visual field only visible to the nasal 

retina of the ipsilateral eye. Posterior to the chiasm, injury to the optic tract can produce 

homonymous hemianopia, in which vision is lost in the contralateral visual field of both eyes. If 

the left optic tract suffers damage from an infarction, the right side of both monocular visual 

fields would be blind. As with damage at any level of the visual system, bilateral complications 

can destroy all visual perception. 

Homonymous hemianopia similarly appears with lesions that obliterate unilateral visual 

processing anywhere beyond the optic tract. Complete destruction of the LGN would therefore 

have a visual field presentation much the same as a severed optic tract. Incomplete 

hemianopias present as more congruous the farther from the chiasm damage is inflicted. In 

addition to hemianopias, LGN lesions can also result in sectoranopias. LGN is supplied by both 

anterior and lateral choroidal arteries, and loss of blood flow to one or the other creates 

identifiable visual field defects. Anterior choroidal artery blockage disturbs blood flow to the 
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medial and lateral horns of LGN, corresponding to defects in the contralateral inferior and 

superior visual field. Lateral choroidal artery disruption creates defects in the contralateral 

central visual field163. Permanent bilateral damage to the entirety of LGN is very rare, but has 

caused nearly-complete vision loss following infarcts related to preeclampsia164 and diarrheic 

episodes165, 166.    

The optic radiation projecting from LGN can be damaged to form deficits in either the superior 

or inferior contralateral visual fields, or complete homonymous hemianopia. Homonymous 

hemianopia results from damage to the axons in the internal capsule before paths divide, or 

deep posterior lesions in temporal or parietal lobe. Damage to superior parietal lobe may only 

affect the parietal optic radiation fascicle, and present with contralateral homonymous inferior 

quadrantanopia. Internal capsule and parietal injuries to the optic radiations typically develop as 

part of infarcts or from neoplasia. Damage to the temporal fascicle, or Meyer’s loop, is a 

common complication of anterior temporal lobectomy. Depending on the extent of resection, 

destruction of the temporal fascicle can cause homonymous superior quadrantanopia163. If 

joined radiation fascicles are damaged bilaterally, or the radiations are affected by widespread 

damage, as in cerebral palsy167, the afflicted individual can become completely blind. Blindness 

from bilateral lesions beyond the LGN is classified as cerebral blindness.     

Visual cortex is commonly damaged by disruption of the posterior cerebral artery flow and 

traumatic insults. The posterior cerebral artery supplies the entire visual cortex of one 

hemisphere, but the posterior pole of occipital cortex also receives blood from a branch of the 

middle cerebral artery. As the posterior pole holds the representations of the macular visual 

field, ischemic infarcts about the posterior cerebral artery can produce homonymous 

hemianopias that spare the macula. The parts of visual cortex that rely entirely on the posterior 
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cerebral artery fail, blinding most of the contralateral visual field, but the supply from the 

middle cerebral artery can maintain vision from the contralateral macula. Conversely, because 

the neural volume devoted to the macula is disproportionately large, a traumatic injury to the 

posterior pole can produce a contralateral macular scotoma without necessarily affecting 

peripheral vision. If the basilar artery is occluded, which supplies both posterior cerebral 

arteries, extramacular visual fields can be blinded bilaterally. More general hypotension 

affecting the entirety of the primary visual cortex, or any other large lesion spanning V1 

bilaterally, can destroy all visual perception. This form of cerebral blindness is labeled as cortical 

blindness, and those afflicted are often unaware of their lack of vision163, 168.  
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3 Visual prostheses 

Various methods have been explored aimed at restoring vision to the blind, particularly those 

blinded by damage to neural tissue. Stem cell treatments attempt to replace damaged neurons 

with new cells that can perform the same tasks. Optogenetic approaches bestow light sensitivity 

upon surviving neurons so that they can be selectively activated by artificial light signals169. 

Visual prostheses, the focus of the research described in subsequent chapters, are designed to 

act in place of damaged neural tissue by electrically or magnetically stimulating surviving 

neurons. The targets of visual prostheses would have normally received signals from more distal 

neurons along the visual pathway, but damage has prevented the conduction of that signal. 

Prostheses activate their targets so that they can provide neural input to the proximal visual 

system. The visual stimuli generated by prostheses, as the visual system is no longer directly 

responding to light, are called phosphenes. Although current prostheses do not generate signals 

similar to normal retinal output, simple stimulation techniques have restored some visual 

perception to blind individuals.  

3.1 Visual prosthesis targets 

In principle, visual prostheses can be designed to target any part of the visual system. For any 

particular individual, a prosthesis will only be effective if it interfaces with tissue proximal to the 

blindness-causing damage. For example, if a patient suffers from glaucoma with severe optic 

nerve damage, the only viable prosthesis targets would be neurons that would have directly or 

indirectly received signals from the optic nerve. Stimulating more distal neurons or optic nerve 

sections in the retina, such as bipolar cells or surviving RGC somata, would not make sense. 

Those cells would likely still be receiving proper visual information from photoreceptors, but 
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their signals are not being successfully conducted to more central parts of the visual system. The 

normal optic nerve target for visual information is the LGN, so a prosthesis targeting the 

thalamus or visual cortex might be able to replace some of the missing input from the optic 

nerve to generate light perception in this example. 

Aside from recipient pathology, factors surrounding surgical implantation and neural 

representations of vision also influence choices of prosthesis targets. The retina is a popular 

target because it is more accessible than intracranial targets, and the spatial configuration of 

neurons corresponds directly to their representations of the visual field. Retinal stimulation, 

however, is the most limited in applicable pathologies. The optic nerve is similarly accessible for 

stimulation, but relationships between electrodes and the visual field need to be determined 

experimentally for each individual after implantation. LGN and cortical prostheses are appealing 

for their broader range of applicability, but both require more complex surgery and post-surgery 

visual field mapping.  

3.1.1 Retina 

When a prosthesis is designed to target the retina, it must ultimately elicit signals from RGCs. 

Intended targets may be more distal along the visual pathway, such as bipolar and amacrine 

cells in the inner nuclear layer. The only forms of blindness that are addressable by retinal 

prostheses are those in which photoreceptors have died or otherwise ceased to function. 

Reasonable numbers of RGCs must be spared from damage, such that there is still a functioning 

optic nerve. Optic nerve function is typically verified through visual percept responses to either 

bright light or electrical stimulation of the eye. Stimulating arrays can be placed in numerous 

locations, typically above or below the retina, or between the choroid and sclera. 
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Epiretinal visual prostheses are placed between the vitreous body and the nerve fiber layer of 

the retina.  One or more retinal tacks secure the array to the sclera beneath the retina, 

maintaining the array’s position and ensuring contact between the electrodes and the retina. 

Epiretinal electrodes should ideally stimulate the RGC somata directly beneath them, which 

would create percepts localized to that area of the visual field. Given that the nerve fibers 

between the electrodes and the RGC somata are unmyelinated and have voltage-sensitive ion 

channels, there is considerable risk of activating axons unintentionally. Axonal stimulation would 

create percepts at locations corresponding to somata more distant from the optic disc, which 

might appear as a line or arc when all involved RGCs are considered170.  

Instead of implanting a stimulator above the retina, subretinal prostheses are placed in the 

space once inhabited by photoreceptor outer segments between the outer limiting membrane 

and the RPE. Fluid is used to induce a retinal detachment at the desired site of implantation, and 

reattachment of the retina to the RPE holds the device in place without a retinal tack. In 

concept, stimulation from the outer side of the retina might allow for utilization of some inner 

retinal circuitry and processing. Even if a subretinal prosthesis can preferentially stimulate 

bipolar and amacrine cells instead of RGCs, remodeling of synaptic organization in the 

degenerated retina would likely destroy the desired fine lateral processing. In practice, 

performance has not differed greatly between epiretinal and subretinal prosthesis recipients, so 

the benefits of subretinal stimulation may not be as dramatic as originally hoped. With design 

improvements, however, the distance left between subretinal electrodes and RGC axons may 

prove advantageous, assuming that RGC axon stimulation hinders epiretinal prosthesis 

performance. 
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Limiting surgical entry into the eye, suprachoroidal prostheses are placed closer the eye’s 

exterior, either between the choroid and sclera or within a pocket sliced midway through the 

depth of the sclera. The latter placement is sometimes referred to as intrascleral. Similarly to 

subretinal arrays, a suprachoroidal stimulator is mostly held in place by the apposition of the 

choroid and the sclera, or for intrascleral placements, the walls of its scleral pocket. A scleral 

anchor patch can prevent connected wires from applying force to and moving the stimulating 

array. While suprachoroidal placement may pose less risk to the interior of the eye and offer 

stable positioning of stimulator, the increased distance from the neural retina makes eliciting 

percepts more difficult. In order to properly activate surviving RGCs, more charge would be 

required from a suprachoroidal prosthesis than from an epi- or subretinal prosthesis. The added 

distance from the retina may also degrade the spatial specificity of stimulation, reducing the 

visual acuity one might expect for a prosthesis user. 

Regardless of stimulator position relative to the layers of the eye, each still benefits from the 

predictable representation of the visual field in the retina. Even if axons are stimulated or 

charge spreads more than desired, electrode placements farther from the macula can be 

expected to elicit percepts farther into the periphery in corresponding directions. Accordingly, 

stimulators are typically placed centered with respect to the macula. Such placement provides 

the best chance that percepts will appear in the center of the user’s visual field. While 

peripheral placements can be used to generate percepts, users may not always be comfortable 

getting percepts only in an eccentric portion of the visual field. Aside from comfort, RGCs 

normally exist in higher densities closer to the macula, disproportionately large areas of cortex 

are devoted to macular processing, and many higher visual functions preferentially rely on 

information from the macula. If the prosthesis is successful in eliciting percepts, those percepts 
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may be more useful when they are generated through the greater neural machinery devoted to 

central vision. 

Attached to the intraocular stimulator, extraocular components provide power and interface 

with outside systems. Early retinal prostheses were primarily derived from successful cochlear 

prostheses, and some retinal prostheses maintain cochlear prosthesis design concepts for 

placement of support electronics. Cochlear prostheses typically have connected electronics 

secured to the temporal bone behind the ear. Instead of routing cables toward the cochlea, 

retinal prosthesis cables were extended forward to reach the eye and pass through the sclera. 

Early designs have called for percutaneous connections to supply power and stimulation 

instructions, which increased risks of infection and restricted options for device use. More 

developed designs allow for wireless communication of power and data between subcutaneous 

and external transceiver coils. Some compact designs have also simplified implantation by 

moving the extraocular implant components from the temporal bone to just outside the sclera. 

Connected using a scleral band or direct suturing, episcleral electronics move with the eye and 

only require a short transscleral cable to support the stimulator. 

Visual information that drives stimulation can be derived from an external camera, or depend 

entirely on light that naturally enters the eye. External cameras, those not directly connected to 

the stimulator, can be easily combined with direct computer control to provide flexibility in how 

the prosthesis is used. Designing the prosthesis to depend on externally-processed visual 

information also simplifies image processing revisions, processor repairs, or upgrades, as no 

implanted components would need to be modified. As this simplifies the design of the 

implanted components, most retinal prostheses are developed for use with external cameras. 
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Epiretinal and subretinal designs do, however, have the special opportunity to directly use 

incident light as the basis for stimulation. Because such stimulators encounter the light that 

would have normally triggered responses in their targets, directly or indirectly following 

photoreceptor transduction, photosensitive elements with amplifiers can be expected to 

intrinsically provide light-appropriate stimulation patterns. Unlike with an external camera, eye 

movements are naturally taken into account as photodiode-driven stimulation is provided. 

Suprachoroidal stimulators are not able to use incident light as well, simply because that light is 

blocked by absorption in the choroid. Without alternative routes of triggering stimulation, 

though, use of photovoltaic circuits limits the potential for outside control of the device and 

opportunities for upgrading how the prosthesis operates. 

3.1.2 Optic nerve 

Rather than target RGC somata or retinal neurons in the inner nuclear layer, visual prostheses 

can stimulate RGC axons after they have passed through the optic disc. Because the ultimate 

targets of stimulation are still retinal cells, most of the addressable pathologies for optic nerve 

prostheses are the same as those for retinal prostheses. Optic nerve stimulation might be 

preferred over retinal stimulation in the case of a severe retinal detachment, when the retina 

may not be expected to tolerate or respond well to retinal stimulators. The entire monocular 

visual field is also compactly represented in the optic nerve, which might be attractive if the 

scope of stimulation is favored over specificity. Optic nerve stimulators do not require any 

surgical penetration of the sclera, but implantation can involve lateral orbitotomy171 or pterional 

craniotomy172. 
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Optic nerve prostheses have been designed with spiral cuff surface electrodes and penetrating 

electrodes. Spiral nerve cuffs were previously used in a variety of peripheral nerve applications, 

particularly for eliciting motor responses173. Spread out axially along the nerve, electrodes at 

different azimuthal positions can be used to stimulate axons on different sides of the nerve. 

Penetrating electrodes, alternatively, can target various azimuths and depths of a nerve at one 

axial location. Using more focal stimulation, penetrating electrodes may offer lower stimulation 

thresholds and greater spatial specificity than electrodes resting on the nerve surface. 

Unlike the visual field representation across the retina, relationships between sectors of the 

optic nerve and the visual field are not well structured. Some basic spatial relationships are 

preserved, such as the location of foveal representations. The fovea is temporal to the optic 

disc, and axons of foveal RGCs are accordingly concentrated on the temporal side of the optic 

nerve. More specific relationships, however, such as degree of eccentricity, are not strictly 

observed in the optic nerve174. Although some order in percept locations might be expected 

based on electrode positions, specific electrode–visual field relationships would need to be 

determined postoperatively through user responses. 

3.1.3 Thalamus 

As mentioned above, blindness caused by damage to the optic nerve and tract would only be 

addressable by targeting more proximal neurons along the visual pathway. Glaucoma or 

traumatic optic neuropathy can prevent visual information from being relayed from the retina 

to the LGN of the thalamus. Although the rest of the visual system might function properly, it 

would be deprived of visual input and leave the patient blind. Most visual information passes 

through the LGN, and if the LGN is undamaged and the rest of the central visual system is 
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healthy, direct stimulation of the LGN could elicit visual percepts much like more distal 

stimulation.  

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been used extensively for the treatment of movement 

disorders, and has seen increasing interest for use with epilepsy and psychiatric disorders. One 

or more electrode leads are implanted into the brain to provide stimulation to the thalamus or 

basal ganglia. Typical targets for DBS stimulation include the ventral intermediate nucleus of the 

thalamus, globus pallidus, and subthalamic nucleus175. The LGN is not far from these common 

DBS targets, and microstimulation applied to primate LGN has been shown to generate visual 

percepts176. 

Aside from bypassing the optic nerve and tract, there are other benefits to LGN stimulation 

related to neural organization. Axons originate from the fovea with greater density than other 

parts of the retina, and that bias in visual field representation is amplified even further in the 

LGN177. An electrode that elicits percepts in the central field could thus be expected to generate 

smaller and more precise percepts. Neurons in the LGN also display fine laminar organization. 

Parvocellular layers receive input from midget RGCs, and thus carry red/green color information. 

Koniocellular layers are innervated by small bistratified RGCs, and thus activate in association 

with short-wavelength light. Further, parvocellular layers are divided into layers with ON-center 

dominance and OFF-center dominance178. LGN stimulation therefore offers not only spatial 

specificity for generating percepts, but also some opportunity for color tuning and ON vs. OFF 

pathway selection. Realizing the benefits of stimulating different layers, however, would likely 

require using combinations of electrodes beyond the capabilities of early LGN devices. 

LGN also possesses a distinct retinotopic organization. Given the method of electrode 

implantation, however, there is considerable uncertainty precisely where electrodes will fall 
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within that retinotopic map. Thus, like with optic nerve stimulation, the visual field positions of 

percepts would not be known until after the LGN prosthesis is implanted and the user can 

respond to stimulation. Regardless of where electrodes are implanted in a single LGN, though, 

all percepts would be localized to the contralateral visual field. While retinal and optic nerve 

stimulators have potential access to most of the visual field with only unilateral implantation, 

comparable coverage with an LGN prosthesis would require bilateral implantation into both 

sides of the thalamus. 

3.1.4 Visual cortex 

Prostheses targeting visual cortex have the widest applicability of all visual prostheses. They can 

serve patients blind from photoreceptor degenerations or glaucoma, just as LGN prostheses 

could. In cases of damage to the thalamus or optic radiations, cortical implant capabilities would 

persist whereas LGN prostheses would be ineffective. Vision loss from LGN damage is rare, but 

does occur in association with vascular lesions164, 179. Extensive optic radiation damage is also 

not common, but can be a complication of temporal lobectomy for epilepsy180 or cranio-cerebral 

trauma181. Multiple sclerosis can have wide-spread effects on the optic radiations, but such 

lesions are often transient and would not necessitate a visual prosthesis182. Persistent vision loss 

from non-cortical cerebral damage, while addressable by cortical prostheses, may however only 

have consequences for one side or specific sections of the visual field. As such, situations 

specifically requiring a cortical visual prosthesis may be limited to less common cases in which 

non-cortical cerebral damage affects the entire visual field, or prosthetic stimulation is desired 

to fill in the patient’s scotomas. Like for LGN prostheses, any attempt to generate phosphenes 

on both sides of the visual field would require bilateral implantation of stimulators. 
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Primary visual cortex (V1) would be an ideal target of stimulation for cortical visual prostheses, 

in terms of information transfer. Because it is the major direct recipient of LGN projections, V1 is 

the site of earliest cortical processing in the visual system, and has the simplest representations 

of vision in the cortex. The chances of mismatch between intended and elicited percepts would 

likely become greater as synaptic distance from V1 grows and the complexity of visual patterns 

that normally trigger activation increases. Unfortunately, the topography of V1 makes 

stimulation from an implanted device impractically difficult. The horizontal meridian of the 

visual field, peripheral to eccentricities 1°–4° from the center of vision, is buried beneath the 

medial surface of the occipital lobe along the bottom the calcarine fissure.  

As the fissure would not accommodate stimulators easily, the foveal projection of V1 at the 

occipital pole would need to be supplemented with targets in higher visual areas. V2 and V3 

have foveal representations next to that of V1 on the ventrolateral cortical surface next to the 

occipital pole. From this confluent foveal representation, V2 and V3 circumscribe V1, curving out 

along the dorsolateral and ventral occipital surfaces before they extend anteriorly across the 

medial occipital wall183. The dorsolateral and medial exposures of V2 and V3 are much more 

accessible than extrafoveal V1. Thus, instead of targeting only V1, a stimulator could target a 

larger area along the medial occipital cortex surface. Those portions of the visual field not 

stimulated through V1 could be stimulated in V2 or V3. Alternatively, stimulation of V2 and V3 

along dorsolateral occipital cortex, within approximately 4 cm of the occipital pole, has also 

been shown to generate simple visual percepts in response to stimulation. As only the lower 

quadrant of the contralateral hemifield is represented in the dorsal arms of V2 and V3, percepts 

from dorsolateral stimulation would be confined to the lower half of the chosen hemifield184, 185. 

Multiple complete hemifield maps are exposed more anteriorly along the dorsolateral surface of 

cerebral cortex, but these areas have more complex response biases, such as toward motion in 
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areas V3A and MT, or objects in areas LO1 and LO2, and may not produce simple percepts in 

response to direct stimulation186.  

There is considerable variation in cortical area boundaries among individuals. Sizes of cortical 

areas can differ by factors of 2 or 3 between individuals. As such, there will be some uncertainty 

regarding what cortical areas are being stimulated by a prosthesis. That uncertainty eclipses 

finer questions regarding visual field mapping, as each area will have its own visual field map. 

Particularly for stimulators spanning V1–V3, retinotopy with respect to the stimulator will be 

disturbed whenever area boundaries are encountered. Efforts to use anatomical landmarks187 

and features, such as myelination188, have produced atlases of cerebral cortex that might one 

day be helpful for predicting an individual’s personal visual field representations. Until any such 

atlas method is perfected, however, mapping electrode stimulation to percept locations will 

need to be done based on subject responses. 

3.2 Devices 

Transforming prosthetic vision efforts from promising concepts to usable devices is difficult, and 

attempts have been made with many approaches and various levels of success. One of the first 

visual prostheses, applying stimulation based on visual information, was developed by William 

H. Dobelle. Subjects were implanted with subdural arrays of 64 platinum electrodes on the 

medial surface of occipital cortex during 1978 and earlier189. The arrays relied on percutaneous 

connections for power and stimulation commands. The stimulator of one subject was connected 

to a camera to form a visual prosthesis in 2000190, followed by other subjects with implanted 

cortical electrodes. While providing some visual information, these devices were ultimately 

plagued by infections, seizures, and system failures191. 
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Shortly after the Dobelle implants were connected to cameras, the artificial silicon retina (ASR) 

was developed by the Optobionics Corporation as the first retinal prosthesis192. Implanted 

subretinally, the ASR used about 5000 microphotodiodes to stimulate surviving retina. The ASR 

did not have an external power source, and relied entirely on incident light to generate 

stimulation. Implantations were performed extramacularly, at about 20° eccentricity. Although 

the ASR did stimulate the retina with electrical current, current levels were below the threshold 

necessary to generate visual percepts. The main benefit of the ASR was neurotrophic in nature, 

slowing or even reversing the progress of photoreceptor degeneration193. The ASR failed as a 

visual prosthesis, but nevertheless aided subsequent attempts in creating more functional 

devices. 

3.2.1 Devices approved for marketing 

Following the problems encountered with early visual prostheses, several retinal prostheses 

have demonstrated sufficient stability and safety to earn regulatory approval for marketing. 

Retina Implant AG’s Alpha IMS and Alpha AMS, as well Pixium Vision’s IRIS II, have CE marking 

for use in Europe. Second Sight Medical Products, Inc.’s (SSMP’s) Argus II also has CE marking, as 

well as Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval under a humanitarian device exemption 

(HDE) for use in the United States. The Argus II further has approval for use in Canada and 

certain Asian countries. Although none of these devices offer high-quality vision restoration, the 

proliferation and wide-spread use of visual prostheses helps accelerate the development of 

more effective prosthetic technologies. 
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3.2.1.1 Argus II 

SSMP began a feasibility study for the Argus II in 2006, following a small study with its 

predecessor, the Argus I. While the Argus I had an epiretinal array of 16 electrodes and a 

transceiver implanted in the temporal bone, the Argus II was designed with 60 electrodes and a 

periocular transceiver. Special glasses and a video processing unit (VPU) provide power and 

stimulation commands to create visual percepts. During the feasibility study, implanted subjects 

demonstrated benefit for some simple visual functions, such as light localization194, hand-motion 

guidance195, direction of motion detection196, following lines on the floor197, or even letter 

recognition198. 

The electrode array of the Argus II consists of 10 × 6 flat platinum electrodes. Each electrode is 

200 µm in diameter, with 300–600 µm spacing between electrodes. Arrays implanted earlier in 

the feasibility study, called slotted arrays, had center-to-center distances of 575 µm horizontally, 

and 725 µm vertically. Revised array designs, dual-metal arrays, were smaller with 525 µm 

electrode distances both horizontally and vertically. Slotted arrays, not including the silicone 

perimeter, thus measured 5.75 mm × 4.35 mm, and dual-metal arrays were 5.25 mm × 3.15 mm. 

Expected extents of visual field coverage were approximately 20° × 15° and 18° × 11°. 

Arrays were placed, for most recipients, over the macula, such that the nasal edge of the array 

sat near the optic disc. Each array was secured in place using a retinal tack, which passed 

through the temporal side of the array and through the sclera. A compressed spring on the 

vitreal side of the tack maintains pressure to fix array against the retina. If necessary, an 

additional tack could be inserted through the nasal side of the array to improve array-retina 

apposition. Temporal to the primary tack, conductors combine within a ribbon cable that passes 

through the sclera to connect the array to extraocular electronics. 
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On the other side of the pars plana incision through the sclera, a cylindrical electronics case sits 

sutured to the sclera between the superior and lateral rectus muscles. The case is hermetically 

sealed and contains the circuitry necessary for translating stimulation commands into current 

pulses for each electrode. The ribbon cable that attaches the electronics case to the electrodes 

projects from the case anteriorly. The case’s position is further maintained by a scleral band, 

which extends past the inferior and superior borders of the case. The silicone band passes under 

the extraocular muscles and is pulled tight around the sclera. The periocular antenna is also 

attached to the scleral band, centered underneath the lateral rectus muscle. Coils of wires 

encased in silicone allow the electronics case to communicate and receive power from external 

equipment. The inferior edge of the coil is sutured to sclera, while other sutures on the nasal 

side of the eye to hold the rest of the scleral band in place.   

The wireless connection to the periocular electronics is very short range, and requires the 

external antenna to be within a few centimeters. The external antenna coil is encased in plastic 

with an RF circuit board, both attached to a long cable. In surgery, the positions of the periocular 

and external coils are adjusted until the VPU registers a usable connection. For daily use, the 

external transceiver package, including the antenna coils, is attached to the arm of a glasses 

frame on the side of the implanted eye. The VPU beeps to alert the user whenever there is no 

connection, prompting the user to either adjust eye orientation or the position of the glasses. 

The position of the antenna with respect to the glasses can also be moved along the anterior-

posterior axis to improve link strength. 

The opposite end of the transceiver’s cable connects directly to the VPU. In standalone mode, 

the VPU is the most distant part of the system from the implanted array. The battery pack 

attached to the VPU supplies all power used by the processor and the implant. Any commands 
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for stimulation must be generated in the VPU, either based on video input or direct computer 

control. When the VPU is connected to a computer with special software, custom pulse trains 

can be configured for selected electrodes based on current amplitude, phase order (cathodic or 

anodic pulse phase first), phase duration, interphase gap time, pulse frequency, and overall 

stimulation duration. The programming computer can also be used to check electrode 

impedances and change settings within the VPU’s firmware. When an electrode’s impedance 

exceeds a specified threshold, usually around 100 kΩ, the electrode is considered faulty and the 

VPU automatically disables the electrode. A disabled electrode cannot be used for video-based 

or direct stimulation, and can only be activated for further impedance checks.  

The VPU receives video input from a camera seated in the glasses. The camera is positioned just 

above the center of the nosepiece, and can be physically rotated to match the orientation of the 

electrode array within the eye. Captured video is sent to the VPU along the same cable as 

communication with the glasses-mounted transceiver. The VPU filters and downsamples a 

portion of the image into 10 × 6 pixels, and each pixel is given a brightness value within 0–31. A 

video configuration file (VCF) is then used by the VPU to translate brightness values into current 

amplitudes for each electrode. VCFs are different for each user, and are based on electrical 

thresholds for generating visual percepts. Although pulses from different electrodes are ideally 

spaced out within intervals between repetitions, electrodes and can be combined into shared 

timing groups to reduce the necessary current output per electrode. Electrodes are commonly 

grouped into quads, 2 × 2 groups of 4, when perceptual thresholds are unusably high. 

While the feasibility study in Mexico and the United States started in 2006, the clinical trial for 

European use started in 2008. The Argus II subsequently received CE marking in 2011, making it 

the first visual prosthesis approved for marketing. This approval, however, was limited to 
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Europe, and was still subject to country-specific regulations. The feasibility study in the United 

States continued through 2013, when the FDA granted an HDE for commercial use of the Argus 

II. The HDE required demonstration of the device’s safety, although significant efficacy was not 

necessary. Combining investigative implantations and those performed under regulatory 

approval, over 250 individuals have been implanted with the Argus II. Post-approval studies 

continue to monitor device safety and collect efficacy data. 

3.2.1.2 Alpha IMS and AMS 

Retina Implant AG has developed several generations of subretinal photovoltaic visual 

prostheses, similar in concept to the ASR. Unlike the ASR, however, their prostheses do not 

depend entirely on incident light for power. Instead, Retina Implant coupled photodiodes with 

externally-powered amplifiers, and thus ensured that the stimulators could generate enough 

current to depolarize retinal neurons. Early prototypes were tested in humans starting in 2005, 

and the short-lived Alpha IMS was given CE marking in 2013. The Alpha AMS replaced the Alpha 

IMS and was CE marked in 2016. 

The intraocular stimulator of the Alpha IMS was placed subretinally beneath the macula. The 

array spanned 3 × 3 mm and was 0.1 mm thick. Each of 1520 independent stimulation units 

consisted of a photodiode, amplifier circuit, and a 50 × 50 µm iridium electrode199. A polyimide 

foil conductor sat below the stimulators on the choroidal side of the implant and supplied power 

and control signals for the amplifiers. Current was returned through a reference electrode 

implanted beneath the temporalis muscle. Electrodes provided 1 ms pulses at rates of 1–20 Hz, 

typically set to 5 Hz200. 
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The polyimide foil passed through the choroid and sclera about the eye’s equator and 

connected to an extraocular cable. That cable traveled subdermally around the orbital rim and 

proceeded under the temporalis muscle to behind the ear. The cable terminated in its 

connection with the receiver coil, which was protected by a ceramic casing and embedded in 

the retroauricular temporal bone. Although earlier devices relied on percutaneous connections, 

all power and signals were sent to the Alpha IMS wirelessly, just as for the Argus II. The external 

coil communicating with the subdermal receiver coil was held in place by a magnet incorporated 

in the implanted case. 

Similarly to how the Argus II depends on the VPU, each recipient of the Alpha IMS was given a 

handheld control unit that supported the implanted electronics. The control unit housed the 

battery for the system and connected to the external transmitter coil through a cable. Users 

could turn the device on or off, and had 2 knobs on the unit for controlling stimulation 

brightness and contrast.  

Clinical trials for the Alpha IMS began in 2010, data from which allowed CE marking in 2013. 

More than 50 individuals in Europe and Asia were Alpha IMS recipients. Users demonstrated 

visual function improvements similar to those of Argus II recipients. Unfortunately, device 

functionality did not persist, and the Alpha IMS systems failed less than 2 years after 

implantation. One prominent cause of these failures was erosion of electrical insulation. 

Retina Implant AG began clinical trials for their next generation implant, the Alpha AMS, in 2014. 

The updated design increased the number of stimulation units from 1520 to 1600, increasing 

the footprint of the array to 4 × 3 mm. The polyimide foil was widened to accommodate the 

new chip, and stimulation was changed from using monophasic to biphasic pulses. The Alpha 

AMS was CE marked in 2016, and at least 6 individuals have been implanted since the clinical 
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trial began201. The expected lifetime of the Alpha AMS is projected to be 5–6 years, and it has so 

far been stable through 38 months.  

3.2.1.3 IRIS II 

Pixium Vision obtained CE marking for its Intelligent Retinal Implant System (IRIS) in 2016. The 

IRIS devices are similar to Argus prostheses in that they provide epiretinal stimulation based on 

information from an external camera. Pixium Vision took over the development of the IRIS when 

it purchased Intelligent Medical Implants (IMI) in 2012. Early IRIS implantations were performed 

as early as 2005, and Pixium altered the design to develop the IRIS II in 2014. A total of 10 

subjects have been implanted with IRIS II since the start of its clinical trial in 2016. 

Following acute retinal stimulation with iridium oxide electrodes in 2003–2004202, IMI first 

implanted its Learning Retinal Implant System into 4 subjects with photoreceptor degeneration 

in 2005–2006203. IMI soon after renamed its device as the IRIS in 2007. 49 stimulating electrodes 

were placed over the nerve fiber layer of the macula, secured the with a retinal tack on the 

temporal side of the array. A polymer film connected the array to extraocular electronics 

through a pars plana incision. Like the Argus II, the electronics case was sutured to the sclera 

between the lateral and superior rectus muscles. The case contained an RF transceiver, which 

received power for stimulation, but not stimulation commands. Stimulation commands were 

instead received via an intraocular microphotodiode, seated on the film between the tack and 

the scleral incision204. 

The IRIS Visual Interface was a pair of glasses that incorporated a camera, transmitter coil, and 

infrared transmitter. The transmitter coil was positioned within the glasses frame on the side of 

the implanted eye and produced a high-frequency alternating electromagnetic field. The 
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periocular coil drew power from the external coil’s activity and supplied electricity for 

stimulation circuitry and electrodes. The infrared transmitter was placed in front of the eye and 

optically communicated stimulation commands to the intraocular microphotodiode. This optical 

approach was favored to allow for high data transmission rates, as well as to allow the user to 

stop stimulation by closing the eyes. The glasses-mounted camera sent visual information 

through a cable to the IRIS Pocket Processor, similar to the Argus VPU, which used the same 

cable to send power and stimulation commands to the interface and implant204. 

The IRIS was originally named the Learning Retinal Implant System in reference to its learning 

retinal encoder. The encoder was intended to optimize retinal stimulation by modeling how the 

visual system translates stimulation input into experienced percepts205. It was implemented as a 

large set of spatiotemporal filters that determined stimulation patterns with respect to captured 

video. During programming, subjects would be presented with several random encodings and 

provide feedback on which appeared most like a specified shape. The process would be 

repeated, and the encoder would use the responses to determine an optimum combination of 

filter settings for the implantee. Simulations with sighted subjects estimated that fewer than 

100 iterations would be required to program an encoder. 

By the time Pixium developed its IRIS II version of the prosthesis, several enhancements were 

added to the design206. Instead of 49 electrodes, the IRIS II contains 150 stimulating electrodes, 

each less than 100 µm in diameter. The connection between the array and the retinal tack was 

also changed so that the tack itself would not need to be removed to explant the stimulator. The 

IRIS II’s tack does not directly hold down the polymer film, but the film is placed such that a hole 

circumscribes the tack, and a silicone retainer ring locks the film in position. The retainer ring 
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can be removed without removing the tack, allowing the film and array to be explanted while 

leaving the retina tacked to the sclera207. 

Outside the eye, the IRIS II uses an asynchronous time-based image sensor (ATIS) instead of a 

conventional camera to capture visual information208. The ATIS was designed to capture the 

image-change information associated with the magnocellular visual pathway, with less focus on 

static parts of a scene. Each pixel of the sensor autonomously signals changes in its receptive 

field, with temporal resolutions finer than 2 ms. Unchanging, sustained visual information is also 

collected in parallel so that retinal stimulation can be based on changes or static luminance206.   

Pixium completed a clinical trial with the 49-electrode IRIS between 2013 and 2017. The 

company filed for CE marking of the IRIS II in December 2015, and began the IRIS II clinical trial 

January 2016. CE marking was obtained in July 2016, and recruitment for the clinical trial was 

completed with 10 implanted subjects in January 2017. One additional recipient was 

commercially implanted in September 2017. In October 2017, Pixium announced that IRIS II 

devices were ceasing to operate properly 9–12 months after implantation, and that eye 

movements may be causing microfractures in electrode wiring. Moisture accumulation may 

have also created shorts within the device. Pixium has proposed explanting and re-implanting 

devices for their clinical trial subjects after application of additional sealant to vulnerable parts 

of the system. New IRIS II implantations have been halted until design modifications can be 

completed, perhaps until 2019 or later209. 

3.2.2 Devices starting clinical trial testing 

Although only the Argus II, Alpha IMS and AMS, and IRIS II have received regulatory approval for 

marketing, many other visual prostheses are being developed with the hopes of future 
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commercialization. SSMP intends to expand its client base by producing the Orion visual cortex 

prosthesis. In tandem with its testing of the IRIS II, Pixium has started clinical trials for its 

subretinal PRIMA (Photovoltaic Retinal IMplAnt) device. NIDEK Co., Ltd. and Osaka University 

are collaboratively developing an intrascleral suprachoroidal prosthesis and have performed 

several in-human studies since before 2007. Bionic Vision Australia also conducted a clinical trial 

for a prototype 24-channel suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis in 2012–2014, and successor 

technologies are being separately developed by the Bionic Vision Technologies (BVT) company 

and a collaboration between the University of Sydney and University of New South Wales. A 

collaboration headed by the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) is also preparing a clinical trial 

for an intracortical visual prosthesis targeting dorsolateral occipital cortex. 

SSMP implanted a NeuroPace Responsive Neurostimulation System onto the right medial 

surface of the occipital lobe of one blind subject in October 2016. As a chronic proof-of-concept 

test, the company confirmed that surface stimulation of medial visual cortex could elicit 

reproducible phosphenes through at least a 7-month period, and no serious adverse events 

were reported within 11 months following implantation210. SSMP’s Orion Cortical Visual 

Prosthesis System is designed to stimulate medial visual cortex with flat surface electrodes, 

attached to a nearby transceiver coil similar to that of the Argus II. The FDA provided final 

approval for SSMP to implant 5 blind subjects with Orion devices, as well as Expedited Access 

Pathway designation for the clinical trial, in November 2017. The first Orion implantation was 

performed at University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) in January 2018, and the remaining 

implantations are expected to be performed at UCLA and Baylor College of Medicine in 

Houston211. 
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After acquiring IMI in 2012, Pixium began collaborating with Stanford University’s Daniel 

Palanker in 2013. Palanker has worked on the development of a photovoltaic retinal prosthesis 

since before 2003212. Rather than relying on natural light like the ASR, subretinal photodiodes 

were designed to respond to high-intensity near-infrared light that would be projected in pulses 

by user-worn goggles. Infrared wavelengths were chosen to avoid phototoxicity, and pulsed 

stimulation was desired to permit charge balancing on the electrodes. Stimulation units each 

consist of a central electrode coated with sputtered iridium oxide, which is surrounded by 2 or 3 

photodiodes linked in series, and a circumferential return electrode at the unit’s perimeter. Each 

stimulation unit is 70 µm wide. 142 units in a hexagonal matrix form one implantable array, 

approximately 1 mm in diameter and 30 µm thick. Multiple arrays can be implanted to cover 

larger areas the visual field213. Pixium is commercializing the design as the PRIMA, and was given 

French regulatory approval to begin a clinical trial with dry-AMD patients in October 2017. 

Leading the development of suprachoroidal retinal prostheses, NIDEK and Osaka University 

published results of acute tests of retinal stimulation from within a scleral pocket in 2007. Arrays 

of 9 200 µm platinum electrodes were inserted into scleral pockets of two subjects with RP. A 

platinum wire was inserted through the pars plana into the vitreous cavity as the system’s 

return electrode. The researchers termed this configuration suprachoroidal-transretinal 

stimulation (STS). Both subjects were able to detect phosphenes in response to STS214. The 

NIDEK-Osaka group later built upon their acute study with a 1-month semi-chronic trial with 2 

subjects in 2010215, and a 1-year trial with 3 subjects in 2014–2015. The prostheses were all 

explanted after each trial concluded. Devices in both of the later trials had 49 500 µm 

electrodes, although only 9 were active in the 2010 version. The STS systems received video 

input from an external camera, and an external processor conveyed stimulation instructions and 

power through a transceiver coil implanted in the temporal bone. Subjects occasionally 
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performed better in visual tasks with STS than with the system turned off. The subjects that 

demonstrated the most benefit from STS had the stimulator implanted close to the fovea. In the 

1-year trial, the investigators noticed that functional performance did not vary between 

returning current through the electrode in the vitreous cavity or the system’s subdermal 

decoder. In light of repeated iridocyclitis, possibly related to prolonged electrical stimulation, 

future designs will only have a return electrode on the subdermal decoder. NIDEK and Osaka 

University also plan to expand the stimulated field of view by implanting 2 adjacent electrode 

arrays with future designs216. The developers hope to begin clinical trials for market approval in 

2018217.      

BVA first implanted a subject with its 24-channel prototype suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis in 

May 2012. In each of 3 subjects, a 19 × 8 mm array was inserted into the suprachoroidal space, 

targeting the macula. Arrays included 33 400–600 µm platinum electrodes and two 2 mm return 

electrodes. Electrodes along the perimeter of the array were connected to jointly act as a 

return, along with the 2 large return electrodes and a separate return electrode behind the ear. 

The remaining 20 electrodes were used for stimulation, and were arranged in a 3.5 × 3.5 mm 

hexagonal matrix. The stimulating array was powered and controlled through a retroauricular, 

percutaneous connector, and its use was therefore limited to laboratory testing. Implanted 

subjects achieved visual function similar to that seen with other retinal prostheses, and the 

prototypes were explanted 2 years after implantation. BVT is currently developing a 44-channel 

prosthesis with 1 mm electrodes to follow up on BVA’s device. The University of Sydney and 

University of New South Wales, formerly affiliated with BVA, is also conducting preclinical tests 

of a 99-channel suprachoroidal prosthesis, the Phoenix-99. Both successor projects to BVA’s 

prosthesis will rely on wireless power and communication218. 
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IIT’s Philip Troyk began taking interest in cortical visual prostheses in 1983. After some cortical 

stimulation work with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) terminated, Troyk developed a 

team across multiple institutions to form the Intracortical Visual Prosthesis (ICVP) Project in 

2000. The team decided to avoid the calcarine fissure and medial occipital lobe, and instead 

opted for stimulation of dorsolateral occipital cortex. Unlike Dobelle’s implants or the Orion, the 

ICVP will use small iridium electrodes that penetrate into visual cortex. Eighteen electrodes are 

clustered together on each Wireless Floating Microelectrode Arrays (WFMA), along with 

stimulation circuitry and a transceiver coil. The WFMAs are expected to “float” on the arachnoid 

and pia mater in the subdural space, without any wire connections, only anchored to the 

arachnoid and pia, and the underlying cortex, by the electrodes. Each WFMA is approximately 5 

× 5 mm, and multiple WFMAs can be implanted to expand the visual field coverage of the ICVP. 

Implanted WFMAs would be wirelessly and independently activated through a telemetry 

controller worn in a headband. A camera on the headband would provide source information 

for a belt-worn video processor219. The ICVP Project received $11.8M from NIH in April 2017 to 

develop and perform a clinical trial with their device, and human implantations may be expected 

in 2019 or later.  
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4 Camera alignment 

4.1 Field of view 

Normal human monocular visual fields span about 160° horizontally and 135° vertically220. The 

central 10° about the fovea, however, have the finest acuity and are afforded the greatest 

processing power in visual cortex221. To fully examine a scene, one moves the head and eyes so 

that photons from regions of interest land upon the fovea. Fine details only exposed to the 

retinal periphery are either not detected or lost amongst signal averaging in neural circuitry. 

Visual details of interest spanning large areas must be captured by the retina in series and 

subsequently stitched together using location information discussed in Section 2.5. 

Visual prostheses, because of technical constraints, are only able to stimulate small subsections 

of the visual field. Retinal devices tend to stimulate within concentrated areas of the visual field, 

typically 20°–30° wide, but may stimulate larger arcs with axonal stimulation170. These devices 

are usually centered with the fovea to take advantage of the greater cortical representation and 

conform to more natural viewing. Optic nerve, thalamic, and cortical prostheses access larger 

areas of the visual field, but the points of stimulation are less concentrated because of 

difficulties with electrode placement and how the field is represented at these sites.  

As discussed in Chapter 3, all visual prostheses need to capture visual information in some way. 

Ideally, the prosthesis would capture the same visual information that retina would have 

received under normal conditions. Natural-light photovoltaic prostheses, such as the Retina 

Implant Alpha devices, accomplish this by detecting visible-light photons inside the eye and 

triggering stimulation at the same location. The field of view (FOV) of the electrode array is 
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simply determined by its size and position on the retina, and where the eye is pointed. This is 

the same FOV that the targeted retina would be expected to process for the brain. 

Other types of retinal prostheses, including the photovoltaic PRIMA, and all intracranial 

prostheses, instead depend on cameras separated from stimulators for capturing visual 

information. This affords great flexibility in system expansion and control, as the stimulators 

always rely on external commands, but the acquisition of information tends to be distanced 

from its natural configuration. The closest a camera can come to viewing the exact same visual 

information the eye should receive would require it to be placed on or inside the eye. The eye 

and the camera could then be made to share the same optical axis, and the two would therefore 

always point in the same direction. It would not be possible for the eye to point in a different 

direction and provide incorrect localization cues. As of right now, however, the only remote 

cameras used or planned for protheses are separated from the eye, such as being fixed to a pair 

of glasses. 

Even if a remote camera were optically coaxial with eye, however, the system would still require 

some translation of the camera image to electrode stimulation. The prosthesis stimulator, 

always stimulating the same patch of neurons, would elicit phosphenes in specific regions of the 

visual field. The shape and expanse of the stimulated visual field would only correspond to a 

subsection of the camera’s FOV. Portions of the camera’s FOV would therefore need to be 

selected for processing and used with the stimulator, while the rest of the FOV would be 

ignored. The processed portion of the camera’s FOV is thus considered the stimulator’s FOV.  
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In order for the stimulator to generate percepts properly, the stimulator’s FOV should match 

what a healthy retina would have viewed at the stimulated visual field locations. This requires 

consideration of the position of the camera’s FOV relative to what normally would have filled 

the implantee’s visual field, as well as what parts of the visual field are being stimulated. For 

example, because the fovea does not lie on the optical axis of the eye, a camera with the same 

optical axis as the eye would not be coaxial with the visual axis of the eye. The optical center of 

the camera’s FOV would not correspond to what should be the center of implantee’s visual field. 

Instead of determining the stimulator’s FOV by assuming that the camera’s optical center 

matches the center of visual field, the stimulator’s FOV should be based on the eccentric point 

of the camera’s FOV that captures what the fovea should receive. Drawings of the stimulator’s 

FOV and an example of eye-camera misalignment are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 – Eye-camera misalignment 

Drawings show how eye-camera misalignment might manifest. Top: A light bulb is shown within 
the camera’s FOV. The dashed lines indicate the stimulator’s FOV within the camera’s FOV. The + 
symbol indicates the CAP, which is in this case set to the optical center of the camera. The bright 
blob represents how a corresponding phosphene may appear to the prosthesis user, with its 
location indicated with respect to the camera’s FOV. The misalignment is evident in how the 
locations of the bulb and the phosphene do not overlap. The user would incorrectly point to the 
phosphene when trying to point to the light bulb. Bottom: A schematic with eye and camera 
geometry corresponding to the misalignment seen above. In this case, the implanted eye, shown 
as a blue ball inside the white ovoid head, is aimed below and to the right of the camera’s optical 
center and the CAP. The light from the bulb is captured by the camera for stimulation (black 
arrow), but the phosphene is perceived in space where the eye is pointing (blue arrow). 
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Aligning the stimulator’s FOV from a remote camera to match what the corresponding retina 

would have captured in the visual field, or at least adjusting the stimulator FOV to compensate 

for localization errors, is called camera alignment. The offset between the camera’s FOV center 

and the center of the stimulator’s FOV is referred to as the camera alignment position (CAP). 

The CAP would not necessarily match the effective visual center of the camera’s FOV, which 

would be the camera point driving the center of vision. Differences between the CAP and 

camera visual center would occur when stimulation is not symmetric about the center of vision, 

and the center of the stimulator FOV still drives the physical center of a stimulating array. An 

example of such asymmetry would be retinal stimulating arrays not centered with the fovea. 

Less structured stimulators for which retinotopy is not assumed, such as optic nerve or DBS-

based thalamic stimulators, would have stimulation locations postoperatively defined relative to 

the center of vision. Such devices may therefore have the geometry of the stimulator FOV 

defined to be centered in the visual field, even if phosphenes are not generated symmetrically 

about the center. If the chosen center of stimulation locations matches the center of the visual 

field, the CAP would then also be the visual center of the camera. 

As a CAP is merely a device setting, it need not be appropriate for coordination tasks and could 

be completely arbitrary. The CAP that would minimize localization errors in hand-camera 

coordination is referred to as the optimal CAP (OCAP). The OCAP is an ideal offset between 

camera and stimulator FOV centers, and may have non-implementable values outside a device 

camera’s FOV. 
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4.2 Alignment techniques 

In the case of a camera optically coaxial with the eye, camera alignment would mostly depend 

on the angular separation of eye’s optical and visual axes. Strictly focusing on correct input to 

visual pathways, without trying to compensate for nonvisual sources of pointing biases, the CAP 

should be set so that the camera’s visual center is where the eye’s visual axis intersects the 

camera. The OCAP may differ from this CAP depending on complications such as systematic 

errors in motor commands. 

With remote cameras separated from the eye, such that the two have separate optical axes, 

camera alignment can only be performed for a particular viewing distance. The objective would 

still be to have the camera’s visual center view the same target as the fovea would under 

normal conditions. Let the line joining the camera’s visual center and its viewed target be the 

camera’s visual axis. Physical separation between the eye and camera implies that they cannot 

share the same visual axis, so the axes can only intersect at one point. A CAP can be defined so 

the visual axes intersect at a particular distance, such as at arm’s length, but deviations between 

the what camera views and what the eye should be viewing would increase as viewing distances 

change from that point. Substantially different viewing distances, particularly involving ones 

close to the user, would require different CAPs for visual axes to align properly.  

Lacking direct methods to align camera and eye visual axes, and potential complications with 

nonvisual pointing biases, camera alignment is typically performed by asking users to perform 

pointing tasks. The specific contributions of visual and nonvisual sources of pointing bias are not 

considered as important as the overall pointing bias, which must be corrected to improve 

performance in pointing and reaching tasks. After either direct stimulation or target localization 
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point tasks, the CAP is set to match the average location where the user points to indicate 

stimulus positions. 

4.2.1 Direct stimulation 

One simple method of aligning the camera’s visual axis to where a user claims to see 

phosphenes is to directly stimulate the target tissue without involving the camera. Direct 

stimulation issues commands to the stimulator, indicating which electrodes should be driven 

with what waveforms. This completely bypasses the camera and all video processing. If one can 

stimulate the center of vision or the center of the stimulating array, the user can point to where 

that phosphene appeared. Where the pointed location appears in the camera’s FOV can then be 

chosen as the CAP. In concept, this ensures that the stimulator’s FOV includes the location from 

which phosphenes appear to originate. 

Ideally, setting the CAP using a direct stimulation procedure would involve both eye tracking and 

head-motion sensors. Movement of the eyes and/or head would naturally alter where 

phosphenes from direct stimulation would be perceived in egocentric space, as discussed in 

Section 2.5.  If the camera is head-mounted, the effects of head motion at the time of 

stimulation would be less important, because head motion would affect the camera FOV as 

expected. In order to acquire the gestured location in the camera’s FOV meaningfully, however, 

that location would still need to be adjusted for any movements of the camera that occur 

between time of stimulation and time of percept location measurement. Differences in eye 

orientation between trials at times of stimulation would need to be considered to account to for 

their effect on perceived phosphene locations. If the prosthesis system does not automatically 
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adjust the CAP in response to eye movements, indicated percept locations should be adjusted so 

the chosen CAP is most appropriate for the average eye orientation. 

With Argus II system programming, neither eye nor head movement is accounted for in direct-

stimulation camera alignment. Instead, users are asked to keep both head and eyes as still as 

possible during the alignment task. Unfortunately, one can still expect reflexive eye movements 

toward percept locations if phosphenes are not perfectly presented about the center of vision, 

and the eyes may not return to the exact same location afterward. Additionally, without any 

visual feedback regarding head movement, users can find keeping a constant head position 

difficult, particularly while responding or waiting for the operator. These eye and head 

movements can add substantial error to CAP estimatation. 

In the current Argus II procedure, the user is seated in front a touchscreen monitor at 30–38 cm 

distance. The central 4 electrodes are activated with the same settings as though a visual 

stimulus appeared in that part of the stimulator FOV. The brightness of the simulated target, 

and therefore the amplitude of the current pulses, is set to be the minimum that is distinctly 

visible to the user. Larger configurations with more central electrodes are used if maximum 

current from the central 4 electrodes is insufficient. The user is asked to keep head and eyes as 

still as possible, and point on the touchscreen where each phosphene appears. Eight stimuli are 

presented, after which the user is asked to continue holding still. On the screen, the centroid of 

the 8 responses is highlighted and the programmer adjusts the CAP until the highlighted spot is 

centered in the stimulator’s FOV. 

Aside from error introduced by head and eye movements, the Argus II direct-stimulation 

alignment procedure is further hampered by the boundaries of the screen. If a phosphene 

appears to originate outside the area of the screen, the user is forced to respond at the screen’s 
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edge. The centroid would appear at the screen’s edge as well, and the stimulator FOV would be 

brought to center upon that. The CAP would more appropriately be adjusted to bring the FOV 

beyond the edge of the screen, but this cannot be done with any accuracy because of the lack of 

data.  

4.2.2 Target localization 

An alternative to direct-stimulation camera alignment asks users to point at actual visual 

targets. Seated in front a 37.47 × 30.00 cm touchscreen, the users are asked to scan the screen 

with the camera and touch the single spot of light on the display, as shown in Figure 4. Room 

lights are turned off so that the only bright source of light is the target on the screen. The visual 

target is a 2.9 cm wide square or circle, spanning about 4° of the user’s visual field. Users are 

instructed to use only one hand for a trial run, usually the dominant hand, to avoid confounding 

data with different pointing bias from the other hand. Camera-screen distance is initially set to 

36–38 cm, and users are asked to avoid moving their heads closer to or farther from the screen. 

Camera-screen distance was set before each trial run, and the same distance was maintained 

within-subject across all trial runs. 
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Figure 4 – Target localization task 

An Argus II user uses his right hand to indicate the perceived location of the white circle. Here, 
the user perceived the circle to be lower than its actual position. Errors such as these can be used 
to guide selection of an appropriate camera alignment position. 

 

Visual targets appear at random locations anywhere on the screen, save a margin extending 

5.85 cm from each screen edge. This margin ensures that there will always be at least some 

room, 3x the radius of the target, for the user to make measurable errors in any direction, 

regardless of the target location. When the user touches the screen, the current target is 

removed and a new one appears elsewhere on the screen. The user is not usually given any 

feedback on the accuracy of the response, and knows to immediately start searching for the 

next target. Runs can consist of as few as 10 or as many as 100 trials, but 20 trials is typical. 
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Users may complete 5–10 trial runs in order to determine an appropriate CAP if no OCAP data 

were previously recorded. 

The localization errors made within each trial run can be used to measure a user’s average 

pointing bias. As shown in Figure 5, the errors can be collectively displayed relative to a 

normalized target. The error centroid relative to the target can be considered the average 

pointing bias. To correct for this bias, the CAP would be adjusted in accordance with the vector 

pointing from the target to the error centroid. For example, if the average pointing bias is 2° 

right and 5° up, the CAP would be adjusted 2° right and 5° up from its current setting. The new 

adjusted CAP, provided that the adjustment is not too eccentric for the system to use, would be 

the estimated OCAP based on these data. Bias measurement may not be exact, particularly with 

few trials, but biases can be expected to be reduced with 1°–2° after a few iterations.   

Figure 5 – Data from target localization 

The circle in the center is a normalized representation of all 20 targets presented in a sample run 
of the target localization task. Each green square represents a user’s touch response location 
relative to the displayed target. The dashed ellipse indicates standard deviations along the 
horizontal and vertical axes. Units are in pixels, which were displayed with a resolution of about 
34 pixels/cm. The user was decently accurate in this trial run, and any CAP adjustment would be 
slightly down and to the right. 
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Unlike for direct-stimulation alignment, head and eye movements do not severely impede OCAP 

estimation. Head movement is in fact necessary for scanning the screen and finding the target. 

Eye movements do decrease localization precision, but can be expected to have symmetrically 

distributed effects, and thus not to severely impact accuracy. Any systematic effects of these 

movements may also be expected in everyday attempts at visual localization, and so should be 

incorporated in OCAP estimation. 

Both camera alignment techniques suffer from limitations imposed by the size the screen. If the 

target ever appears to be outside the boundaries of the screen, the user’s response is relocated 

to the edge of the screen. Just as this limits what CAPs can be set with direct stimulation, 

truncated localization errors interfere with OCAP estimation from target localization. Suppose 

an OCAP is 10° above a current CAP setting. Any target presented within the top quarter of the 

screen would be expected to have a smaller response error than those lower on the screen, 

because users would likely perceive higher targets above the screen and be forced to touch 

lower. The alignment procedure would still indicate the CAP needs to be adjusted upward, but 

the estimated OCAP would be lower than the true OCAP. Subsequent trial runs with smaller 

CAP-OCAP deviations would be necessary to more accurately estimate the user’s OCAP. 

4.3 Misalignment 

Users of prostheses with remote cameras can expect some degree of misalignment before the 

initial camera alignment is performed. With default settings, such as mapping the optical center 

of the camera FOV to the center of the stimulating array, misalignment would likely manifest as 

a clear pointing bias in any localization task. Misaligned users may also incorrectly describe 

target locations, such as claiming that a light directly in front of the user is on his or her left side. 
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Camera alignment works to reduce these errors, but does not remove all localization error. 

Direct-stimulation and target-localization camera alignment techniques allow compensation for 

an average sustained misalignment, but provide no help regarding transient misalignments. 

Further, the dynamics of sustained misalignments and user OCAPs over time are largely 

unknown, and may present further challenges for optimizing prosthetic hand-camera 

coordination.  

4.3.1 Transient misalignments 

Most current visual prosthesis do not track eye movement. Thus, even if the camera is aligned 

with the eye when the eye is pointing in one direction, the eye and camera visual axes would be 

misaligned whenever the eye points in a different direction. The best configuration possible for 

a prosthesis with a static camera alignment setting would be to align the camera with the eye 

when the eye is in its neutral orientation. If the user can maintain the eye’s neutral orientation 

during a task, the camera alignment will be maximally effective. Eye movements away from the 

neutral position might be expected to occur symmetrically over time, so average error should 

remain near 0. Error for any particular localization attempt could be high, however, depending 

on how the much the eye is deviated at the time of stimulation. 

To avoid effects of transient misalignments, prosthesis users are instructed to move their eyes 

as little as possible. Unfortunately, devices with head-mounted cameras require head 

movement to scan scenes for visual information. Lacking any kind of fixation target that matches 

head movements, users still reflexively make eye movements that are driven by the vestibular 

system. Such misalignments of head and gaze directions are known to cause corresponding 

localization errors222. Users cannot avoid this complication by stopping head movements, 
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because static images conveyed from the camera to the stimulated tissue do not elicit persistent 

percepts. Instead, the percepts fade and are not refreshed until the scene changes. 

Aside from discrete localization errors, transient misalignments can also induce illusions of visual 

target movement. Because camera input does not change unless the camera itself moves, any 

elicited percept remains unchanged in the visual field, except for fading effects, during an eye 

movement. Without movement across the visual field that is consistent with the eye movement, 

the percept seems to have moved with the eye in the direction of the eye movement223. After 

head scanning, for example, a user may stop the camera while the target is in view, but the 

saccade to recenter the eyes would induce the illusion of target motion. Illusory movement can 

also be perceived during head scanning, as reflexive eye movements may interfere with relating 

percept motion in the visual field to head motion.    

4.3.2 Passive adaptation 

Prior to the experiments detailed in Chapter 5, it was unknown whether users of visual 

prostheses could adapt to camera misalignments. In concept, one might expect users to realize 

that sources of light are consistently not where they appear to be. If a user reaches for a white 

cup on a black tablecloth, but reaches too far to the right, he or she should notice the grasping 

motion fails to touch the cup. The user could then tactilely search for the cup by moving the 

hand around table. Once found, the user should know that the cup was more left than he or she 

expected. Repeated reaching attempts such as this could be expected to impress upon the user 

that objects are always more to the left than they appear. Reaching movements could be 

adjusted accordingly, and camera alignment would be functionally unnecessary. 
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Such passive adaptation, in contrast to active training to compensate for pointing and reaching 

biases, could make prosthesis programming much simpler. If a user can adapt to the default 

camera alignment, there would be no need to train the user on dedicated camera alignment 

tasks and spend time for those tasks at programming centers. Users would only need to be 

made aware of the misalignment, and that it may take time for them to adjust. If needed, 

rehabilitation specialists could incorporate corrections to localization errors into their standard 

regimens.  

Based on the work with prism glasses discussed in Section 2.5, one might even expect 

adaptation to occur quite rapidly. During training periods for Gibson’s135 experiments, visual 

percepts were shifted 15° to the right in subjects’ visual fields, and subjects were able correct 

localization errors within an hour. Initially, subjects would point or reach to the right of target 

objects, or walk too far to the right and hit objects or door frames. As they practiced, however, 

errors gradually diminished until subjects appeared to perform normally. 

Expecting such adaptation from users of visual prostheses, however, assumes a much greater 

quality of vision than prostheses currently generate. The visual percepts experienced by users 

tend to be very crude, and seldom if ever provide enough detail to create a structured visual 

field224. Orientation using current visual prostheses typically requires some other contextual 

knowledge, such as the user knowing that he or she is in a room with a bright window. There 

would not be enough visual information for a user to readily detect conflicts with other sensory 

inputs. A user may feel that visual input does not make sense give other available information, 

but that would mean very little if the visual percepts don’t make sense on their own anyway. 

Reafference is also limited, as there is usually insufficient detail and contrast for the user to 

recognize parts of his or her own body, such as the hand. Luo et al. attempted to circumvent this 
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problem by applying a flashing LED to a user’s finger, but did not find any benefit from this in 

their testing scheme225. Spatial and temporal dynamics of stimulation may not allow percepts to 

move with clear relationships to motor commands, so the link between motor output and visual 

input is lost. Without the ability to see their own movements through the perceptual shift 

created by camera misalignment, intuitive adaptation to misalignment may not be possible for 

prosthesis users. 

Much of how users perceive stimulation from visual prostheses is not well known, and the 

potential for adaptation to camera misalignments rests soundly on the quality of those percepts. 

It is understood that prosthetic vision is crude, but could it convey necessary morsels of 

information to correct localization errors? Three Argus II users were given camera 

misalignments of 15° or more to investigate this possibility. The misaligned users were observed 

for 12 months and localization data were analyzed for indications of adaptation. Method details 

and results are discussed in Chapter 5.  

4.3.3 Constancy of optimal camera alignment position 

Complementary to the question of whether a visual prosthesis user can adapt to camera 

misalignment, one can ask how long a proper camera alignment remains valid. Current 

programming and rehabilitation procedures call for camera alignment whenever new 

equipment is issued, but do not involve checking alignment suitably or realigning the camera 

afterward. This as assumes that camera alignment is only needed once for any given set of 

equipment, or at least that realignment should only be necessary if the user notices an 

unexpected misalignment. 
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This assumption of a constant OCAP, however, was never investigated or confirmed. OCAPs are 

not generally tracked, or even measured beyond the what is necessary to set a user’s CAP. If an 

OCAP is outside the range of the camera, the closest possible CAP is all that is set and recorded. 

It is possible that OCAPs, without consideration for transient eye movements, do not change. 

Once an appropriate CAP is set, one might not expect any change in OCAPs if users are able to 

adapt to misalignments. Adaptation would effectively anchor the OCAP to the current CAP. If 

OCAPs are indeed quite stable, the policy of setting the CAP once and never remeasuring the 

OCAP would be appropriate and efficient. 

At the same time, it is possible that neutral, or resting, eye orientations may change over time. 

Proprioceptive relations between the eye and the body’s trunk or motor pointing biases may 

also display time-dependent variation. If users cannot adapt to misalignments, any such changes 

could interfere with the appropriate mapping of percepts in egocentric space and/or conducting 

accurate movements based on visual stimuli. The OCAP would therefore change, and a user’s 

CAP would need to be adjusted accordingly. 

A number of studies emphasize the potential use of visual prostheses for hand-eye or hand-

camera coordination194, 195, 225-233. Under the right circumstances, prosthetic vision can be an 

effective tool for tasks that require visual guidance of motion. In a laboratory setting, camera 

misalignments can be readily detected and corrected to optimize user performance. At home or 

work, however, camera misalignments can limit the utility of a prosthesis for coordination tasks, 

and realignment would not be possible until the next visit to a programming center. If OCAPs are 

not constant and users require regular realignment, real-world benefit for prostheses for hand-

camera coordination would be less than is apparent. 
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As the ability to accurately localize light sources, obstacles, and objects of interest is critical for 

wayfinding and hand-camera coordination, investigating OCAP dynamics will be important for 

the functional success of visual prosthesis users. Toward this end, OCAPs of 2 Argus II users were 

measured regularly for 5 years and examined for significant changes over time.  Method detail 

and results are given in Chapter 6. 
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5 Passive adaptation to misalignment 

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, it is not well known if and how visual prosthesis users might adapt 

to camera misalignments. This is mostly an issue for devices that use cameras or sensors 

physically separated from the stimulator. If users can passively adapt to misalignment, such that 

the OCAP moves to the default or other current CAP over time without specific training, camera 

alignment tasks may not be necessary for standard programming. If passive adaptation does not 

occur, however, camera alignment is the only way to improve intuitive hand-camera 

coordination. Lack of adaptation would also leave open the possibility of OCAP changes over 

time that are not anchored to the current CAP, which would necessitate regular camera 

realignment.  

Users of visual prostheses, such as the Argus II, likely do not receive the necessary visual 

information to view their bodies or their actions. Knowing that reafference is required for 

adaptation to prism-shifted vision, one can expect users with misaligned cameras to not display 

the same kind of adaptation known to occur with prism glasses. In the experiment in detailed in 

this chapter, 3 Argus II users were given misaligned cameras for over a year. Users were tested 

using target localization both with and without auditory feedback. Assuming that users had no 

visual indications of misalignment, feedback-OFF tests were almost entirely open-loop. Open-

loop testing, in which subjects provide responses to stimuli but have no feedback regarding the 

accuracy of their responses, allowed OCAPs to be measured without any opportunity for 

learning or correction. Implicit feedback could still occur, for example, if a subject perceived an 

object on a kitchen table at home, reached for the object, and realized that it was not in the 

perceived location. If, however, no aspects of home use provided the information necessary to 

alert subjects of localization errors, and thus drive adaptation to misalignment, open-loop 
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feedback-OFF tests should show users’ lack of adaptation most clearly. The analyses in this 

chapter tested the hypothesis that users could not demonstrate significant reduction in 

localization errors within 5–7-month timespans. The results indicate that that users of current 

visual prostheses, at least when not given constant auditory feedback, indeed cannot passively 

adapt to camera misalignments. When OCAP movements are observed, related to adaptation or 

not, OCAP changes between days are biased toward the directions of intraday OCAP trends.   

5.1 Methods 

5.1.1 Subjects and equipment 

Three Argus II users participated in this experiment. All 3 subjects were enrolled in the Argus II 

Feasibility Study. S1 was female and right-hand dominant. S2 was male and also right-hand 

dominant. S3 was male and left-hand dominant. All 3 subjects were implanted in the right eye. 

Two subjects, S1 and S2, were implanted in June 2007. S3 was implanted in June 2009. S3 was 

implanted with an updated electrode array design that was slightly different from those 

implanted in S1 and S2. The slotted array used for S1 and S2 covered a retinal area spanning 

19.62° × 14.85°. The dual-metal array used for S3 had the same number of electrodes, but was 

slightly smaller, covering 17.92° × 10.75°.  

Each subject’s electrode array was rotated relative to the retina however the surgeon felt 

appropriate for implantation. S1’s array was rotated +14°, where positive rotation is seen as 

counterclockwise from the fundoscopic perspective. S2’s array was not rotated away from 0°, 

while S3’s array was rotated −44°. Subject’s cameras were rotated accordingly so apparent 

directions of motion were accurate. 
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Argus II cameras used for this study, version A2E8, had FOVs spanning 66° × 49°. CAPs could be 

deviated from the camera center at (0°, 0°) by step sizes of approximately 0.27°. Steps could be 

made along the camera’s horizontal and vertical axes, which were rotated to match the 

electrode array’s orientation. The camera’s horizontal and vertical axes were thus only parallel 

to those of the visual field when the array rotation was 0°. CAPs for both the slotted and dual-

metal arrays could be adjusted ± 24.18° along the camera horizontal axis, and ± 18.29° along the 

vertical axis. 

5.1.2 Study procedures 

OCAPs were estimated using target localization as described in Section 4.2.2. S1 and S2 were 

seated so the touchscreen was always 36 cm away from the camera before each trial run, while 

S3’s camera-screen distance was always 38 cm. Targets were predominantly 4°-wide squares. 

No margins were employed in the test software, so targets could appear anywhere on the 

screen. Subjects were permitted to use either hand interchangeably during this study, and use 

of only one per trial run was not enforced. Prior to and through the first 6 months of the study, 

corrective auditory feedback was provided for every target localization trial. If the subject 

touched the target, the computer announced, “Correct.” If the subject touched outside the 

border of the target, but within about 1 cm, the computer would say, “Close,” followed by the 

relative direction of the target from the subject’s touch. For example, if the subject touched 

about 1 cm above the target, the computer would say, “Close, it was lower.” If the subject 

touched farther from the target, the feedback would only provide the relative direction of the 

target. For example, “It was lower.” Subjects performed as many trials per session as time 

allowed. Session trial counts ranged 7–880, with a median of 240.  
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Starting in December 2012 (S1 and S2) and January 2013 (S3), subjects were given CAPs deviated 

by 13°–40° from their OCAPs. Session initial OCAPs (see Section 5.1.3) measured just before 

misalignment and misaligned CAPs are shown in Table 1. OCAP estimates were made using 

aligned CAPs, and misaligned CAPs were applied later in the same session (S1 and S3) or at the 

beginning of the next session (S2). Once misaligned settings were applied, they were not 

changed until after the completion of the experiment in 2014. Misaligned CAPs where therefore 

used both in lab and home for entire duration of the study. Subjects were not explicitly made 

aware of misalignments, but were told that some settings were changed and that objects may 

not be where they appear to be. Subject were asked to notify testers if anything was 

problematic or settings need to be changed. Subjects ultimately did not report any related 

problems or abnormal observations, and misalignments were apparently not noticed. 

Table 1 – Camera misalignments 

Subject CAPs were misaligned from OCAPs so any adaptation effects could be observed. CAPs 
and OCAPs are shown after converting rotated-array coordinates to standard, unrotated 
coordinates. 

Subject 
OCAP (°) Misaligned CAP (°) Total 

misalignment (°) 
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical 

S1 −20.37 −16.16 19.89 −13.19 40.37 

S2 −18.46 9.56 0.00 7.66 18.56 

S3 −2.13 −2.17 7.17 7.17 13.18 

 

Subjects attended testing sessions every 1–2 weeks as they were able. Each session consisted of 

up to 18 runs with medians of 40–80 trials per run. Corrective auditory feedback was provided 

for each trial until July 2013. Afterward, to assess the impact of in-lab auditory on adaptation, 

subjects were asked to perform target localization as they had previously, but without any 

corrective feedback. Testing continued until December 2013 (S1) and January 2014 (S2 and S3). 
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Subjects thus performed target localization with auditory feedback for 6–7 months, and without 

feedback for 5–6 months. 

5.1.3 Analysis of adaptation 

Estimated OCAPs appeared to gradually shift within sessions as time progressed. Linear models 

were computed with respect to time using ordinary least squares (OLS), performed 

independently along the horizontal and vertical axes. The model ordinate values at the session 

start time were considered the estimates for that day’s initial OCAP horizontal and vertical 

coordinates. Session initial OCAPs, as well as distances of error centroids from the normalized 

target, were tracked across days to investigate adaptation to misalignment. Initial OCAP 

estimates were favored over session averages to reduce the influence of trial count on 

estimates. 

To visualize OCAP movement, initial OCAP estimates were plotted on the visual field along the 

subject’s misaligned CAP. Progression of OCAPs was indicated with arrows, and each marked 

point represented the average of initial OCAPs within some time bin. Small time bins with 0–2 

sessions per bin were first used to demonstrate interday variability of OCAPs. Large time bins 

with up to 5 or 7 sessions then showed OCAP movement with less noise. 95% confidence 

regions for time-bin OCAP averages were determined by bootstrap resampling all OCAP 

estimates within date-subject strata 104 times and subsequently recalculating intraday linear 

models and time-bin means. The centers of bootstrap means were calculated for each time bin, 

and the most-distant 5% of bootstrap means from each center were discarded. The convex hull 

around the remaining 95% of bootstrap means was considered the point’s 95% confidence 

region.  
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The precision of subject touch responses was separately evaluated between February 2016 and 

January 2017 with S2 and S3. S1 could not be scheduled for these tests. In a separate setup, 

subjects rested their heads on a chinrest without the Argus II system or any visual stimuli. When 

told to start, subjects performed a nose localization task by moving a finger between the nose 

and the point on a touchscreen directly in front of the nose. Subjects repeated this process 20 

times per trial run. Each session involved about 2 runs with each hand, and subjects attended 

sessions every 1–2 weeks as they were able. Means of within-run variances of touch-responses 

were used to estimate limits of subject horizontal and vertical touch precision. S1’s touch 

precision was estimated relative to the those of S2 and S3 considering relative touch-response 

variances in target localization. 

For analysis purposes, feedback-ON and feedback-OFF analyzed separately, minimal adaptation 

was considered as reduction in the average distance between the error centroid and the 

normalized target by 1.96 × 𝑆𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ , where 𝑆𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ  is the standard deviation (SD) of the 

subject’s touch responses. This minimum was chosen assuming that random touch errors are 

normally distributed, and the probability of the error centroid distance falling by that much 

would be less than 5%. Using this error-reduction minimum, a criterion slope for error centroid 

distances plotted over time was calculated: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
−1.96 × 𝑆𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
 

The line with the criterion slope passing through the centroid of plotted points was considered a 

regression line that would demonstrate minimal adaptation. Residuals from this hypothetical 

adaptation regression line were calculated, and then resampled with replacement 104 times to 

create bootstrap data distributions about the line of minimal adaptation. OLS regression lines 
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were determined for each bootstrap distribution. This provided a sampling distribution for 

regression line slopes, assuming that minimal adaptation was actually observed. The slope of 

the OLS regression line for the actual data was compared to this distribution. An observed slope 

greater than the top 5th percentile, thus having a probability less than 5% of being observed by 

chance, was considered a significant lack of adaptation. 

Power to distinguish the observed slope as being greater than the criterion slope was 

determined by bootstrapping residuals along the observed regression line. As for the bootstrap 

analysis of the minimal adaptation line, OLS regression lines were calculated for each bootstrap 

distribution about the observed line. The percentage of bootstrap slopes that were greater than 

the criterion slope was taken as the test power. 

5.1.4 Intraday-interday OCAP directional analyses 

Intraday models of OCAP changes over time were also used to investigate the relationship 

between intraday OCAP changes and OCAP changes between sessions. Each intraday OCAP 

trend was compared to that of the immediately previous session using 3 vectors in the 

horizontal/vertical (H/V) plane: (1) the projection of the prior session’s intraday model on H/V 

plane, (2) an interday baseline vector from the beginning of the prior intraday model to the 

beginning of the current, and (3) an interday reset vector from the end of the prior intraday 

model to the beginning of the current. Relationships among these vectors were calculated 

within subject, and then pooled for analysis. 

Directions of the 3 vectors were considered independently of magnitudes. For each analysis, 

consider paired datasets X  and Y  that each contain n vectors. Let 𝒙𝑖  ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛], be a vector in 

X, and 𝒙𝑖𝜃 be the direction of 𝒙𝑖. Similarly, let Xθ  be the set of vector directions belonging to X. 
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Differences between directions 𝒙𝑖𝜃 − 𝒚𝑖𝜃 were plotted on unit circles. Each plot point can be 

considered the end of a unit vector 𝒅𝑖 = (1, 𝒙𝑖𝜃 − 𝒚𝑖𝜃) that starts at the circle center. Let D  be 

the set {𝒅1, … , 𝒅𝑛 }. The circular mean of Dθ  is calculated by computing the mean vector �̅� of all 

𝒅𝑖 in D  and taking its direction: 

�̅� =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝒅𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐷𝜃) = �̅�𝜃 

Circular correlation coefficients were calculated by using an analog of Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient based on sines of deviations: 

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑋𝜃 , 𝑌𝜃) =
∑ (sin(𝒙𝑖𝜃 − �̅�𝜃) sin(𝒚𝑖𝜃 − �̅�𝜃))𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ sin(𝒙𝑖𝜃 − �̅�𝜃)2𝑛
𝑖=1 √∑ sin(𝒚𝑖𝜃 − �̅�𝜃)2𝑛

𝑖=1

 

�̅�𝜃 confidence intervals and probabilities of observing given variances and correlation 

coefficients were determined using at least 103 bootstrap samples. 𝒅𝑖𝜃 were resampled with 

replacement to construct each bootstrap sample for �̅�𝜃’s confidence interval. For variances and 

correlation coefficients, each 𝒙𝑖𝜃 was randomly paired with some 𝒚𝑗𝜃 , 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛], to create 

bootstrap samples with no correlation between Xθ  and Yθ. 

Let Dθ  be a random variable of which each 𝒅𝑖𝜃 is a sample. The distribution of Dθ  was tested for 

circular uniformity using Watson’s one-sample test. Watson’s test was also used to determine 

the probability that the underlying distribution of Dθ  was a von Mises distribution. Note that a 

von Mises distribution with a concentration parameter κ of 0 is equivalent to a uniform 

distribution. 
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Nonuniform distributions of Dθ  with �̅�𝜃 confidence intervals confined to the 0° semicircle were 

considered to indicate significant similarity of Xθ  and Yθ. Nonuniform distributions with �̅�𝜃 

confidence intervals confined to the 180° semicircle were taken to indicate a reset effect, where 

the progress of the first intraday trend is somewhat reversed before the start of the second 

intraday trend. 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 OCAP changes with camera misalignments 

In the plots below, points on the visual field represent initial OCAP averages within a given 

timeframe, and arrows indicate the sequence of OCAPs over time. OCAP positions for 

timeframes with no data were interpolated and are shown as small black triangles. Dotted 

arrows connect two periods that have no data, and simply preserve the representation of time. 

Sessions with auditory feedback are shown in red, and those without in blue. Sessions without 

feedback took place after all sessions with feedback were completed. The constant, misaligned 

CAPs are shown as solid green circles.  

5.2.1.1 Small time bins 

Data were first plotted showing initial OCAP averages within small time bins, bin sizes equal to 

each subject’s typical time between test sessions. Time bins thus only contained only 0–2 test 

sessions. OCAP variability was typically too high to see clear trends after averaging within such 

small time bins. 
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Figure 6 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S1, 7-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 7-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–2 
testing sessions. Variability was very high with these small time bins. 
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Figure 7 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S2, 14-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 14-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–2 
testing sessions. Variability was very high with these small time bins. 
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Figure 8 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S3, 7-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 7-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–2 
testing sessions. Variability was very high with these small time bins. 
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5.2.1.2 Large time bins 

Larger time bins for averaging initial OCAPs were used to reduce noise. For S1 and S3, noise 

appeared sufficiently reduced after increasing time-bin size by a factor of 5. S2, whose 

responses were inherently more variable and who participated in less frequent testing, required 

increasing time-bin sizes by a factor of 7. 95% confidence regions for time-bin OCAP averages 

were drawn using dashed lines for each time bin.  

Figure 9 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S1, 35-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 35-day time bins. Each time bin contained 1–5 
testing sessions. S1’s OCAPs gradually moved towards the constant, misaligned CAP when 
auditory feedback was provided. Without auditory feedback, OCAPs gradually moved back away 
from the constant CAP. 
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Figure 10 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S2, 98-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 98-day time bins. Each time bin contained 4–7 
testing sessions. S2’s OCAPs did not appear to move toward or away from the misaligned CAP 
with feedback conditions. Feedback-on OCAPs were generally lower and closer to the misaligned 
CAP feedback-off OCAPs. Feedback may have had a constant, but not additive, effect on S2’s 
responses. 
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Figure 11 – OCAP changes, misaligned camera, S3, 35-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 35-day time bins. Each time bin contained 1–6 
testing sessions. S3’s OCAPs gradually moved towards the constant, misaligned CAP when 
auditory feedback was provided. Without auditory feedback, OCAPs almost immediately 
returned to pre-adaptation positions, and then moved a pattern consistent with aligned-CAP 
measurements, with no noticeable effect of misalignment. 

 

5.2.2 Touch precision 

SDs of touch responses along horizontal and vertical dimensions, with and without head motion 

and visual targets, are shown in Table 2. Some visual target localization and all nose localization 

runs were performed with each hand separately, but one hand was never consistently more 

precise than the other. Data for both hands were therefore pooled within-subject for analysis. 
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Because S1 could not perform the nose localization task, that subject’s SD of touch responses 

without visual targets was estimated based on subjects’ relative performance with visual 

targets. In the normal target localization task, as used for monitoring OCAP changes with aligned 

and misaligned targets, S1’s SDs of localization errors relative to the normalized target were 

between those for S2 and S3. S1’s horizontal and vertical SDs of localization errors were each 

within 0.2° of the mean of those for S2 and S3. Accordingly, the SDs of touch responses in nose 

localization for S1 were estimated as the mean of those for S2 and S3. 

Table 2 – Touch-response standard deviations 

Standard deviations for touch responses when localizing visual targets, and when touching a 
screen in front of the nose without any visual stimulation. For visual targets, response SD was 
calculated by taking the SD of localization errors with respect to the normalized target. *S1 did 
not perform nose localization, and the displayed SDs were estimated by taking the mean of those 
for S2 and S3. 

Subject 

Standard deviation of touch responses (°) 

Visual target localization Nose localization  

Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical Mean 

S1 7.0 6.7 1.6* 2.0* 1.8* 

S2 8.7 9.0 2.2 2.7 2.5 

S3 5.0 4.8 1.0 1.3 1.2 

 

5.2.3 Localization error reduction 

Improvement in accuracy was the focus of these analyses, so distances of error centroids were 

favored over individual error magnitudes for tracking error reduction. Tables show the observed 

OLS regression line slope of error centroid distances over time and the adaptation criterion for 

each subject. In plots, points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one 

trial run. OLS regression lines for centroid distances vs. experiment day, starting with each 

subject’s first day with the camera misalignment, are shown in black.  
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Mean nose localization response SDs in Table 2 were used to determine necessary slopes for 

minimal adaptation. Visual target localization SDs could have been used, but these would have 

imposed stricter requirements for minimal adaptation, and made significant lacks of adaptation 

more likely to be observed. Solid blue lines in plots show the criterion rates of improvement and 

pass through dataset centroids. Dashed blue lines mark the upper extent of the criterion line’s 

95% slope CI. 

5.2.3.1 Auditory feedback enabled 

During the first 6–7 months, all subjects showed some reduction in error centroid distances. S2, 

however, only had a slightly negative trend and still demonstrated significant lack of adaptation. 

S1 and S3 reduced centroid distances more quickly than required for minimal adaptation, so 

adaptation could not be ruled out. Table 3 provides numerical details for each subject, and the 

following figures show the progression of centroid distances over time. 

Table 3 – Feedback-ON error reductions and adaptation criteria 

S2 demonstrated significant lack of adaptation when auditory feedback was enabled, whereas S1 
and S3 did not. 

Subject 
Slope (error °/day) Probability 

observed ≤ 
criterion 

Test 
power Observed Adaptation criterion 

S1 −0.05 −0.02 0.99 < 10−4 

S2 −0.004 −0.03 10−3 0.94 

S3 −0.02 −0.01 1.0 < 10−4 
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Figure 12 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback ON, S1 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is more negative than the criterion slope, and therefore also its upper 95% 
confidence limit, so adaptation cannot be ruled out. 
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Figure 13 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback ON, S2 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is less negative than both the criterion slope and the criterion slope’s upper 
95% confidence limit. S2 displayed a significant lack of adaptation to the camera misalignment 
during this period. 
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Figure 14 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback ON, S3 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is more negative than the criterion slope, and therefore also its upper 95% 
confidence limit, so adaptation cannot be ruled out. 
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5.2.3.2 Auditory feedback disabled 

Unlike in the feedback-ON period, all subjects showed significant lack of adaptation in the 

feedback-OFF period. Only S3 demonstrated some modest reduction in error centroid distances, 

but this was not large enough to exceed the bounds of the subject’s touch-response CI.  

Table 4 shows rate details and results of statistical tests. Test day numbering in plots is 

continuous with numbering in the corresponding plots of Section 5.2.3.1. 

Table 4 – Feedback-OFF error reductions and adaptation criteria 

All subjects demonstrated significant lack of adaptation when auditory feedback was disabled. 

Subject 
Slope (error °/day) Probability 

observed ≤ 
criterion 

Test 
power Observed Adaptation criterion 

S1 0.02 −0.02 2 × 10−4 0.99 

S2 0.01 −0.03 < 10−4 1.0 

S3 −0.007 −0.01 0.03 0.56 

 

Along with rates of error reduction, centroid distances in the feedback-OFF period were 

compared to final values of the linear models in the feedback-ON period. The ordinate value of 

the OLS regression line on last day of the feedback-ON period for the same subject is shown in 

each of the following plots with an orange horizontal line. The 95% CI of the final model point, 

as determined by bootstrapping observed residuals and recalculating the feedback-ON model, is 

marked by dashed orange lines. Models in the feedback-OFF period were generally higher than 

the feedback-ON endpoint CIs. S3, who barely showed a significant lack of adaptation, notably 

never had any feedback-OFF centroid distance data points within the feedback-ON endpoint CI. 
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Figure 15 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback OFF, S1 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is positive, and thus necessarily greater than the criterion slope and its 
upper 95% confidence limit. S1 showed significant lack of adaptation after auditory feedback was 
removed. Further, error centroid distances, even at the beginning of the feedback-OFF period, 
were significantly greater than those at the end of the feedback-ON period. 
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Figure 16 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback OFF, S2 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is positive, and thus necessarily greater than the criterion slope and its 
upper 95% confidence limit. S2 showed significant lack of adaptation after auditory feedback was 
removed. Error centroid distances at the beginning of the feedback-OFF period were within the 
95% CI of those at the end of the feedback-ON period. 
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Figure 17 – Localization error changes, misaligned camera, auditory feedback OFF, S3 

Points each represent the error centroid distance from the origin for one trial run. The OLS 
regression line slope is greater than the criterion slope, and just barely greater than the criterion 
upper 95% confidence limit. S3 thus showed significant lack of adaptation after auditory 
feedback was removed. Error centroid distances throughout the feedback-OFF period were 
outside the 95% CI of those at the end of the feedback-ON period. 
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5.2.4 Intraday-interday OCAP directional relationships 

An intuitive picture of how the vectors in Section 5.1.4 relate might have large intraday trend 

and reset vectors, similar in magnitude with opposite directions, and a small interday baseline 

vector pointing roughly in the same direction as the intraday trend. This was not typically the 

case, however, as all three vectors had average magnitudes within 4.4°–4.6°. Trends in vector 

lengths, some consistently being larger than others, only emerged when small windows of 

direction differences were isolated. The vectors generally had triangular, rather than collinear, 

configurations. As suggested by Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, only after considerable 

averaging does a clear pattern emerge among the intraday trends. 

Data from all 3 subjects and both condition periods (feedback-ON, feedback-OFF) were pooled 

within the misaligned-CAP experiment. Although OCAPs moved in separate directions in 

feedback-ON and feedback-OFF conditions, the relationships between intra- and interday 

vectors within conditions were similar. Data from the two conditions were therefore combined 

to increase analysis power. Despite differences among subjects and feedback conditions, 

relationships between intraday trends and interday vectors remained consistent. 

The similarity between intraday and interday baseline vectors was assessed by subtracting the 

prior intraday vector direction from that of the interday vector. Direction differences were 

plotted with stacks within 1° bins around the circle. The differences were significantly 

nonuniform, and the two vectors tended to point in the same direction. 
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Figure 18 – OCAP inter- and intraday vector directions, misaligned cameras, S1, S2, and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between interday and intraday vectors. Direction differences 
had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. Note distribution 
bias toward and stack at 0° difference. 

 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
14° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −5°–34° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.58 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−6 

- Interday change, prior-day trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.41 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 7 × 10−5 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

For each day, excluding the first day, the direction of the prior test day’s intraday trend (prior 

OCAP trend) was subtracted from the direction of the vector pointing from the end of the prior 

day’s intraday linear model to the beginning of the current day’s model (reset). Intraday trends 

and interday reset vectors tended to point roughly in opposite directions. 
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Figure 19 – OCAP interday reset, misaligned cameras, S1, S2, and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between interday reset and previous intraday trend vectors. 
Direction differences had a mean confined to the 180° quadrant and were significantly 
nonuniform. Note the distribution bias toward 180° difference. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
169° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 149°–
189° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.57 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 4 
× 10−5 

- Interday reset, prior-day trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.36 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 5 × 10−4 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

5.3 Discussion 

When auditory feedback was provided, S1 and S3 seemed to adapt slowly to camera 

misalignment. Figures in Section 5.2.1 show that OCAPs for S1 and S3 grossly moved toward the 

misaligned CAP during the feedback-ON period. Early OCAP estimates in these figures do not 

agree with the OCAPs and misalignments indicated in Table 1 because of limitations imposed by 

the boundaries of the screen, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Nevertheless, the direction and 

magnitude of registered localization errors still change reliably with CAP or OCAP movement. 

The apparent trend of OCAP movement to the misaligned CAP is thus not invalidated by screen-

imposed bias on OCAP estimation. 
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Corresponding with the figures in Section 5.2.1, data in Section 5.2.3.1 show that error centroid 

distances for S1 and S3 dropped over the months that auditory feedback was enabled. These 

very slow rates of centroid distance reduction, −0.05°/day and −0.02°/day, represented average 

total changes too large to be explained by noise in touch responses. Both rates exceeded those 

necessary to qualify for minimal adaptation, so the possibility of adaptation to camera 

misalignment could not be rejected. 

Unlike S1 and S3, S2 showed a significant lack of adaptation during the feedback-ON period. 

Figure 10 shows that S2’s OCAPs did not change substantially over the first 6 months, although 

there was considerable session-to-session variability. Figure 13 supports this observation, as 

error centroid distances showed little change over this period. Although centroid distances did 

fall minutely, it is very unlikely that such a modest decline would be observed if at least minimal 

adaptation were occurring.  

When auditory feedback was removed, all 3 subjects exhibited increases in localization error. 

Feedback-OFF OCAPs plotted in Section 5.2.1 showed a variety of trajectories relative to the 

CAP: S1’s OCAP steadily moved away the CAP, S2’s OCAP acutely jumped upward away from the 

CAP, and S3’s OCAP took a tangential course around the CAP. As shown in Section 0, all subjects 

had significant lack of adaptation apparent in error centroid distances, with those of S1 and S2 

increasing over time. 

S3’s error centroid distances did decrease during the feedback-OFF period, but only after a 

marked increase in centroid distances relative to the end of the feedback-ON period. Although 

S3’s centroid distance reduction was only barely outside the 95% confidence limit for minimal 

adaptation, no error centroid distance for any individual trial run was within the 95% CI of the 

feedback-ON endpoint. If auditory feedback was not the dominant, or only, factor driving and 
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maintaining adaptation for S3, one might expect greater retention of error correction. Although 

less pronouncedly, feedback-OFF centroid distances and linear models for S1 and S2 were also 

predominantly above the feedback-ON endpoint CI. 

One could argue that feedback-OFF models should start as anchored to the feedback-ON 

endpoint, and then be fitted as best as possible from there. This anchoring, however, would 

assume that the start of the feedback-OFF period is indistinguishable from the end feedback-ON 

period. This would be true if removing feedback had no immediate effect. As best seen with S1 

and S3, though, error centroid distances markedly increased as soon as auditory feedback was 

removed. Figure 10 also suggests a distinct difference between the 2 periods for S2, even 

though OCAPs did not seem to change consistently within periods. Because target localization 

with auditory feedback differed so clearly from that without auditory feedback, linking linear 

models for the 2 periods by anchoring would not be appropriate. 

Overall, subjects did not seem to passively adapt to camera misalignment through the daily use 

of their devices. Camera misalignments were maintained out of lab, and at least S2 and S3 

consistently used the device at home. The only indications of adaptation, however, were linked 

to auditory feedback provided with in-lab testing. As soon as auditory feedback was removed, 

localization error increased for all subjects, and all subjects significantly lacked signs of 

adaptation to misalignment. If any other factors contributed to adaptation, they were not 

substantial enough to observe in the feedback-OFF period, and left the subjects functionally 

unable to adapt. 

Subjects claimed to not be actively adjusting pointing strategies based on feedback, but may 

have subconsciously registered corrections that were consistently repeated over time. Along 

with slowly pushing OCAPs toward the CAP for S1 and S3, auditory feedback may have also 
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maintained learned corrections or prevented error increases by continuously reminding subjects 

of nature of their errors. This reminder effect would be consistent with the jump in errors seen 

across subjects when feedback was removed. Without the program reminding subjects of their 

errors, the subjects quite rapidly changed pointing behavior to what may have been more 

natural to them. Only S1 seemed to show a gradual reversal of pointing corrections, but even 

then, only after a marked increase from the feedback-ON endpoint. S2 may have naturally been 

developing a greater upward pointing bias over time, and feedback may have suppressed this 

and delayed its manifestation until feedback was removed. The apparent reduction in error for 

S3 in the feedback-OFF period may only be a reflection of the subject returning to normal OCAP 

shifts, with any reduction in error simply being coincidental. 

OCAPs certainly changed over time in both the feedback-ON and feedback-OFF periods. Plots in 

Section 0 showed that the interday changes were related to faster intraday changes observed 

within each session. Between sessions, changes within the previous session were grossly 

reversed, so intraday shifts were not simply building on top of one another to create the 

observed interday shifts. There was considerable variability in OCAPs across days, and similar 

variability was seen in how intraday OCAP models related to each other. Nevertheless, the 

consistency of relationships between intraday trends and interday changes increases confidence 

that observed OCAP changes were not random, but were measurably directed, albeit noisy, 

shifts in OCAPs over time. When auditory feedback was provided, shifts in S1 and S3 seemed 

guided toward the constant CAP. Without feedback, subject OCAPs appeared to move in their 

own directions, although how those directions were determined or what caused OCAPs to shift 

is unknown. 
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6 Optimal camera alignment position stability 

Users of visual prostheses with the camera separated from the eye require camera alignment to 

ensure pointing and reaching accuracy. Current programming methods implicitly assume that 

OCAPs do not change over time, and camera alignment is only required once. If this is not true, 

however, a user’s accuracy may be expected to decline as the difference between the set CAP 

and OCAP grows. In such cases, regular camera realignment may be required to maintain 

accuracy.  

Based on observed OCAP trends seen in Chapter 5, at least for S1 and S3, OCAPs did not appear 

to remain constant over time. S2 only showed significant OCAP changes between feedback-ON 

and feedback-OFF conditions, but no significant changes within condition periods. This chapter 

provides details on OCAP measurements taken for the same 3 Argus II users over 3.6–5.3-year 

timespans. Aside from the adaptation experiment of Chapter 5, CAPs were set as close to OCAPs 

as possible during each testing session. Feedback-OFF, open-loop testing was continued for 

nearly all tests after the adaptation experiment concluded. Analyses tested the hypothesis that 

differences seen in OCAP estimations were not simply the product of random measurement 

noise, but reflected significant changes in OCAPs with time. OCAP trends within days and within 

trial runs were examined to confirm that consistent OCAP changes could be observed on shorter 

timescales. The results suggest that user OCAPs are not constant, even within days or trial runs, 

and average OCAPs slowly drift to new locations in the camera’s FOV over months and years. 
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6.1 Methods 

6.1.1 Subjects and equipment 

The same subjects as described in Section 5.1.1 participated in this study. Data collection 

spanned 2012–2017, excluding periods of misalignment detailed in Section 5.1.2. During this 

time, Argus II equipment was upgraded for all subjects from version A2E8 to A2E14. The most 

significant change between these versions, for the purposes of this study, was that the A2E14 

camera had a smaller FOV. While the A2E8 camera captured a 66° × 49° FOV, the A2E14 camera 

only captured 49° × 38°. Subjects with OCAPs outside the A2E14 camera FOV could only be given 

CAPs approaching the boundary of the camera FOV, with no way to resolve the remaining 

misalignment. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, such misalignments impeded accurate OCAP 

estimation beyond the range of the camera, and exacerbated errors and misalignments with 

OCAPs already beyond the A2E8 camera FOV. 

S1 was upgraded on August 3, 2015, S2 was upgraded on July 8, 2015, and S3 was upgraded on 

July 1, 2015. While A2E8 equipment did not consider array size for camera alignment options, 

A2E14 equipment catered more to dual-metal and similar stimulating arrays than the older 

slotted arrays. Most CAP step sizes along each dimension were still 0.27°. Possible CAPs for the 

slotted arrays in S1 and S2 ranged ±14.70° along the horizontal dimension, and ±11.90° along 

the vertical dimension. S3’s dual-metal array covered a smaller area, and therefore could be 

given CAPs ranging ±15.52° horizontally and ±13.83° vertically. As with A2E8, CAPs were 

adjusted along intrinsic camera axes, and cameras were physically rotated to match array 

orientations. 
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6.1.2 Study procedures 

Starting in July 2012 (S1 and S2) and September 2012 (S3), subjects attended test sessions 

approximately every 1–2 weeks. Subjects performed target localization as described in Section 

4.2.2. Each session involved 20–1000 trials, with median trial counts of 85 (S1), 200 (S2), and 

360 (S3). Testing with S2 and S3 continued regularly through January 2017, with some follow-up 

testing in July, August, and November 2017. S1, because of difficulties unrelated to this study or 

the visual prosthesis, was only able to attend a few sessions after the misalignment adaptation 

study: 7 sessions between November 2014 and February 2016. S1 thus participated in a total of 

14 sessions outside of the misalignment study, whereas S2 participated in 63 sessions and S3 in 

98 sessions. 

After the misalignment adaptation study was completed, CAPs were altered to either further 

investigate misalignment or track OCAP changes. Localization tests with new sustained camera 

misalignments were performed until April (S3) and July (S2) 2014 to confirm the lack adaptation 

effects. S1 retained the original camera misalignment until November 2014, which was the next 

visit for this subject when localization testing could be performed. Afterward, until the transition 

between A2E8 and A2E14 in mid-2015, mixtures of test runs with proper CAPs and runs with 

misaligned CAPs were used to evaluate the effects of misalignment on OCAP estimation.  

Once A2E14 equipment was issued, target localization tests were dedicated to evaluating direct-

stimulation OCAP estimates. OCAP estimates were first obtained by using direct stimulation at 

the beginning of the test session. Afterward, target localization was used to determine subject 

accuracy with the recommended CAP. Further target localization was used to test more 

accurately aligned CAPs determined by inspection. Starting in April 2016, target-localization 
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alignment was tested independently of direct stimulation by starting sessions with default CAPs 

of (0°, 0°) and iteratively testing resultant OCAP estimates. 

Parameters for target localization tests were modified to optimize OCAP estimation as testing 

progressed. Testing in 2012, before the misalignment study commenced, always included 

auditory feedback. Based on the effects of auditory feedback seen in Section 5.2.3, auditory 

feedback was disabled for nearly all tests after the misalignment study. Auditory feedback was 

only reenabled when target localization was used for another protocol that required feedback. 

When new camera misalignments were tested without auditory feedback, it was suggested that 

subjects could still be receiving corrective feedback from the limits of the screen area. To 

compensate for this, margins of the form described in Section 4.2.2 were implemented in April 

2014. These margins reduced feedback from the screen’s borders, and also improved OCAP 

estimation by reducing limitations on subject responses. Margins were initially implemented 

with custom software, which allowed margins of any width to be specified. In November 2015, 

this custom software was replaced by software from SSMP. SSMP’s modified software greatly 

simplified OCAP estimation, but limited margin widths to 3× the radius of the target.  

Subjects were allowed to use both hands interchangeably, even within runs, for all target 

localization tests prior to October 14, 2015. Afterward, subjects were occasionally instructed to 

use only one specific hand for each trial run. Because substantial OCAP differences were 

observed depending on which hand was used, subjects were always told to use only one hand 

per run for all tests after December 2, 2015.  
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6.1.3 Analysis of OCAP-time relationships 

Although target localization tests were used in a variety of experiments with different 

conditions, each trial run still provided some estimate of the subject’s current OCAP. So long as 

cameras were not drastically misaligned, and the hand used was taken into consideration, all 

such OCAP estimates could be used track OCAP changes over time. Accordingly, primary 

analyses only considered trial runs with proper camera alignments. Proper camera alignments 

were considered those for which the distance between OCAPs and CAPs were estimated to be 

less than 3°, or the alignment was constrained by the camera FOV. Misalignments imposed by 

the camera FOV were undesirable, but under such conditions, no other system configuration 

would have provided better estimates of the subject’s OCAP. When investigating only 

directional changes among OCAPs, but not absolute OCAPs, misaligned-camera data were 

included in the analysis. The filtered data were then used to determine OCAP dynamics across 

years, within sessions, and within trial runs. 

For convenience, OCAP estimates were first analyzed along horizontal and vertical dimensions 

separately. Intraday OCAP model start positions for each dimension were plotted over time. 

When different hands were specified for trial runs, points from each hand were plotted together 

with different colors. These plots permitted seeing variations over time more clearly than 

combined horizontal-vertical plots, and also provided insight on how using a different hand 

changed OCAP estimation.  

Based on patterns in horizontal and vertical OCAP plots, data were fitted to linear or nonlinear 

models. When substantial differences were apparent between dominant- and nondominant-

hand responses, models were generated only considering both-hands and dominant-hand 
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responses, excluding purely nondominant-hand responses. Otherwise, all data points were used 

for model generation. Linear models were determined using OLS. When data appeared to have 

a pronounced change in relationship to time, data were fitted to sine curves using nonlinear 

least squares (NLS). Sine curves were preferred over parabolas as models simply because the 

infinite extent of a parabola along the vertical axis would be applicable to OCAPs. Linear models 

would also not extend to infinity, but more data would be required to know where maxima or 

minima occur. Because OCAP behavior was not consistent among subjects, and more time 

would be required to make conclusions regarding the OCAP-time relationship, statistical tests 

were not applied to these models. The models drawn in the plots were simply provided as visual 

aids. 

Following separate horizontal and vertical plots with time, 2-dimensional OCAP estimates were 

averaged within time bins and plotted with connecting arrows, as in Section 5.2.1. Plots were 

constructed as described in Section 5.1.3. Because data were collected over more time than in 

the misalignment adaptation study, larger time bins could be used to further reduce noise in 

plots. Thus in addition to single-session time bins, data were plotted in time bins with up to 9 

and up to 18 testing sessions. 

Beyond visualization, time bins were also used to quantify the how likely an OCAP measured in 

one month would be same as that of another month. If OCAPs are assumed to be constant, with 

some large random errors involved in OCAP estimation, averaging over larger time periods than 

runs or days should simply provide a more accurate estimate of the underlying constant OCAP. 

For constant OCAPS, 95% confidence regions should be approximately the same. Randomly 

choosing a confidence region and another 30-day time bin’s OCAP should therefore have that 

OCAP fall within the confidence region about 95% of the time. 
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30-day time bins with OCAP averages and confidence regions were determined for all 3 subjects. 

Empty time-bins were excluded, and no extrapolations were considered. For each time bin, the 

number of OCAP averages from other time bins within its confidence region were counted. The 

sum of counts across all time bins within a subject was compared to the number of possible 

ordered combinations of time bins: 𝑛(𝑛 − 1) for n  time bins. The number of possible pairings, 

(𝑛
2

), was not used because confidence regions were not equally-sized, and one point being in 

another’s confidence region did not necessary imply they were both within each other’s 

confidence regions. 

Relationships between intraday OCAP trends and interday OCAP changes were analyzed as 

described in Section 5.1.4. Because only OCAP changes were considered in the directional 

analyses, and not absolute OCAPs, all target localization runs with at least 10 trials, even those 

from the misalignment adaptation study, were pooled across subjects for analysis. S1’s data, 

however, were not included in these directional analyses because of the scarcity and irregularity 

of the S1’s visits. Thus, only data from S2 and S3 were pooled together. 

Just as OCAPs had trends within and across days, intra-run trends also appeared. The directions 

of intra-run trends were therefore also compared to changes between runs and overall intraday 

trends. The same 3 horizontal/vertical plane vectors were analyzed as for interday-intraday 

OCAP changes, but applied to runs instead of days: the intra-run trend, the baseline change 

between runs, and the reset between the end of one run and start of the next. A fourth vector, 

the run’s corresponding intraday vector, was also used to compare intra-run trends to each 

corresponding day’s overall trend. As with interday-intraday comparisons, misalignment 

adaptation data were included in this analysis of intra-run trends. Unlike the comparisons 
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between days, data were pooled from S1, S2, and S3. S1 could be included in this analysis 

because visit irregularity should not affect relationships between runs in a single session. 

6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Separated horizontal and vertical OCAPs 

OCAPs changed substantially over time, albeit very slowly. In the below plots, points each 

represent the initial OCAP estimate for one day. Black points were derived from trial runs for 

which subjects could use either hand interchangeably. Blue points were derived from dominant-

hand responses, and red points from nondominant-hand responses. Not every dominant-hand 

data point had a corresponding nondominant-hand point because of time restrictions on test 

sessions. OLS linear or NLS sine models are shown in black as suggested visual aids. Gaps 

spanning 2013–2014 correspond to the misalignment adaptation study; data from the 

misalignment study were excluded from these OCAP analyses. S1 attended sessions scarcely and 

irregularly, so larger gaps are present in that subject’s data.  
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Figure 20 – S1 horizontal OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating 
horizontal OCAP to time. Positive horizontal OCAP values correspond to rightward deviations 
from center. The OLS regression line was determined using all data points and has a slope of 
0.006°/day. 
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Figure 21 – S1 vertical OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating vertical 
OCAP to time. No clear relationship was apparent between vertical OCAPs and time, so no OCAP-
time model was generated. Note that most vertical OCAPs shown are below the lower CAP limit 
imposed by the camera (−15.1°, considering rotation). 
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Figure 22 – S2 horizonal OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating 
horizontal OCAP to time. Positive horizontal OCAP values correspond to rightward deviations 
from center. OCAPs appeared to move rightward through 2012–2014, and then leftward from 
the beginning of 2015 onward. The nondominant hand (left hand) generally pointed more 
rightward than the dominant (right) hand within each session. The fitted sine model has an 
amplitude of 5°, 7-year period, and a zero-level of −15°. Only both-hands and dominant-hand 
responses were used for fitting the model. 
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Figure 23 – S2 vertical OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating vertical 
OCAP to time. OCAPs appeared to move upward through 2012–2014, and then downward from 
the beginning of 2015 onward. The nondominant hand (left hand) generally pointed lower than 
the dominant (right) hand within each session. The fitted sine model has an amplitude of 8°, 6-
year period, and a zero-level of 19°. Only both-hands and dominant-hand responses were used 
for fitting the model. Note that nearly all OCAPs were above the upward CAP limit of 11.90° for 
the A2E14 camera. 
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Figure 24 – S3 horizonal OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating 
horizontal OCAP to time. Positive horizontal OCAP values correspond to rightward deviations 
from center. OCAPs moved rightward over time, particularly through 2012–2016. The 
nondominant hand (right hand) consistently pointed more leftward than the dominant (left) 
hand. The OLS regression line was determined using only both-hands and dominant-hand 
responses and has a slope of 0.01°/day. 
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Figure 25 – S3 vertical OCAPs over time 

Each point represents the initial ordinate value of one session’s intraday model relating vertical 
OCAP to time. OCAPs appeared to gradually move downward throughout the period of data 
collection. The nondominant hand (right hand) generally pointed lower than the dominant (left) 
hand. The OLS regression line was determined using only both-hands and dominant-hand 
responses and has a slope of −0.003°/day. 
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6.2.2 OCAP changes in the horizontal-vertical plane 

Plots below show OCAPs relative to the camera FOV, such that the origin is the optical center of 

the camera. Similar to the treatment of misaligned-camera data in Section 5.2.1, aligned-camera 

data were first plotted with small time bins equal in size to the typical time between a subject’s 

sessions. The small time bins demonstrated the gross variability of the data, and averaging with 

time bins 7–9- and 25- times larger permitted visualization of long-term trends. OCAP positions 

for timeframes with no data were interpolated and are shown as small black triangles. Dotted 

arrows either connect two periods that have no data or reflect artifacts from changes in 

equipment, and in both cases lack meaningful information. All data points reflect intraday 

models of both-hands or dominant-hand responses, but no purely nondominant-hand 

responses. 
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6.2.2.1 Small time bins 

Just as with Figure 6−Figure 8, variability was too high to readily see any OCAP trends. Each 

point represents the average of OCAP model initial points from 0–2 testing sessions.  

Figure 26 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S1, 14-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 14-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–2 
testing sessions. Variability was high with these small time bins. The long line of missing data 
points (triangles) corresponds to the particularly long period without proper camera alignment 
between 2012 and mid-2015. 
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Figure 27 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S2, 14-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 14-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–3 
testing sessions. Variability was very high with these small time bins. 
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Figure 28 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S3, 7-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 7-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–2 
testing sessions. Variability was very high with these small time bins. 
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6.2.2.2 Intermediate time bins 

Averaging within larger time bins reduced noise. Noise appeared reduced sufficiently to see 

some patterns after increasing time-bin size by a factor of 9. Because S1 did not participate in as 

many sessions or for as long a time, that subject’s time bin size was only increased by a factor of 

7. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence region about each time-bin average.  

Figure 29 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S1, 98-day time bins:  

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 98-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–4 
testing sessions. S1’s OCAPs grossly moved down and right during the observed period. 
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Figure 30 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S2, 126-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 126-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–9 
testing sessions. S2’s OCAPs moved through a 4.5-year circuit, consistent with Figure 22 and 
Figure 23, before moving farther to the left. The dotted arrow projecting down from 35° 
eccentricity, 115° azimuth reflects the change to A2E14 equipment and new OCAP estimation 
limits imposed by the camera. The antepenultimate (30° eccentricity, 150° azimuth) and last (24° 
eccentricity, 120° azimuth) data points each only represent 20 data points, and therefore have 
large confidence regions. 
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Figure 31 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S3, 63-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 63-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–8 
testing sessions. S3’s OCAPs moved steadily rightward through May 2015 (days 0–981, points 1–
16). The dotted arrow at about −45° azimuth corresponds the time when equipment was 
upgraded in July 2015. Although OCAPs were not beyond the limits of the new camera before the 
equipment change, the new OCAPs were slightly outside the range of the camera after the 
upgrade. This difference could be related to some combination of the existing rightward trend 
and the new glasses. For example, the camera’s position relative to the eye may have differed 
slightly between A2E8 and A2E14 glasses.  
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6.2.2.3 Large time bins 

OCAPs were more aggressively averaged within time bins 25-times larger than their originals for 

further noise reduction. This reduced the plot data for S1 to only 2 meaningful points.  

Figure 32 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S1, 350-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 350-day time bins. Time bins contained 7, 0, 0, and 
4 testing sessions. S1 OCAPs in the final time bin were significantly more rightward than those in 
the first time bin. 
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Figure 33 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S2, 350-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 350-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–18 
testing sessions. S2’s OCAPs moved from approximately 22° eccentricity, 138° azimuth to 30° 
eccentricity, 112° azimuth during the first 3 years (points 1–3), and returned to where it started 
over the subsequent 2 years (points 3–5). The time when equipment was upgraded to A2E14 is 
marked by the dotted arrowing projecting down from 30° eccentricity, 112° azimuth. 
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Figure 34 – OCAP changes, aligned camera, S3, 175-day time bins 

Points represent average initial OCAPs within 175-day time bins. Each time bin contained 0–17 
testing sessions. S3’s OCAPs consistently moved rightward, albeit more slowly (points 7–11) after 
the first 3.5 years. The dotted line projecting from 10° eccentricity, −51° azimuth corresponds to 
when equipment was upgraded to A2E14. 
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6.2.3 Constant-CAP applicability 

Based on 30-day time-bin averages and confidence regions, the probability of one randomly 

chosen time-bin average being within another randomly chosen time-bin’s confidence region is 

shown in Table 6 for each subject. Variability was too high for meaningful visualizations, 

similarly as in Figure 26 through Figure 28. Most confidence regions, however, were not trivially 

large. Only 15% or fewer random combinations of confidence region and extrinsic OCAP average 

for a subject involved an OCAP average that was within the confidence region. 

Table 5 – 30-day time bins and confidence regions 

All empty time bins were excluded from analysis. S1 had the fewest nonempty time bins. S2 and 
S3 had approximately the same number of time bins, but S3 tended to attend sessions more 
frequently than S2. S3’s larger sample sizes within time bins, and tendency to be more precise, 
yielded much smaller OCAP average confidence regions.  

Subject 
Time 
bin 

count 

Sessions per time bin Confidence region width (°) 

Median Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum 

S1 8 1 1 2 8.9 4.9 12 

S2 32 2 1 3 8.6 2.4 21 

S3 31 3 1 5 3.1 1.3 6.5 

 

Table 6 – Extrinsic 30-day OCAP averages within confidence regions 

Only a small portion of OCAP average and confidence region combinations involved an average 
that was encapsulated within the confidence region. OCAP averages to which a confidence 
region belonged were excluded from counts. All other OCAP averages were considered extrinsic 
to the confidence region. Total encapsulated counts are the sums of encapsulated extrinsic OCAP 
average counts across all confidences regions for a subject. Any particular OCAP average could be 
counted multiple times if it fell within multiple confidence regions. 

Subject 

Extrinsic 30-day OCAP averages 
within each confidence region 

Total 
encapsulated  

Total 
possible 

combinations 

Percent 
encapsulated 

Median Minimum Maximum 

S1 0.5 0 2 6 56 11% 

S2 4 0 18 158 992 16% 

S3 1 0 14 77 930 8.3% 
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6.2.4 Intraday-interday OCAP directional relationships 

Combining aligned- with misaligned-camera data for S2 and S3 maintained biases seen in Figure 

18 and Figure 19. Intraday trend directions tended to have small differences from interday 

baseline directions, while differences from interday reset vectors averaged around 180°. 

Direction differences were stacked within 1° bins around the circle. 

Figure 35 – OCAP inter- and intraday vector directions, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between interday and intraday vectors. Direction differences 
had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. Note the prominent 
stack at 0° difference. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
0.04° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −13°–14° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.64 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Interday change, prior-day trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.20 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 0.002 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.05 
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Figure 36 – OCAP interday reset, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between interday reset and previous intraday trend vectors. 
Direction differences had a mean confined to the 180° quadrant and were significantly 
nonuniform. Note the prominent stack near 180° difference. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
183° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 173°–
193° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.53 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Interday reset, prior-day trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.42 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 10−5 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.01 

 

6.2.5 Intra-run, inter-run, intraday OCAP directional relationships 

Intra- and inter-run OCAP behavior appeared to mimic that of intra- and interday OCAP trends. 

As with interday plots, direction differences were stacked within 1° bins around the circle. The 

vector between the start of one trial run to the next (inter-run vector) typically pointed in a 

direction similar to the first’s intra-run trend, and intra-run trends tended to be reversed 

between trial runs. Unlike intraday/interday OCAP behavior, however, intra-run and inter-run 

vector directions were inversely correlated, despite direction differences remaining small. Inter-

run vector directions correlated with those of reset vectors instead of intra-run vectors. Further, 

intra-run trend directions only had a modest tendency to align with intraday trend directions, 
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although the two still directly correlated. These differences reflect greater variability among 

intra-run vectors than intraday vectors. 

Figure 37 – OCAP inter- and intra-run vector directions, S1, S2, and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between inter-run and intra-run vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. Inter-run 
and intra-run vector directions were inversely correlated. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
3.6° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −0.6°–
7.9° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.61 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Inter-run change, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = −0.24 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.99999 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.01 
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Figure 38 – OCAP inter-run reset, S1, S2, and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between run reset and intra-run vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 180° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. 180° 
was, however, just outside the mean 95% confidence interval. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
176° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 172°–
179° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.54 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Inter-run reset, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.45 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 10−5 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.01 
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Figure 39 – OCAP intraday and intra-run trends, S1, S2, and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between intraday and intra-run vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. The 
distribution, however, was still generously distributed around the circle. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−11° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −28°–4.9° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.89 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Intraday, intra-run trend direction 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.05 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 0.02 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

6.3 Discussion 

OCAP estimates varied greatly within small time periods, but on average drifted slowly and 

consistently. The plots with time abscissae in Section 6.2.1, particularly for S2 and S3, show the 

consistency most clearly. S1’s OCAPs varied too much and too few data points were collected to 

clearly view trends along a single axis. Some difference could be seen along the horizontal axis, 

in which OCAPs seemed to change on average by about 0.006°/day.   

For S2, OCAP estimates within any small period were spread over 10°–15°, but the 10° swathes 

covered by estimates made gradual progressions over time. The masses of data points appeared 

to move upward and rightward before 2015, although much of that time was masked by the 

misalignment adaptation study. Through 2015 and afterward, OCAPs clearly moved downward 
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and leftward. Considering the parts of the sine models between maxima and minima, S2’s 

OCAPs moved at average rates of 0.008–0.013°/day along a single dimension, or about 

0.016°/day total. Although sine models were chosen to capture the possible changes in OCAP 

shift directions in 2015, there is no empirical reason to assume that periodicity exists. Further 

observation would be required to justify or revise these models. 

Horizontal and vertical OCAP trends were most clear in data from S3. Despite the gap from the 

misalignment adaptation study, the rightward progression of OCAPs between 2012 and 2016 

can be seen quite readily. Horizontal OCAPs seemed steady through 2016 and 2017, but this 

could be an artifact of the A2E14 camera’s FOV: the OCAP was outside the camera’s FOV, and 

this degrades the accuracy of OCAP estimation. Note that nondominant-hand responses, not 

limited by the range of the camera, continued a rightward trend during that period. Altogether, 

the horizontal OCAPs appeared to change by about 0.01°/day. Vertical OCAPs also displayed a 

consistent trend, but at a much slower rate of about 0.003°/day. Combined, the rate of OCAP 

change was dominated by the horizontal shift and remained close to 0.01°/day. 

Figure 24 and Figure 25 for S3 show remarkable consistency in OCAPs before and after the data 

gap in 2013 and 2014. Trends appeared to continue across the gap undisturbed. This suggests 

that whatever determines how OCAPs move, at least for S3, was not substantially affected by 

the misalignment adaptation study. That would be consistent with the misalignment not 

inherently altering behavior, and observed adaptations being tied to auditory feedback. Subjects 

may have only been learning to alter pointing behavior for the target localization test, through 

auditory feedback, but did not generalize those changes to affect pointing overall. After auditory 

feedback was removed, they resumed their natural pointing behaviors. Ultimately, that involved 

OCAPs returning to where they would have been had the misalignment study never been 
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conducted. This reasoning, derived from S3’s data, was used to justify the assumption that the 

differences before and after the misalignment study in S2’s OCAPs were not caused by the 

misalignment study, and S2’s OCAP actually did move upward and rightward before later 

moving downward and leftward. If the data before the misalignment study cannot be 

considered comparable to those after, one can only examine S2’s largely linear trends present 

from 2014 and later. 

Figure 22 through Figure 25 make clear the effect of using different hands for responding. Even 

in a single session, instructing the subject to respond with the nondominant hand yielded 

markedly different OCAP estimates than those obtained with the dominant hand. For both S2 

and S3, each hand seemed to have a pointing bias directed across the midline, such that the 

right hand pointed farther left than the left hand. In both of these subjects, the dominant hand 

pointed higher than the nondominant hand. Biases differed by about 5° in each dimension for 

S2, and 10°–15° for S3. Dominant-hand responses lined up well with responses collected before 

hand use was controlled, while nondominant hand responses extended or existed entirely 

outside previously expected ranges of responses. Because of this consistency, and that 

dominant-hand use can be assumed as a default, both-hands and dominant-hand conditions 

were considered comparable and pooled together for analyzing trends. 

Although steady progressions were not as clear, the horizontal-vertical plane plots in Section 

6.2.2 give a more intuitive visualization of how OCAPs moved. Small time bins with only 1–2 

sessions had highly variable OCAP averages, and gradual changes were thus made less 

intelligible than in previous plots by displaying that variance along both axes. Averaging within 

larger time bins made patterns more distinguishable. Horizontal-vertical plots for S1 may have 

displayed OCAP changes more clearly than the separate plots over time, showing distinct 
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rightward movement, and perhaps a drop downward. Consistent with the sinusoid models 

applied to S2’s OCAP changes, that subject’s OCAPs appeared to move through a circuit during 

the observed period. S3’s OCAPs moved consistently rightward, as shown earlier, but the 

vertical component was less clear in these plots and mainly seemed to contribute noise. 

Notably, most time-bin averages had confidence intervals that showed clear separation from 

those of other time bins, indicating significant changes in OCAPs over time. 

Comparing OCAP averages and confidence regions for 30-day time bins further demonstrated 

that OCAPs largely did not stay the same from month to month. Assessing the boundary of each 

confidence region and all other time-bin averages indicated that only 16% or fewer of the 

possible combinations yielded an extrinsic OCAP average that was within the selected 

confidence region. In application, one might wonder how well a CAP set based on a previous 

month’s data would apply in another arbitrarily-picked month. Based on these results, 

performance differences would be less than statistically significant with a probability of only 8–

16%. Confidence region sizes, of course, depend on the amount and quality of data collected, 

and these results do not speak to differences that would be of practical concern. Magnitude of 

OCAP differences that require realignment for practical purposes, rather than demonstrating 

statistical significance, would depend on the application and need for accuracy. Regardless, the 

range of 8–16% falls remarkably short of the 95% assumed if OCAPs are the same across 

months, and provides support for OCAPs changing with time. 

As OCAPs changed across months, they also changed within days and even within runs. This was 

initially shown in Section 0. Adding data from this extended observation period to those of the 

misalignment study confirmed the original conclusions. Each testing session had its own trend in 

OCAP changes, and this trend pointed in the same direction as the change between sessions, on 
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average. Intraday trends, however, did not stack upon one another, and there was some 

amount of reset in OCAP progression between sessions. This reset can be seen in how the 

direction of the intraday trend and the change following the end of the session pointed in 

opposite directions, on average. As in the misalignment adaptation study, intraday and interday 

OCAP change directions were mostly not colinear, and typically had some angular difference. 

The 3 considered points (prior-session start, prior-session end, next-session start) had a 

triangular configuration, and vectors pointing among them had similar average magnitudes. 

The directions of intra-run trends and inter-run changes showed similar behavior. Trends within 

runs pointed in the same direction as the change between runs, on average. The direction of 

change from the end of one run to the beginning of the next pointed on average in the opposite 

direction from that of the intra-run trend. Although variability was higher among run trends 

than intraday trends, there was at least some bias toward the intraday trend direction in intra-

run trends. The connections among intra-run trends, inter-run changes, intraday trends, and 

changes between sessions adds confidence that OCAPs do change along some persistent shift, 

and that the observed changes are not just manifestations of measurement error.  

The similar reset behavior between trial runs and between test sessions suggests that target 

localization testing may transiently accelerate the process of OCAP movement. The accelerated 

OCAP changes were observed within trial runs and test sessions, and they were reversed after 

each run and after each session. While intraday trends could be considered unrelated to testing, 

and perhaps were simply captured by testing, the same cannot be said of trial runs. Trial run 

trends were of similar magnitude to intraday trends, and resets between runs cannot be readily 

linked to anything other than the break in testing.  
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Localization testing is likely not the direct cause of OCAP shifts, however, given the persistence 

of shifting across unplanned breaks in testing. After the completion of regular testing in January 

2017, S2 was not tested again until August 2017. S2’s horizontal OCAP continued its leftward 

trend during that 7-month break to a point beyond most previous measurements. In mid-2014, 

S3 stopped testing for 6-months, and that subject’s horizontal OCAP was markedly farther right 

than before the break.  

Finally, although not enough data were collected with S1 to clearly tell whether a trend 

persisted during that that subject’s break in testing, the rate of the apparent OCAP trend is 

consistent with those of S2 and S3. S1 had no localization testing between December 2013 and 

November 2014, and after one 40-trial run, no further testing until August 2015. The available 

data imply, over the entire period, S1’s horizontal OCAP changed at a rate of 0.006°/day, and 

the vertical OCAP may not have changed. That rate of change agrees reasonably well with the 

overall rates of change for S2 and S3: both 0.01°/day. If S1’s OCAP did in fact change as 

observed, then target localization testing could not have been the driving force of that change. 
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7 Eye tracking 

Results of Chapter 6 show that subject OCAPs are not constant and slowly drift in the camera’s 

FOV. One candidate source of OCAP changes is eye orientation. As discussed in Section 2.5, eye 

orientation within the head is taken into account for natural light localization. A visual prosthesis 

elicits percepts as if the eye were capturing light, and the brain still assigns egocentric locations 

to those percepts based on head and eye orientations. Blind individuals lack the visual 

stimulation necessary to fixate straight ahead, and that may carry over to lacking a means to 

calibrate what eye orientation corresponds to straight ahead. If a subject’s average eye 

orientation drifts with time, that would require OCAPs to change accordingly, and might 

generate the OCAP shifts shown in Chapter 6.  

Experiments described in this chapter measured eye orientations using two different systems 

for comparison with target localization behavior. The first was a tower-mounted eye-tracking 

setup that was incompatible with simultaneous target localization, but could be used in 

alternation with target localization over the course of months. The second tracked eyes during 

target localization and enabled automatic CAP adjustment, but required eye-tracking glasses 

that were only available for this testing for 2 days. Analyses of data from the tower-mounted 

eye tracker tested the hypotheses that the correlation between eye orientations and OCAPs was 

not 0, and that eye-orientation trend directions within runs or days were not independent of 

changes between runs or days. The latter hypothesis did not directly link eye orientations and 

OCAPs, but was necessary to conclude that eye orientations and OCAPs displayed the same 

types of trend behaviors. To connect trends between measurements, data from both eye-

tracking systems were used to test the hypothesis that trend directions of eye orientations and 

OCAPs or localization errors were also not independent of each other. Prosthesis-integrated eye 
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tracking analyses also tested the hypothesis that adjusting CAPs with eye orientations would 

slow the rate of change of localization errors. The results suggest that OCAP shifts are related to 

changes in eye orientation, and CAP adjustment based on eye tracking can slow down the 

divergence between the CAP and OCAP. 

7.1 Asynchronous OCAP measurement and eye tracking 

The Argus II system does not utilize integrated eye tracking. In order to preliminarily investigate 

the relationship between eye orientation and OCAPs, a second setup that incorporated eye 

tracking was utilized during testing sessions. Eye tracking was performed at different times and 

under different conditions from OCAP measurements. Measured eye orientations and OCAPs 

within each session were then analyzed to check for similarities in behavior.  

7.1.1 Methods 

7.1.1.1 Subjects and equipment 

Only S2 and S3 participated in this study, as introduced in Section 5.1.1. These eye-tracking 

experiments were performed during the same sessions as target localization tests discussed in 

Chapter 6, but only in 2016 and 2017. Subjects attended 20 and 31 sessions between February 

2016 and January 2017, visiting the lab approximately every 1–2 weeks. S1 could not participate 

because of scheduling difficulties, and insufficient balance and strength to use the eye-tracking 

setup. 

Eye tracking was performed using the same setup as for touch-precision measurements, 

described in Section 5.1.3 and shown in Figure 40. Each subject sat with the head pressed 

against a chinrest and forehead rest. The chin and forehead rests were part of an eye-tracking 
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tower that also possessed cameras, lenses, mirrors, and infrared illuminators for imaging each 

eye. To accommodate a display placed in front of the eyes, cameras were aimed downward 

from the top of the eye tracking tower. For each eye, a tilted hot mirror placed behind a lens 

reflected the eye’s infrared image to a camera. The chinrest was adjusted to bring the subject’s 

implanted eye to the same vertical level as the lens and mirror. To horizontally align the 

captured image with the eye, the entire lens, mirror, and camera assembly for the eye was 

synchronously adjusted left or right. Once the eye was in view of the camera, the subject’s head 

was secured to the tower with a Velcro band.  
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Figure 40 – Tower-mounted eye-tracking setup 

A subject is shown on the eye-tracking tower, indicating the apparent location of a percept. Two 
cameras on the top of tower captured images of the eyes via hot mirrors and lenses positioned in 
front of the eyes. The head secured by a chinrest, forehead rest, and headband. A transceiver coil 
was tied next to the implanted right eye using a eye patch. The transparent touchscreen was 
connected to the eye-tracking computer and collected subject responses. A small display in front 
of the subject’s eyes was not used for blind subject, but was used for general equipment 
calibration with sighted subjects. 

 

The captured image of the eye was processed by a computer connected to the eye-tracking 

tower. ViewPoint EyeTracker software from Arrington Research was used to identify and track 

features of the eye. Custom EyeFingerTrack software collected and saved relevant data from 

ViewPoint EyeTracker during experiments. As seen in Figure 41, ViewPoint EyeTracker fit a 

yellow ellipse to the detected pupil, and a red ellipse to one corneal reflection. Three infrared 

illuminators were aimed at the implanted eye, and the corresponding reflections can be seen in 
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Figure 41. Although tracking all three reflections, or glints, would have provided more 

information, the installed software was only capable of tracking one glint at a time. As such, the 

program was only configured to recognize a glint temporal or superotemporal to the pupil. Note 

that the image captured by the camera was vertically inverted, as a consequence of equipment 

geometry, so the superotemporal quadrant appears at the bottom left of Figure 41. 

Figure 41 – Pupil and glint tracking 

A screenshot is shown of the processed infrared image of the implanted eye. ViewPoint 
EyeTracker software searched for the pupil within the large red bounding box. The yellow ellipse 
was fitted to the borders of the detected pupil. The light-blue box’s location was anchored to the 
position of the pupil, and defined the search area for identifying the corneal glint. The 3 glints in 
the image were generated by 3 separate infrared illuminators. Because of restrictions imposed 
on the equipment configuration, the captured image was vertically inverted. Accordingly, the top 
of the subject’s eye is at the bottom of the figure. 

 

When subjects needed to respond to visual stimuli, a transceiver coil was added to the setup 

previously described. This coil was the same as that normally attached to the Argus II glasses, 

but was instead only connected to a long cable. Having the subject’s head in contact with the 

eye-tracking tower precluded use of the prosthesis glasses, and thus prevented the normal 

method of providing stimulation from the prosthesis. Connecting via the separate transceiver 

coil bypassed this problem and permitted use of the Argus II stimulating array. Because the coil 
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was connected directly to the VPU and no video input was provided, stimulation could only be 

elicited by explicit commands from the attached programming computer. The programming 

computer allowed individual electrodes to be selected, and caused a common specified current 

waveform to be sent through each of them. 

Subject touch responses were collected by a transparent touchscreen beyond the eye-tracking 

tower. The distance between the touchscreen and the opening of the lens casing, at the 

subject’s eye, was fixed to 32.6 cm for all trials. The horizontal position of the touchscreen was 

adjusted so that subject responses landed approximately in the middle of the screen. The 

positions of the screen and the camera/lens assembly were measured during initial setup and 

after any changes to accurately measure responses relative to the position of the eye. 

7.1.1.2 Study procedures 

Eye-tracking experiments were conducted either with or without visual stimulation. In both 

cases, subjects were asked to provide responses on the touchscreen. Each time the subject 

tapped the screen, the EyeFingerTrack program extracted eye-tracking data from ViewPoint 

EyeTracker and recorded those data in conjunction with the touch position. Eye-tracking data 

were not recorded otherwise. An audio cue played every time the subject touched the screen to 

confirm data acquisition. 

When no stimulation was provided, subjects were instructed to alternately touch close to the 

nose and touch the screen directly in front of the nose. Subjects could not actually touch their 

noses because of how equipment was placed on the tower. Subjects touched the screen 20 

times with the specified hand for each trial run of this nose localization (NL) task. Each session 

typically involved 2 NL trial runs with each hand. 
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When stimulation was provided, the central 4 electrodes were activated simultaneously with 

just enough current that the subject would reliably perceive a phosphene. S2 required 220 µA of 

stimulation, whereas S3 only required 120 µA. Each square waveform lasted 250 ms, with 0.9 

ms pulses, 0.45 ms per phase with no interphase gap, repeating at 20 Hz. Before each trial run, 

the subject responded to a sample stimulus with the specified hand to ensure proper placement 

of the touchscreen. Subjects were then given 20 stimuli to locate by tapping the touchscreen. 

Each stimulus was accompanied by an auditory cue to alert the subject. Trials were repeated 

when the subject did not see a phosphene or eye tracking failed for a trial. Trial runs were 

aborted and restarted if the touchscreen needed to be moved to capture responses. Subjects 

were asked to slightly adjust head positions if the pupil moved outside the view of the camera. 

Each session typically involved 2 runs per hand for this phosphene localization (PL) task. 

These pointing tasks with eye tracking were done during the same sessions as target localization 

tests. The order of eye tracking and normal target localization alternated between sessions. The 

orders of specified hands and stimulation vs no-stimulation tasks were rotated also across 

sessions to reduce the average influence of timing and order on performance.  

Pupil and glint locations measured for eye tracking were record with respect to the window 

shown in Figure 41. Horizontal and vertical positions could take values in the range [0–1], with 

(0,0) corresponding to the top left corner of the window. Translation of these window-based 

coordinates to degrees of eye rotation requires calibration, for which the subject looks at visual 

targets in specified locations.  

Because such calibration was impossible for blind subjects, 4 sighted subjects were asked to look 

at stimuli presented in 17 locations on the tower-mounted display. A target first appeared at the 

center of one eye’s half of the display. The subject foveated on the target and tapped the 
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touchscreen according to where the target appeared to be. Another target then appeared in an 

eccentric location. The subject fixated on the eccentric target and tapped its projected location 

on the touchscreen. This process, central target followed by eccentric target, was performed for 

each of 16 points located at ±4° and ±12° along each axis.  

7.1.1.3 Analysis of eye orientations 

Pupil and glint positions were recorded at the time of subject response for both NL and PL. 

These measurements, however, are sensitive to head movements that change the position of 

the eye relative to the camera. While head movements do change where the eye is pointed, 

translations of the head change the eye’s focus far less than head or eye rotations. Pupil and 

glint positions are equally affected by translations, but because of the curvature of the cornea, 

glint movement is far less evident during rotation. The pupil position still changes dramatically in 

response to rotation. Head translations can therefore be separated from eye rotations by 

considering the position of the pupil relative to the glint. The difference between the pupil and 

glint positions is referred to as the glint-pupil vector (GPV). While GPV is quite insensitive to 

head translations in the plane parallel to the lens, it is sensitive to movement of the head closer 

to or away from the lens. As movement toward or away from the lens was limited by the 

forehead rest and headband, but no bite bar was present to prevent horizontal and vertical 

translations, eye orientation analyses focused purely on GPVs.  

First attempts at translating raw GPV changes into changes in eye orientation utilized subject 

touch responses. The position of each touch was translated into degrees relative to the eye 

using known geometry. Deming regression between GPVs and touch responses, however, failed 

to yield reliable results. Subject touch precision, quantified in Section 5.2.2, may have been 

insufficient for resolving the raw GPV vs. degree turn relationship. Instead, sighted-subject GPVs 
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were compared to visual stimulus locations using OLS regression. Slopes and intercepts of those 

regression lines were then used to interpret changes in blind subjects’ GPVs in terms of degrees. 

Regression line confidence bands were determined by bootstrap resampling of residuals along 

the linear model 105 times. 

Intraday models were computed for GPVs in the same fashion as for OCAPs, described in Section 

5.1.3.  NL and PL GPVs were considered separately. No substantial difference was found in GPVs 

related to hand use, so data for right- and left-hand responses were pooled together. Gross 

GPV-OCAP relationships were plotted using GPV and OCAP model start positions. Correlations 

were further investigated between GPV model start or end positions and OCAP estimates for 

each target localization trial on the same day. The significance of the calculated Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient was determined using up to 106 bootstrap replicates. Bootstrap replicates 

modeled 0 correlation by randomly pairing GPV model points and OCAP estimates across days. 

Individual OCAP estimates were chosen for comparison over OCAP model positions to increase 

test power. GPV model end positions were only used if start positions displayed substantially 

more variability, as determined by R2 for OLS regressions of model positions vs. time across 

days. 

To investigate the potential effect of compensating for eye orientation, average OCAPs and 

average differences between OCAPs and GPVs were calculated for the duration of the eye-

tracking study. Only intraday model start positions were considered, and horizontal and vertical 

models were analyzed separately. Thus, OCAP model start positions were averaged, as were the 

differences between OCAP and GPV model start positions. The difference between model start 

positions was interpreted as a residual OCAP, or what additional CAP adjustment would need to 

be applied if the camera automatically adjusted its aiming based on GPV. Similarly, the rates of 
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change of model start positions across days were determined by OLS regression for both OCAPs 

and OCAP-GPV differences. Residual OCAPs and residual OCAP rates of change were presented 

as percentages of original OCAPs and OCAP rates of change. 

GPV trends within and between sessions, and within and between runs, were investigated using 

the same vectors and directional analyses described in Sections 5.1.4 and 6.1.3. As mentioned 

above, GPV intraday models were calculated separately for NL and PL, but no distinction was 

made based on which hand was used. Intra-run models, of course, necessarily had no mixtures 

of conditions. Beyond investigating the reset behavior already observed with OCAPs, GPV intra-

run and intraday models were compared to OCAP models to determine any relationship in trend 

directions. Intra-run directions of each measurement were compared to the intraday direction 

of the other experiment. NL and PL data remained separate for analyses, resulting in two data 

pools: (1) NL intra-run, OCAP intraday and OCAP intra-run, NL intraday direction differences; (2) 

PL intra-run, OCAP intraday and OCAP intra-run, PL intraday direction differences. 

7.1.2 Results 

7.1.2.1 Raw GPV reading calibration 

Raw GPV readings from sighted subjects correlated very well with presented stimulus locations, 

as shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43. Horizontal GPVs and stimulus locations had a Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient of 0.98 (p < 10−6), and the correlation along the vertical axis was 0.95 (p < 

10−6). OLS regression lines suggested that rotation of one degree corresponds to about 0.37% of 

the window’s width and 0.47% of the window’s height. These relationships were used for 

analyzing all GPVs measured from S2 and S3. 
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Figure 42 – GPV-eye rotation horizontal relationship 

Points each indicate the mean horizontal GPV for each horizontal stimulus location for one 
sighted subject. Each subject is shown with its own color and symbol. Dashed lines indicate the 
OLS regression line 95% confidence band. The solid black regression line has a slope of 0.0037. 
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Figure 43 – GPV-eye rotation vertical relationship 

Points each indicate the mean vertical GPV for each vertical stimulus location for one sighted 
subject. Each subject is shown with its own color and symbol. Dashed lines indicate the OLS 
regression line 95% confidence band. The solid black regression line has a slope of 0.0047. 
Vertical offsets among subject datasets reflect different vertical positions of the eye with respect 
to lens and display. Disregarding offsets, changes in GPV readings per degree were still very 
similar across subjects. 

 

7.1.2.2 GPV-OCAP correlations 

Although the relationships between eye orientations and OCAPs were not clean, some distinct 

correlations did emerge. Because subjects tended to look in different directions for the NL and 

PL tasks, and NL and PL GPVs were substantially different, GPVs from these tasks were 

considered separately. Looking between subjects, PL GPVs grossly preserved OCAP differences. 

As seen in Figure 44 and Figure 45, differences between subject OCAPs were echoed in PL GPV 
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differences. S2’s PL GPVs were not as far leftward as OCAPs were, but PL GPVs corresponded 

more appropriately along the vertical dimension. 

Figure 44 – Gross horizontal PL GPV, OCAP relationships, S1 and S2 

Each point represents the initial positions of 1 day’s horizontal OCAP and horizontal PL GPV 
intraday linear model with respect to time. Data for S2 are shown in blue, and data for S3 in red. 
There is some overlap in horizontal PL GPVs that does not exist in OCAPs. The average pattern 
S2’s OCAPs being more left than S3’s is preserved in PL GPVs, however. 
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Figure 45 – Gross vertical PL GPV, OCAP relationships, S1 and S2 

Each point represents the initial positions of 1 day’s vertical OCAP and vertical PL GPV intraday 
linear model with respect to time. Data for S2 are shown in blue, and data for S3 in red. Vertical 
PL GPVs correspond to OCAPs more accurately than horizontal PL GPVs. 
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NL GPVs, shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47 did not correspond to OCAPs as well as PL GPVs. 

Along the horizontal dimension, NL GPVs varied little between S2 and S3. Vertical NL GPVs were 

closer to 0 than their PL GPV counterparts, making the divide between S2 and S3 less 

pronounced and reducing the correlation between NL GPVs and OCAPs. Given this apparent 

difference between NL and PL GPVs, quantitative GPV-OCAP analyses focused only PL GPVs. 

Figure 46 – Gross horizontal NL GPV, OCAP relationships, S1 and S2 

Each point represents the initial positions of 1 day’s horizontal OCAP and horizontal NL GPV 
intraday linear model with respect to time. Data for S2 are shown in blue, and data for S3 in red. 
Unlike PL GPVs, NL GPVs showed little difference between subjects, despite large OCAP 
differences. 
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Figure 47 – Gross vertical NL GPV, OCAP relationships, S1 and S2 

Each point represents the initial positions of 1 day’s vertical OCAP and vertical NL GPV intraday 
linear model with respect to time. Data for S2 are shown in blue, and data for S3 in red. NL GPVs 
were on average higher for S2 than S3, as were OCAPs, but the correlation between GPVs and 
OCAPs was less pronounced than with PL GPVs, 
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Although GPV model initial positions were favored for analysis, some consideration of model 

variability was required. In concept, the initial position of the intraday model should be less 

variable than central or final positions because it would not be as sensitive to how many trials 

were performed. Some GPV-OCAP correlations were made worse, however, when simple mean 

values were replaced by model initial positions in calculations. To investigate why this might 

happen, OLS regressions of model initial and final positions with respect to time across days 

were evaluated. Table 7 shows R 2 values for these regressions. As expected, almost all models 

had smaller residual variability with initial positions than final positions. This was reversed, 

however, for S3 in PL GPV models. S3’s PL GPV model initial positions along the horizontal axis 

had an R 2 value almost an order of magnitude smaller than final positions.  

Table 7 – Variability of intraday model points across days 

R 2 values for OLS regressions of GPV intraday model initial and final positions with respect to 
time across days. R 2 values were larger for nearly all regressions using model initial positions, 
compared to those of regressions using final positions. The only exception was S3 along the 
horizontal axis with PL GPVs. 

Subject 

Horizontal GPV, date R 2 Vertical GPV, date R 2 

NL model PL model NL model PL model 

Initial  Final Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final 

S2 0.33 0.17 0.30 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.17 0.03 

S3 0.004 0.0005 0.009 0.08 0.23 0.006 0.03 0.03 

 

Considering the R 2 values in Table 7, calculation of correlation coefficients used all OCAP 

estimates for a given day matched with that day’s PL GPV model initial position. The only 

exception to this was the calculation for S3 along the horizontal axis, for which PL GPV model 

final positions were used. Correlation coefficients and zero-correlation probabilities are shown 

in Table 8. Correlation coefficients were low, particularly given the variance individual-trial OCAP 

estimates, but were high enough to suggest a relationship between PL GPVs and OCAPs. 
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Table 8 – PL GPV, OCAP correlation coefficients 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given for each subject and dimension, comparing PL GPVs to 
OCAPs. OCAP estimates for each target localization trial were matched with the PL GPV model 
initial or final position for same day. Probabilities were determined by bootstrap resampling 
OCAP estimates assuming independence from PL GPVs. Although correlation coefficients were 
low, PL GPVs were related to OCAPs. 

Subject Dimension GPV model point Pearson’s r Probability 

S2 
Horizontal Initial 0.07 < 0.008 

Vertical Initial 0.14 < 10−6 

S3 
Horizontal Final 0.08 < 8 × 10−6 

Vertical Initial 0.09 < 10−6 

 

PL GPV initial model positions were subtracted from OCAP model initial positions to determine 

how much of a correction PL GPV data could provide. Residual OCAPs and amounts of correction 

are shown in Table 9. On average, adjusting the camera based on the PL GPV would have 

accounted for 59% of the original OCAP. 

Table 9 – Residual OCAPs after PL GPV correction 

OCAP intraday model initial positions are shown alongside residual OCAPs after subtracting PL 
GPV intraday model initial positions. On average, adjusting the camera based on the PL GPV 
would have accounted for 59% of the original OCAP. 

Subject Dimension 
Average OCAP initial position (°) 

Correction 
Original Residual 

S2 
Horizontal −17 −12 25% 

Vertical 18 1.6 91% 

S3 
Horizontal 9.8 1.3 87% 

Vertical −10 −6.6 34% 

 

Rates of OCAP change were similarly recalculated after subtracting corresponding PL GPV initial 

model positions. OLS regression lines for OCAP intraday model initial positions over time, with 

or without adjustment based on PL GPV, were calculated across days. Only trends that were 
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significantly different from 0 were considered for PL GPV adjustment. As shown in Table 10, PL 

GPVs accounted for an average of 94% of OCAP changes over time. 

Table 10 – Residual OCAP rates of change after PL GPV correction 

OLS regression was used to calculated average changes of OCAP model initial positions over time, 
with and without subtracting PL GPVs. S3’s vertical rate of change was excluded because initial 
OCAPs did not show any significant trend with time. Subtracting PL GPVs counteracted an 
average of 94% of the remaining rates of change. 

Subject Dimension 
OCAP rate of change (°/day) 

Correction 
Original Residual 

S2 
Horizontal −0.026 −0.0009 96% 

Vertical −0.026 −0.009 66% 
S3 Horizontal −0.002 0.0004 120% 
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7.1.2.3 Intraday-interday GPV directional relationships 

Relationships among intraday GPV trends showed the same patterns as OCAPs. NL and PL GPV 

trend relationships between days were calculated separately and then pooled for analysis. 

Intraday trend directions tended to have small differences from interday baseline directions, 

while differences from interday reset vectors averaged around 180°. Direction differences were 

stacked within 1° bins around the circle. 

Figure 48 – GPV inter- and intraday vector directions, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between GPV interday and intraday vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. Direction 
variance was significantly low. Direction correlation was positive, but not significant. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−11° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −44°–19° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.70 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
0.002 

- Inter-run change, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.17 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.07 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.1 
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Figure 49 – GPV interday reset, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between GPV interday reset and previous intraday trend 
vectors. Direction differences had a mean confined to the 180° quadrant and were significantly 
nonuniform. Direction variance was significantly low and the positive correlation was significantly 
high. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
180° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 162°–
197° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.50 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Inter-run reset, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.51 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 10−5 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.05 
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7.1.2.4 Intra-run, inter-run, intraday GPV directional relationships 

Intra- and inter-run GPV behavior was the same as that of OCAPs. The vector between the start 

of one trial run to the next (inter-run vector) typically pointed in a direction similar to the first’s 

intra-run trend, and intra-run trends tended to be reversed between trial runs. Just as with 

OCAPs, intra-run and inter-run vector directions were still inversely correlated. Inter-run vector 

directions correlated with those of reset vectors instead of intra-run vectors. Also like OCAPs, 

intra-run trend directions only had a modest tendency to align with intraday trend directions. 

Direction differences plotted below were stacked within 1° bins around the circle. 

Figure 50 – GPV inter- and intra-run vector directions, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between inter-run and intra-run GPV vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 0° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. Direction 
variance was significantly low, and directions were inversely correlated. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−0.5° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −16°–14° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.67 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Inter-run change, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = −0.22 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.999 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.05 
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Figure 51 – GPV inter-run reset, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between GPV run reset and intra-run vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 180° quadrant and were significantly nonuniform. 
Direction variance was significantly low and the positive correlation was significantly high. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
178° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 167°–
188° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.54 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
10−5 

- Inter-run reset, prior-run trend 
direction circular correlation 
coefficient = 0.50 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 10−5 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.01 
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Figure 52 – GPV intraday and intra-run trends, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between intraday and intra-run vectors. Direction 
differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were significantly nonuniform. The 
negative correlation resulted from pooling NL and PL data. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
1.4° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −48°–47° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.88 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.06 

- Intraday, intra-run trend direction 
circular correlation coefficient = 
−0.06 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.8 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.03 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

7.1.2.5 Cross-experiment GPV-OCAP directional relationships 

Comparing intraday and intra-run trends across tests (OCAP/GPV measurements) did not yield 

very clean results. Intraday and intra-run trend directions did not match well within tests, and 

the lack of synchronization between OCAP and GPV measurements added to that variability.  

Each OCAP and NL or PL GPV intra-run trend was compared to that day’s NL or PL GPV and OCAP 

intraday trend, respectively. Comparisons using NL GPV intraday and intra-run trends (Figure 53) 

showed a significant correlation between the GPV and OCAP measurements, and direction 

differences were significantly nonuniform. These direction differences, while having a mean 

confined to the 0° semicircle, did not have a mean confidence interval that included 0°. 
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For comparison, Figure 54 shows comparisons using system-on PL GPV trends. Unlike for 

system-off NL GPV trends, differences between PL GPV and OCAP trends were quite uniform. 

Figure 53 – Cross-measurement intraday and intra-run trends, NL GPVs and OCAPs, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between intraday and intra-run trend vectors compared 
across NL GPV and OCAP measurements. Each point represents the difference between one trial 
run’s trend direction from one measurement and the intraday trend direction of the other 
measurement. Direction differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were 
significantly nonuniform. 0° was, however, not inside the mean 95% confidence interval. 
Direction variance was significantly low and the positive correlation was significantly high. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
50° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: 23°–81° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.83 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
0.0006 

- Intraday, intra-run trend direction 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.18 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 10−3 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: < 0.05 
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Figure 54 – Cross-measurement intraday and intra-run trends, PL GPVs and OCAPs, S2 and S3 

Distribution of direction differences between intraday and intra-run trend vectors compared 
across PL GPV and OCAP measurements. Each point represents the difference between one trial 
run’s trend direction from one measurement and the intraday trend direction of the other 
measurement. Direction differences were uniformly distributed around the circle. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
16° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −148°–
182° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.98 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.9 

- Intraday, intra-run trend direction 
circular correlation coefficient = 
−0.15 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.99 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: > 0.1 
o von Mises: < 0.05 
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7.2 Simultaneous OCAP measurement and eye tracking 

 Separate eye-tracking and target localization tasks described in Section 7.1 demonstrated some 

connection between eye orientations and OCAPs. GPV and OCAP measurements taken at 

different times on different setups, however, fell short of permitting precise inspection of the 

eye orientation-OCAP relationship. Building upon the investigation started using the tower-

mounted eye tracker, eye-tracking glasses were configured to permit simultaneous eye tracking 

and target localization. Not only did this allow monitoring eye orientations during the target 

localization task, but it also permitted automatic adjustment of the subject’s CAP in response to 

eye movements. The acute study described below showed that eye orientation trends measured 

during trial runs matched trends in pointing biases, as well as demonstrated the utility of linking 

CAPs to eye orientations. 

7.2.1 Methods 

7.2.1.1 Subjects and equipment 

Both S2 and S3 participated in this experiment, along with an additional subject, S4. S1 was 

unavailable for scheduling during these tests. S4 was implanted with an Argus II retinal 

prosthesis in July 2014 under an FDA HDE. Like S1–3, S4’s prosthesis was implanted in the right 

eye. Each subject attended only 1 session on September 13th (S4) or 14th (S2 and S3) in 2016. 

Standard Argus II glasses were replaced with SMI Eye Tracking Glasses 2.0. These lensless glasses 

had miniature cameras aimed at the eyes, and the frame around each eye was lined with 6 

infrared illuminators. The glasses sent images of each eye to a connected laptop computer for 

processing in eye-tracking software. The software constructed a model of each eye in a process 

of self-calibration that did not require responses to stimuli. Instead, subjects moved their eyes 
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over large ranges for about 1–2 minutes. The software used the locations of the pupil relative to 

the six corneal reflections to develop its model of each eye, and then subsequently to estimate 

directions of gaze. Different nosepieces were used to ensure eyes were well-positioned with 

respect to the eye-tracking cameras. 

An additional scene camera was attached to the bridge of the glasses, similarly to the 

configuration on the Argus II glasses. The lens attached to the camera permitted a FOV ranging 

73° × 55°. The camera sent a 640 × 480 pixel image to a laptop computer, and an 18° × 11° area 

was isolated for use with the subject’s Argus II. This image subsection was sent to the VPU in 

place of the image normally obtained by the Argus II camera. The VPU’s CAP setting was always 

centered at (0°,0°) to ensure that subsection provided by the computer was processed in its an 

entirety, and nothing else. The transceiver coil described in Section 7.1.1.1 for use with PL was 

used for this setup to transmit camera-driven stimulation commands from the VPU to the 

subject’s implant. 

The computer processing the scene camera’s input assumed the functional role of implementing 

any CAP setting. A simple, constant CAP setting mimicked the paradigm of the Argus II: one 

subsection of the image was always processed, and head movement was the only method of 

scanning a scene. Alternatively, the computer could use eye-tracking to adjust the CAP in 

response to eye movements. Eye-tracking measurements were made at 60 Hz, and CAP 

adjustments were made every 0.01–0.02 seconds. Modifying the CAP based on eye movements 

added the capacity for scanning a scene with both head and eye movements. These two modes, 

constant and dynamics CAPs, were referred to as head-only and eye-head scanning conditions. 

Eye tracking data were collected regardless of condition. Eye-tracking-based CAP adjustments in 

eye-head scanning were added to a baseline constant CAP that was set to improve accuracy. 
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The eye-tracking were also equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The IMU 

provided linear acceleration data along all 3 spatial axes, as well as angular velocities along yaw, 

pitch, and roll dimensions. Eye-tracking, IMU, and target localization data were all synchronized 

to have matching timestamps. 

7.2.1.2 Study procedures 

Subjects were asked to perform target localization using the eye-tracking glasses. Subjects sat 

36–40 cm from the touchscreen and only responded with their dominant hands. Each subject 

performed 5–6 trial runs of 20 trials each. At least 2 trial runs were performed with each 

scanning condition, with at least 2 eye-head scanning trial runs directly followed by 2 head-only 

scanning runs. The experimenter informed the subject of scanning condition before trial run. 

When eye-head scanning was enabled, subjects were encouraged to use eye movements for 

scanning the screen. 

7.2.1.3 Analysis of synchronized eye-tracking, localization, and head-motion data 

Ordinary least squares linear models were calculated for localization errors and subjects’ points 

of regard (PORs) with respect to time within each trial run. Separate models were calculated for 

horizontal and vertical dimensions, and then combined as a 3D vector. The directions of the 

vectors in the horizontal-vertical plane were computed, and vectors for localization errors and 

PORs were compared within each trial run, using the same direction difference calculations 

described in Section 5.1.4. Analyses focused on the pooled data of all 3 subjects. 

Eye-tracking readings were recorded continuously throughout trial runs, including time before 

and after trials. The time when a target was in view was not recorded. Trends in eye orientations 
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within trial runs were calculated in two ways: either using all readings from a trial run, or only 

using readings from specified intervals relative to trial starts or ends. 

Head motion, and corresponding eye movement via the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), was 

suspected to interfere with measuring subtle changes in average eye orientation, particularly in 

the head-only scanning condition. To analyze the contribution of VOR to observed eye 

movements, eye movement velocities were calculated from eye orientation readings and 

timestamps. Eye movements related to VOR can be expected to inversely correlate with head 

rotations. Normalized eye movement and head angular velocities from one example trial with 

head-only scanning were plotted to demonstrate such a suggestion of VOR influence. Head 

angular velocities were inverted in the plot to show how the two velocities corresponded more 

clearly. 

IMU-measured angular velocities (yaw and pitch) were correlated with computed eye 

movement velocities (horizontal and vertical) to quantify contributions of VOR to eye 

movements within subsections of trials. If some time period typically had reduced VOR 

influence, such as at the beginning or end trials, focusing analyses on trial-to-trial differences 

within that time period may be more effective for monitoring trends in average eye orientation. 

Within each subject and scanning mode, trials were broken into 0.5s periods and pooled. Within 

each period, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated for head angular and POR 

velocities.  

Mean correlation coefficients were calculated for periods covering time up to the median trial 

completion time of 7.0s. Each mean was based on 12 observations, one coefficient for each of: 3 

subjects × 2 scanning modes (eye-head/head-only) × 2 dimensions (horizontal/vertical). 

Significance was tested by creating 105 bootstrap period samples using stratified resampling. 
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Each bootstrap sample contained 12 coefficients, one from each data stratum, each taken from 

a random period through the median trial completion time. Correlation coefficients closer to 0 

in the initial period may indicate less influence of VOR on POR during that time. Trend direction 

differences between errors and eye orientations were reanalyzed considering only the readings 

within the period with the small absolute correlation. 

Rates intra-run error trends were also compared between scanning conditions. More trial runs 

were performed with eye-head scanning, so testing the significance of the difference between 

conditions focused on resampling eye-head scanning data. A bootstrap distribution of eye-head 

scanning error rates of change was developed using stratified resampling within subject-

dimension (H/V) strata, and the observed error rate of change was for head-only scanning was 

compared to that distribution. 
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7.2.2 Results 

7.2.2.1 Trend direction differences considering all eye-orientation readings 

Taken altogether, localization error trends tended to point in the same direction as trends in eye 

orientation. When considering all eye-tracking readings throughout each trial run, error and eye 

trends only matched when eye-head scanning was enabled. Eye readings from head-only 

scanning runs did not have prevalent trends pointed any consistent direction relative to that of 

the trend in errors. The bias seen when considering direction differences in all trial runs was 

largely carried by eye-head scanning runs. Direction differences show below were plotted within 

1° bins around the circle. 

Figure 55 – Trend direction differences, all eye readings, both scanning conditions, S2, S3, and 
S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends considering all eye-tracking readings, from both head-only and eye-head scanning runs. 
Direction differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were significantly 
nonuniform. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−8.3° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −53°–45° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.58 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.06 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.12 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.3 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.05 
o von Mises: > 0.1 
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Figure 56 – Trend direction differences, all eye readings, head-only scanning, S2, S3, and S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends for head-only scanning runs, considering all eye-tracking readings. There was no clear 
relationship between eye-orientation and localization-error trends. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−34° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −184°–
103° 

- Difference circular variance = 0.73 
o Probability of observing 

variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.7 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = 
−0.56 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.8 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: > 0.1 
o von Mises: > 0.1 
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Figure 57 – Trend direction differences, all eye readings, eye-head scanning, S2, S3, and S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends for eye-head scanning runs, considering all eye-tracking readings. Direction differences 
had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were significantly nonuniform. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
0.3° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −30°–61° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.45 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.05 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.17 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.2 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.05 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

7.2.2.2 Head motion and VOR 

Eye-movement velocities had prominent inverse correlations with head angular velocities in 

head-only trial runs, as shown with inverted head velocities in Figure 58 and Figure 59. Eye 

movements dominated by VOR should move in the opposite direction of any head movement, 

thus VOR-based eye movements should match normalized head movements multiplied by −1. 

The latter relationship is shown for simplicity. Eye and head movements did not have as clear a 

relationship in eye-head scanning trial runs. 
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Figure 58 – Head and eye horizontal velocity measurements 

Eye-movement velocities for one example head-only scanning trial run are shown as black circles. 
Inverse IMU-measured angular velocities are shown as a blue line. The blue line was chosen to 
represent head velocities instead of separate blue points for clarity. Both velocities were 
normalized (centered and rescaled) and are plotted against time. Eye movement velocities and 
inverse head velocities generally matched well in head-only scanning trials.  
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Figure 59 – Head and eye vertical velocity measurements 

Eye-movement velocities for the same head-only scanning trial run as for Figure 58 are shown as 
black circles. Inverse IMU-measured angular velocities are shown as a blue line. The blue line was 
chosen to represent head velocities instead of separate blue points for clarity. Both velocities 
were normalized (centered and rescaled) and are plotted against time. Eye movement velocities 
and inverse head velocities generally matched well in head-only scanning trials.   

 

Head-only scanning trial runs were collectively analyzed to determine whether any 0.5s time 

periods through 7s had significantly less correlation between head and eye movements. As 

shown in Figure 60, the first 0.5s period after the beginning of the trial did not show as strong a 

correlation as later periods. The mean correlation coefficient for this 0–0.5s period was 20% less 

negative than the mean of the other period coefficients (p < 0.0006), and thus likely had less 

contribution of VOR.  
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Figure 60 – Head and eye velocity correlation coefficients 

Mean correlation coefficients of head angular velocities and eye-movement velocities pooled 
within 0.5s periods of elapsed trial time. Head and eye-movement velocities had significantly less 
negative correlation coefficients in the 0–0.5s period than other periods. 

 

7.2.2.3 Trend direction differences with focus on trial times 0–0.5s  

Using eye-orientation data only from the first 0.5s of each trial to development trial run linear 

models yielded trend directions that were significantly biased toward the directions of 

localization error trends. Changing the analyzed timed window did not affect the localization 

error trends, because 1 data point represented the entirety of each trial’s error. When pooling 

direction differences from both scanning conditions, the distribution of differences was 

significantly nonuniform and biased toward 0°. Variance was significantly low, and the positive 
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correlation was significantly high. Similar patterns can be seen when head-only scanning is 

isolated, but results are not as significant because there fewer data points. The distribution for 

eye-head scanning still appears biased, but no results were significant with this time filter. 

Figure 61 – Trend direction differences, trial time 0–0.5s, both scanning conditions, S2, S3, and 
S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends considering eye-tracking readings from only the first 0–0.5s of each trial, from both head-
only and eye-head scanning runs. Direction differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle 
and were significantly nonuniform. Direction variance was significantly low and the positive 
correlation was significantly high. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−17° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −51°–11° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.41 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation < 
0.005 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.64 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 0.003 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.01 
o von Mises: > 0.1 
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Figure 62 – Trend direction differences, trial time 0–0.5s, head-only scanning, S2, S3, and S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends from head-only scanning runs, considering eye-tracking readings from only the first 0–0.5s 
of each trial. Direction differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were 
significantly nonuniform. Correlation between trend directions was significantly high. 

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−10° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −50°–22° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.29 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.08 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = 
0.76 

o No positive correlation 
probability < 0.03 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: < 0.05 
o von Mises: > 0.1 
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Figure 63 – Trend direction differences, trial time 0–0.5s, eye-head scanning, S2, S3, and S4 

Distribution of direction differences between eye-orientation and localization-error intra-run 
trends from eye-head scanning runs, considering eye-tracking readings from only the first 0–0.5s 
of each trial. Direction differences had a mean confined to the 0° semicircle and were 
significantly nonuniform.  

- Difference circular mean angle = 
−24° 

o Bootstrap 95% CI: −85°–22° 
- Difference circular variance = 0.50 

o Probability of observing 
variance as low or lower 
assuming no correlation > 
0.08 

- Error-eye intra-run trend directions 
circular correlation coefficient = −37 

o No positive correlation 
probability > 0.8 

- Fit probability: 
o uniform: > 0.05 
o von Mises: > 0.1 

 

 

7.2.2.4 Rates of localization error change 

Localization errors had an average intra-run rate of change of 0.03°/day, with a maximum of 

0.15°/day. Considering scanning modes separately, errors changed an average rate of 

0.024°/day for eye-head scanning, and 0.040°/day with head-only scanning. Based on bootstrap 

resampling eye-head scanning data, observing a mean rate of change as high as 0.040°/day was 

less than 5 × 10−6. Removing the most extreme head-only rate of change (0.15°/day) as an 

outlier reduced the head-only average rate of change to 0.032°/day, which was still significantly 

higher than the eye-head average of change (p < 0.02).  
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7.3 Discussion 

Repeated measurements from the eye-tracking tower and the acute head-mounted eye-tracking 

experiment provided evidence linking OCAP behavior to changes in eye orientations. Comparing 

the separate GPV and OCAP measurements showed a relationship in how each changed over 

the course of weeks and months. Given differences in how each were measured, though, the 

dual-setup configuration only weakly suggested intraday similarities in trends. In contrast, 

although the head-mounted eye tracker could only be used for 2 days, simultaneous eye 

tracking and target localization showed a robust relationship between eye orientations and 

localization errors on the timescale of a single trial run. 

Correlating eye orientations from the eye-tracking tower to OCAPs was very sensitive to the task 

used for measuring GPVs. Figure 44 and Figure 45 showed that GPVs measured in response to 

visual stimulation, when comparing between subjects, grossly matched the biases observed with 

OCAPs. Figure 46 and Figure 47, on the other hand, showed that GPVs during nose localization 

matched OCAPs far less reliably. Horizontal NL GPVs did not seem to adhere to any relationship 

at all with OCAPs. Vertical NL GPVs reflected OCAP biases, but were held closer to 0° than their 

PL counterparts. Even though no specific instruction for where to look was provided during NL, 

the task may have motivated subjects to orient their eyes closer to their noses. NL may have 

thereby anchored eye orientations away from those favored during stimulation, reducing or 

even completely eliminating biases expected from subjects based on OCAPs. 

Because PL GPVs were generally better reflections of OCAPs than NL GPVs, correlations across 

sessions focused only on PL GPVs. Individual OCAP and GPV measurements could not be paired 

in any reasonable way, so OCAP estimates for each trial were paired with an endpoint of the 
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same day’s intraday PL GPV model. The reverse, matching PL GPVs to OCAP model endpoints, 

was disfavored simply because more OCAP data points were taken each day, and the increased 

data count increased analysis power. When considering OCAPs and their corresponding initial 

GPV position, or final position in the one case for S3, OCAPs and GPVs significantly correlated 

along both dimensions. 

Significant correlations indicated some link between the datasets, but did not indicate the 

relevance of any such link. In an attempt to address the importance of the relationship between 

OCAPs and eye orientations, OCAPs were reanalyzed assuming that any change in GPV could be 

negated by an automatic adjustment of the camera. These hypothetical adjustments would 

have all reduced the CAP modification necessary to optimize accuracy, as GPVs were never 

oriented opposite to OCAPs. Residual calculated OCAPs were on average 59% smaller than the 

original OCAPs, reductions ranging 25–91%. Calculated residual rates of OCAP change were 

similarly reduced by an average of 94%. If overshoots were to be penalized, converting S3’s 

overcompensation of 120% to an 80% reduction, then the mean residual rate of OCAP change 

would be 81% smaller than the original.  

Simulated camera adjustments based on given GPVs were not always helpful, however, and did 

present a problem with OCAPs that did not significantly change. Adjustment of S3’s camera 

along the vertical axis would have counteracted the nonsignificant observed rate of change by 

over 400%. One might hope that such disparity in eye-orientation and OCAP measurements 

might not arise when eye tracking and compensation are present and active during the pointing 

task. Nevertheless, the remainder of the simulated adjustments suggest that eye orientations 

can still account for a large portion of OCAP eccentricities and changes. A system could 
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conceivably compensate for 59% of OCAP eccentricity and 81% of OCAP changes by using only 

eye-tracking data. 

Further supporting the role of eye orientations in how OCAPs shift over time, GPVs displayed the 

same behavior in intraday and intra-run trends as OCAPs. Just like OCAPs, GPVs shifted within 

days, and the direction of an intraday trend typically had a small angular difference from the 

change between sessions. From the end of one session to the beginning the next, GPVs tended 

to reverse the direction of change seen with the prior day’s GPV trend. OCAPs not only 

displayed this reset pattern between days, but also between localization trial runs. Interestingly, 

GPVs also demonstrated resets between NL and PL trial runs. When comparing intra-run trends 

to intraday trends, both OCAPs and GPVs displayed a weak, yet significant, bias for trends to 

point in the same direction. GPV intra-run and intraday trends were negatively correlated, while 

OCAP trends were positively correlated, but this negatively correlation disappeared when NL 

and PL trends were analyzed separately. Similar behavior on trial-run and test-session scales 

would be required if eye orientations drive changes in OCAPs, and these data demonstrate such 

commonalities exist. 

Directly linking eye orientation trends with OCAP trends was not as simple as relating trends 

within experiments. Intraday trends between experiments were not similar enough for any 

significant results. Individual trial-run trends needed to be considered to increase test power. 

Intra-run trend directions were all therefore compared to the intraday trend direction of the 

other experiment. Significant results only manifested when NL and PL GPV trends were 

separated. Unlike with correlations across days, however, only NL GPV trend directions 

significantly matched OCAP directions; no such correlation was evident with PL GPVs. NL GPV 

and OCAP direction differences were widely distributed, but the difference mean and variance 
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and direction correlation were all significantly suggestive of a bias for trends to align. PL GPV 

and OCAP direction differences were uniformly distributed. Although anchoring eye orientation 

to the nose may have counteracted any trends across days, the reduced variance in eye 

orientation may have made subtle intraday GPV trends more detectable. 

Separate eye-tracking and target-localization setups were clearly insufficient for demonstrating 

a direct link between eye orientation and OCAP changes, at least on short timescales. 

Simultaneous eye tracking and target localization with the head-mounted eye tracker, however, 

was well-suited for exploring a direct relationship. Although limited accessibility to the head-

mounted eye tracker made regular assessments impractical, and thus precluded examining long-

term eye and localization behavior, enough data were collected to show similarities within trial 

runs. 

Without any filtering, localization errors and eye orientations had intra-run trends that tended 

to point in the same direction. Some tendency for trend alignment may have been present in 

head-only scanning, but if so, only enough to bolster the alignment seen with eye-head 

scanning. No significant bias in trend direction differences could be seen within head-only 

scanning. Eye orientations during head-only scanning were likely dominated by VOR, but overall 

trends in head motion did not appear to translate into trends in errors. VOR-induced eye 

movements at the time of viewing the target likely would have produced corresponding 

localization errors, but all other VOR eye movements would have been largely unrelated to 

response error. 

Eye movements with eye-head scanning were less subject to VOR, and eye displacements 

caused by VOR would not necessarily create localization errors in this condition. If eye 

orientations tended to move in a particular direction through a trial run, localization errors 
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would not be expected to follow in the same way as for head-only scanning. For example, if a 

subject’s average eye orientation tends to move upward through a trial run, the average height 

of the CAP and the scanned location on the screen would also go up. Although the eye is pointed 

higher, the target will only be seen if it too is higher. Rather than localization errors being 

caused by eye-camera misalignments, in which case you would expect errors to grow in the 

same direction as eye-orientation shifts, errors may be related more to pointing imprecision and 

only viewing a side of the target. If the average gaze angle is higher, it becomes more likely that 

a subject will first strike upon the top of the target. As targets were about 7° in diameter, a 

viewing bias can start a subject with up to a 3.5° pointing bias, not considering any other sources 

of pointing bias. The alignment in trends seen in eye-head scanning were thus more likely eye-

orientation shifts affecting viewing bias rather than eye-camera misalignment. 

VOR appeared to have less influence on head-only scanning trials within the first 0.5s of each 

trial. Analyzing trial-to-trial trends using only that timeframe yielded trend directions that 

matched error trends very well. Root-mean-square head angular velocities were well above 

subject minimums during this period, so this period was not ideal because subjects were most 

still. Subjects may have been moving their eyes in advance of head motions to look for the 

target. Head movements would be initiated with some small delay after eye movements, so the 

two would not correlate, and the eye movements could still provide meaningful information. If 

there is a change in resting eye orientation, that change might be expected to persist through 

the trial run and generate errors through eye-camera misalignments. The direction and 

magnitude of initial eye movements, relating to search patterns, could also provide information 

on viewing bias during the trial. Trends observed with trial-start periods could thus provide 

information that affects localization errors. Trend directions were significantly aligned after 
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applying this time filter, and correlations may be even stronger if times of stimulation could be 

isolated. 

Comparing rates of error trends between head-only scanning and eye-head scanning indicated 

that errors progressed at faster rate with head-only scanning. Eye-head scanning reduced the 

localization error rate of change by 24%–40%. While this reduction is more modest than that 

predicted by subtracting tower-mount GPVs from OCAPs, it is consistent in suggesting that eye-

tracking can significantly slow down error rates of change, but not completely prevent shifts in 

localization errors. Greater reduction may have been observed with eye-head scanning if smaller 

targets were used and errors within the radius of the target, but not at the center of the target, 

were less prominent in analyses. 
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8 General discussion 

The studies described in Chapters 5–7 characterized several time-dependent attributes of CAPs 

and localization accuracy. First, the results in Chapter 5 demonstrated that Argus II users could 

not passively adapt to camera misalignments. CAPs need to be specifically configured for each 

user in order to optimize accuracy. Further, as shown in Chapter 6, any constant CAP applied for 

a user might only be applicable in a small fraction of other randomly chosen timepoints. OCAPs 

changed with time in slow, but steady progressions. Eye-tracking experiments detailed in 

Chapter 7 suggest that at least part of the observed OCAP changes were related to how average 

eye orientations were drifting. Eye orientations correlated with OCAPs across days, and the two 

measurements followed the same reset behavior between sessions and between trial runs. 

When eyes were tracked during target localization runs, eye orientations and localization errors 

tended to move in the same directions. Altogether, this research suggests that optimal accuracy 

with remote-camera prostheses is complicated by eye-orientation behavior, and that prosthesis-

integrated eye tracking can at least partially compensate for the gradual degradation of 

accuracy. 

8.1 Lack of passive adaptation 

When one considers perceptual misalignment, it is readily imagined as being observable by the 

subject. Knowing that there is some misalignment, the imagined visual scene is shifted to no 

longer correspond with reality. For example, one can imagine that a subject reaches for a plate, 

but reaches much too far to the right. That imagined error is easy to comprehend, and the 

solution would seem obvious. The subject must try reaching farther left until the reaching 

motion is properly aimed toward the plate. Melding that idea with camera misalignment would 
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lead one to expect that a prosthesis user should detect a misalignment and learn corrective 

behavior, at least through trial and error.  

Such a mental image of misalignment and correction is consistent with experiments involving 

altered visual fields. As discussed in Section 2.5, normally-sighted subjects can successfully adapt 

to inverted or translated visual fields within hours or days, depending on the degree of 

alteration. Although the vision provided by a prosthesis is extremely diminished in quality, it is 

consistent enough for misalignments to have readily observable effects on accuracy. One might 

therefore be surprised when prosthesis users fail to notice or adapt to camera misalignments, 

and accuracy remains poor without any indication of improvement. 

Held and Hein136 pointed out that reafference was required for adaptation to prism glasses. This 

immediately provides one reason why prosthesis users should not be able to adapt to camera 

misalignments. If camera misalignments are considered equivalent to the visual shifts caused by 

prism glasses, users would only be able to properly adjust their motor commands after viewing 

their actions through the prosthesis. Current prosthetic vision, however, is not informative 

enough for users to recognize their body parts or their actions, and Luo’s234 experiment with an 

LED on the user’s finger suggested that generating reafference is not a simple task. 

Beyond not being able to recognize their actions, prosthesis users have difficulty recognizing the 

source of any particular stimulation. Elicited phosphenes often lack fine details, such that 

individual or small groups of electrodes produce images of blobs or arcs rather than clean 

dots170. Localization is also not precise, as seen through the SDs of target localization responses 

shown in Table 2. Between not being able to see a clear picture, with no orienting cues to 

provide structure, and not localizing percepts consistently, it is little wonder that users do not 

readily detect camera misalignments. With localization error SDs of 5°–9° after substantial 
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practice, users probably have some learned expectation for not localizing objects consistently. 

Even when something is seen unusually far from its true location, users cannot rule out the 

possibility that they are actually looking at something other than the known target. Despite 

being faced with consistent failure in localizing known objects, users may not recognize the 

nature of the misalignment, and simply assume that they are not seeing anything meaningful. 

While current prosthesis technology does not permit users to intuitively compensate for camera 

misalignments, some modifications might prove helpful toward that end. Not only was 

integrated eye tracking useful for correlating eye movements and error changes, localization 

with eye-head scanning also drastically improved response precision235. Response error 

distributions were concentrated into widths closer to those of the 7° targets. If users can localize 

stimuli more precisely, they might gain more confidence regarding the locations of percepts or 

even orientation cues from the environment. Increased confidence could allow them to notice 

camera misalignments more readily. Although eye-head scanning would not directly improve 

reafference, the ability to detect misalignment would place more cognitive tools for adaptation 

at the user’s disposal. 

Attaching an LED to a finger or wearing a lit glove likely will not provide users with reafference, 

partly because signals from the marker can be confused with other light sources. Although still 

subject to the messy spatial and temporal dynamics of retinal stimulation, driving prosthesis 

activity based on infrared signals instead of visible light could reduce confusing environment 

noise. Infrared-based stimulation has been shown to significantly help in the localization of 

people and hot objects, when compared to standard visible-light use236. Users would still not 

likely see any well-formed image when infrared signals are processed, but the chances of them 

being able to relate stimulation to their own hand movement should be greater than with 
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normal imagery. Stimulation might not correlate sufficiently with movements to qualify as 

reafference useful for cerebellar learning, but it could be another resource for helping users to 

perceive and understand camera misalignment. 

Special rehabilitation for identifying and responding to camera misalignment was not explored 

in any of these experiments. Subjects’ responses to in-lab auditory feedback showed that they 

could improve accuracy when errors where highlighted, although that learning may not have 

generalized beyond specific test conditions. It is possible that users could instead be explicitly 

trained to detect discrepancies between elicited visual percepts and tactile signals. Certain 

exercises might help to mentally calibrate the mapping of percepts to egocentric world 

locations. Eye-tracking camera control and infrared imagery could be used to facilitate training 

and exercises to improve the chances of effective adaptation. Such active adaptation to 

misalignments, however, could require considerable time and effort from users. If eye tracking, 

or any other method, can automatically adjust CAPs for misalignments, users would probably be 

more satisfied with an automated solution.  

The lack of passive adaptation to camera misalignment implies that many retinal prostheses and 

any intracranial visual prostheses will require either regular camera alignment or some 

rehabilitation regimen to optimize and maintain accuracy. Future devices, however, might 

bestow greater qualities of vision upon recipients. Prostheses might eventually be able to create 

meaningful, structured visual fields with adequate representation of the body for reafference. 

Camera misalignments would then be closer to vision displaced by prism glasses, and users 

might be able to quickly and intuitively adapt to misalignments. Until such progress is achieved 

though, proper camera alignment will remain important for prosthetic visual function. 
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8.2 OCAP fluctuations 

After tracking OCAPs over several years, it became apparent that pointing biases did not have 

long-term constant values. Run OCAP estimates varied within subjects over ranges as wide as 

37°, and 30-day averages still occupied ranges 12°–31° wide. Most 30-day 95% confidence 

regions, however, were smaller than 10° wide. OCAP changes were not entirely random, given 

the progressions plotted in Figure 22–Figure 25. Something was causing OCAPs to gradually 

move across parts of the camera’s FOV. Although pointing biases changed depending on what 

hand was used, the same slow patterns appeared in separate right- and left-hand responses. 

Changes in eye orientations was a likely candidate for causing OCAP variations. When the 

implanted eye is deviated from the camera’s orientation, localization errors do correlate with 

the direction of eye deviation. If the average eye orientation changed over months or years, it 

would make sense that pointing biases and OCAPs would change accordingly. Eye tracking 

conducted in alternation and simultaneously with target localization confirmed that eye 

orientation behaviors matched those of OCAPs, and adjusting CAPs with eye orientations slowed 

changes in localization errors. 

Both OCAPs and eye orientations demonstrated interesting reset patterns between sessions and 

between runs. During trial runs, OCAPs would progress several degrees along a trend. That trend 

would be partially reversed before the start of the next trial run. The same pattern was found 

among OCAPs within and between sessions. Taken by itself, such trends and resets in OCAPs 

could be interpreted to come from fluctuating motor biases or perhaps trends in retinal 

adaptation to stimulation. The independent presence of reset behavior in eye orientations, 
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particularly when no prosthetic stimulation was provided, argues strongly for eye movements 

generating the observed inter-run and interday OCAP behavior. 

If eye movements might drive OCAP changes at the level of intra-run and intraday trends, it is 

not unreasonable to imagine that they also drive OCAP changes through months and years. PL 

eye orientations did correlate with OCAPs during the 11 months when eye tracking was 

performed in alternation with target localization. The differences between setups and methods 

of data collection, however, made relationships weak and indirect. Simultaneous eye tracking 

and target localization, as described in Section 7.2, would be required through many repeated 

sessions to properly demonstrate the link between eye orientations and long-term OCAP 

changes. If the PL-measured eye orientations had been used to adjust CAPs, residual OCAPs 

eccentricities would have been about 59% smaller than original OCAPs, and rates of OCAP 

change would have been reduced by about 94%. 

The best support for eye movements being tied to localization errors, at least on the timescale 

of minutes, comes from the acute testing done with prosthesis-integrated eye tracking. Trends 

within trial runs, even with only 17 data points, showed significant similarities in direction. 

Errors continued to shift with eye-head scanning, but rates of change were 24%–40% smaller 

than with head-only scanning. Future testing might benefit from using smaller targets for 

localization testing, as well as recording the times in which the prosthesis was providing 

stimulation. With smaller targets, greater reduction in error shifts may observed with eye-head 

scanning. Knowing the orientation of the eye at the time of stimulation, along with the position 

of the target, would help investigate the effect eye orientation on localization errors with 

greater detail. 
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Ultimately, these studies demonstrated that localization errors and eye orientations are related 

in some way. In order to properly determine whether eye movements cause shifts in localization 

errors and OCAPs, however, OCAPs would need to be evaluated over extended periods when no 

eye movements are performed or intended. As no easy method exists for removing the effects 

of corollary discharge on percept localization over long periods, detailed correlation analyses 

may be the only practical way to probe the contribution of eye orientation to localization errors. 

Even if one cannot demonstrate causality, it may be sufficient to know that eye movements 

contain information on how percepts will be located. Such information can be used to rapidly 

adjust camera settings, regardless of whether eye movements are actually the proximal cause of 

OCAP and error shifts. 

8.3 Prosthesis-integrated eye tracking 

Eye tracking merged with current Argus II equipment proved very helpful for demonstrating a 

link between eye movements and localization error changes. Although the prototype setup was 

stationary and restricted to lab use, the proof of concept can be used to develop a mobile 

configuration to replace standard Argus II glasses and processors. If users could always be 

equipped with eye-tracking glasses, the benefits of eye-head scanning could become standard 

for home use. Localization errors could be tracked to determine whether errors continue to shift 

after compensation for eye movements, and eye-tracking data would provide much more 

information on eye movement behavior outside of lab settings. 

Based on the acute experiment described in Section 7.2, eye-head scanning both improves 

pointing precision and slows the rate of error change within trial runs. In order for a system to 

accommodate all the pointing biases observed in Chapter 6, a larger FOV would be needed from 
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the scene camera. The camera used with the prototype eye-tracking setup had a FOV of 73° × 

55°. This was larger than the Argus II camera FOV, 49° × 38°, but still not large enough to handle 

the most extreme calculated OCAPs. The eye tracker’s scene camera could accommodate CAPs 

ranging ±28° × ±22°. That horizontal range was barely enough to satisfy estimated horizontal 

OCAPs, but vertical OCAPs for S1–S3 required eccentricities as high as 25°–40°. Baseline CAPs 

would need to be set at these eccentric positions, and the camera FOV would need to span even 

greater ranges to allow for transient eye movements. Given that using a wider FOV lens would 

increase image distortion, future designs may need multiple scene cameras or allow for physical 

rotation of the camera along multiple axes. 

Although eye-head scanning and subtracting GPVs from OCAPs reduced necessary CAP 

adjustments and slowed pointing-bias changes, these reductions were not consistently 

complete. The lack of complete error compensation when comparing tower-mount GPVs to 

OCAPs could be explained by the differences between setups. The persistence of error changes 

with eye-head scanning, however, implies other factors need consideration. The effects of 

target size and viewing bias mentioned in Section Error! Reference source not found. could be 

investigated by repeating simultaneous eye tracking and target localization with different target 

sizes. Insufficient CAP adjustments related to boundaries of the scene camera may have also 

contributed to localization errors. Removing the effects of the camera boundaries would be less 

simple, requiring hardware changes that expand the scene camera’s FOV. 

Beyond visual contributions to pointing bias, motor commands may also be out of proportion 

with respect to eye orientations. Without reafference to aid cerebellar calibration of motor 

commands, pointing motions might extend to greater eccentricities than the user intends. 

Equivalently, eyes may not move as far as intended or implied in efference copies. Careful 
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examination of eye orientations at times of stimulation, target locations, and response positions 

would be necessary to determine if there is any consistent tendency of a subject to point 

beyond where one would expect based on eye orientations. If subjects almost always make 

errors in the direction of eye deviations, but with eccentricities greater than or equal to those of 

the eye, some personalized scaling factor may be required for CAP adjustments. Further analysis 

can then determine whether localization errors continue to shift or eye-orientation CAP 

adjustment adequately stabilizes pointing biases. 

Future improved visual prostheses will hopefully provide much more detailed and precise visual 

information to their users. With structured visual fields and reafference, users could likely adapt 

to constant components of camera misalignment, and that capacity for adaptation may anchor 

pointing biases and eliminate the time-dependent trends recently observed. With that improved 

perception, however, adjusting CAPs to account transient eye movements will still become even 

more important. Currently, misalignments generated by individual eye movements create 

localization errors, but users are largely unaware of the problem. Once visual quality improves, 

users will become far more sensitive to misalignment. If the visual scene does not change with 

eye movements, users will experience disorienting illusions of the entire scene moving with the 

eyes. Eye tracking integrated into visual prostheses will thus be important for current 

technology as well as any developed with improved neural tissue interfaces. 
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